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"Real-world' Signals.
No matterwhose world
theycomefrom.

Getting a satellite system off the
ground isn't easy. You spend
thousands ofhours testing and
retesting the hardware. At
integration, on the launch pad
and in-orbit. There has to be a
better way!
Now there is. The HP 8791
signal simulator can generate
the signals you need to quickly
and thoroughly test payloads,
earth stations or system moni-
toring equipment. From group
delay and gain to noise loading
and bit error rate. testing to
spec has never been this fast or
accurate. The HP 8791's digi-
tally generated signals deliver
unsurpassed test consistency
time after time, anywhere, in or
out of this world.
Testing with simple signals and
modulations only tells part of
the story. Ever wonder what will
happen when real signals enter
your receivers and transpon-
ders? With the HP 8791 you can
simulate up and down link
traffic. add transoonder and
earth station impairments, test
with multiple carriers or evalu-
ate the effects ofpropagation
and multipath. Quickly, easily
and repeatably.
For more information on the
HP 8791, call your local HP
sales office or call The Nether-
lands +31 20 547 9999 and ask
for Eric Jennings. We'll send a
data sheet and a satellite test
technical paper that shows how
to get your birds offthe ground
faster.

There is a better wav.
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AICAIEI E9PACIO: Quqlity in time.
ALCATEL ESPACIO is engoged in the

design, development ond monufocturing of spoce
communicotion equipments ond systems, providing
front - line technology used in sotellite poyloodi
ond olso in ground control stotions.

ALCATEL ESPACIO'S moin technologies
ond products ore:

- On Boord Digitol Electronics. (On Boord
Processing, Doto Acquisition, Video Processing,

ES PAC IO
Alcotel Espocio, S A Einstein S/N Tres Contos 28260 Modrid Spoin

Tel (341 | BO3 47 1 O Fox (341 ) BO4 O0 1 6

Fiber Opticol Buses, etc).
- On Boord Rodiofrequency equipments

(TTC tronsponders, filters, multiplexers, etc).
- Communicotion systems (Design, User

Stotions, Control stotions, etc).
ALCATEL ESPACIO'S orgonizotion guo-

rontees the quolity, devoted to deliver the pro-
duct on time ond fulfilling the ogreed requi-
rements.



The German researcb satellite
R}SAT is equipped wilb Gore cables.

Delicale measurements of aslro-
physical phenomena are performed

and lransmitled taithout com\ro-
ntsing ltrecision.

W.l-. G0Rt & ASS0(lATtS Gmb||

}.|ordring I

D-91785 Pleinfeld

Tel.: (0049 9l 44) 601-0
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Material Testing for a
Safer Environment

With the advancement of
time comes the advance-
ment of non-metallic ma-
terials which are especially
applicable today for space
components and equip-
ment, and have contributed
towards the safety and well
being of the crews.

Before acceptance of these
materials, Deutsche Aero-
space established test facili-
ties in accordance to NASA/
ESA requirements and pro-
cedures. As a result ofthis,
we are able to understand
various material strengths,
behaviour, flammability ef-
fects, outgassing and off-
gassing/toxicity properties,
and in some cases we can
predict material fatigue to
prevent accidents.

We now want to integrate
this space know-how to
contribute to environment
control on earth.

You are invited to our presen-
tation on November 26,1993,
at our facilities. More informa-
tion under the indicated phone
and fax number.

ERNO Raumfahrttechnik GmbH
D-28199 Bremen
Phone (04 21l. 5 3945 70
Fax (04 21) 5 39-57 38 Space Infrastructure



Design small. Ttdnk big.
In our field, requirements are almost infinite but

space on board is frnite, Integrating more functions in

that space is our way 0f thinking big.

The space industry demands absolute integrity,
from liftoff to end-of-life, Sextant Avionique's Space

Division calls on over 25 years of experience to meet

these exacting requirements. From design to integra-
tion of space-qualified equipment, we offer a compre-

hensive range of sentices to meet your exact needs,

Sextant Avionique has already
equipped some 50 launchers and 70

satellites - a totai of over 300 compo-

Space Dirision

nents and subsystems that operators can rely on

throughout mission life,
Thanks to our acknowledged expertise, advanced

technology and in-depth synergy between aeronauti-
cal and space operations, Sextant Avionique is a key
partner in some of the biggest space programs of this
decade, including Ariane 4 and 5, Hermes, Columbus,
Spot, ERS, Helios, N{eteosat, Topex-Poseidon, IS0,
Eutelsat II and Telecom 2.

Concentrating know-how into a frnite
inner space is our way of helping you meet

the inhnite demands of outer space.

25. rue Jules Vddrines 26027 \hlence Cedex - France 'lelcphone (;lil) 75i98511 Telex SXT 3,15807 F Fax (;33) 711 798660



introduction

Introduction

Following the launch of ESA's first remote-
sensing satellite ERS-1 in 1991 and its
continuing successful operations, the
Agency is looking forward to the launch of
its successor, ERS-2, which will ensure
continuity in the provision of space-
acquired remote-sensing data to the ever-
growing community of users. At the same
time, ESA is also preparing for a future
Earth-observation mission resoonsive to
user needs into the next century. lt is

based on use of the Polar Platform
develooed within the Columbus
Programme, equipped with a set of key
instruments for environmental monitorino
from soace.

This future mission, known as 'Envisat-1',

responds to Europe's increasing aware-
ness of the environmental oroblems
that we face by catering to the future needs of the international community of users -
both science- and applications-oriented - of remote-sensing data. Envisat will furnish
reliable data on a global basis and over long periods of time, thereby contributing to
a much better understanding of the complex phenomena governing the well-being of
our orecious but fraoile environment.

The eight articles that follow are intended to provide both an insight into the historical
background to the Envisat mission and its rationale, as well as a basic understanding
of the roles of some of the comolex instruments that this first Polar Platform mission will
carry and which will be operated in space well into the next century.

L. Emiliani
Director for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment
ESA, Paris
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Envisat and the Polar Platform:
The Concept and lts History

B. Pfeiffer, B. Gardini & J. Cendral
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
The issue of how man interacts with the
environment and, in more general terms.
the ecological consequences of all human
activities started to be a matter of increasing
public interest in the late 1960s. In recent
years, it has become one of the major
topics of discussion in everyday life. The
'greenhouse effect', acid rain, the hole in the
ozone layer and the systematic destruction
of the tropical rain forests are all now the
subjects of passionate debate

Following the decisions taken at the ESA Council at Ministerial
Level in Granada last November, use of the European Polar Platform
as the basis for the Envisat Programme has been confirmed. A
well-balanced set of instruments has now been selected to make up
the payload complement for Envisat-l and a nominal Industrial
Consortium arrived at for its development. This article briefy traces
the history of the Programme and outlines the current mission
concept and the proposed industrial organisation for its
implementation.

This new awareness of the environmental
and climatic changes that may be overtaking
our entire planet has provided support for a
growing scientific interest in the complex
interactions that occur between the Earth's
atmosphere, oceans, ice regions and land
surfaces This scientific interest has created,
over the years, a well-established community
of scientists active in these disciolines.

At the same time, the global perspective of
the Earth's environment has fostered the
development of a number of space-based
remote-sensing techniques for earth observ-
ation. Starting with its ERS-1 Programme,
ESA has played a key role in the develop-
ment of these techniques for a wide range
of applications In 1988, all of these elements
were drawn together in an ESA proposal to
its Member States for an overall 'Strategy for
Earth Observation'. A series of polar-orbiting
and geostationary satellites was foreseen,
to support several missions covering, in

particula6 the study of the Earth's environ-
ment and resources, the continuation and
improvement of meteorological observations,
and the study of the structure and dynamics
of the Earth's crust and interior.

Based on the scenario defined in that ESA

strategy for Earth-Observation Programmes,
the first Polar Orbit Earth Observation
Mission (POEN/-1) was established as
an optional Agency Programme, via a
Resolution of the ESA Council Meeting at
Ministerial Level in Munich in November
1991. The exact content of the POEM-1
Programme was subsequently elaborated
in a further Resolution, adopted at the next
ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial Level,
in Granada in November 1992. On this
occasion, the two constituent elements of
the Programme were further defined as the
Envisat-l mission and the Metop-1 mission
prepararory prog ramme.

With its launch foreseen for late 1998,
Envisat-1 will be the first earth-observation
mission based on exoloitation of the
European Polar Platform. lt is primarily a
research-oriented mission and will carry
essentially pre-operational instruments
for monitoring and studying the Earth's
environment, including climate changes.
The later Metoo-1 mission will be more
oriented to routine operational observations
and climate monitoring.

Major mission elements
The two major elements of the Envisat-l
mtsston are:

- the space segment, consisting of the
Envisat-l Payload Instruments on the
Polar Platform (PPF), and

- the ground segment, composed of the
Flight Operations Segment and the
Payload Data Segment.

The space segment
The overall configuration of Envisat-l (Fig. 1)



envisat and the polar platform

is dnven by the instruments' observation
and accommodation needs, the Polar
Platform's general layout and the need to
be compatible with the Ariane-S fairing

The configuration of the Payload Module
haq hoon tho nhior-t nf intenSe and careful
optimisation in order to accommodate all the
instruments physically and provide them
with the requisite fields of view, whilsl still
rocnonlinn a nrrmhor nf inhefent COnSLfainLS,V * ,,",

in terms of necessary clearances. etc In

particular. a detailed trade-off was performed
between a three-sections versus a four-
section PPF Payload Module (PLM) lt was
concluded that, for the chosen Envisat-l
payload complement, a three-section PLM
did not offer sufficient accommodation
space or surface-mounting area, The tinal

configuration of the four-section Payload
lVodule and the locations of the various
instruments are shown in Figure 2

Most of the instruments are mounted on the
outside of the PLM while the electronics
units for the ASAR, RA and GON/OS
instruments have been accommodated,
together with the PPF electronics, inside
the Payload Equipment Bay (PEB) The
instruments themselves are described in

detail in the companion articles in this issue
of Bulletin, lt should perhaps be recalled
here. however. that the selected payload
complement consists of a group of ESA
Developed Instruments (EDls), funded
under the Envisat-l Programme, and a
group of Announcement of Opportunity
(AO) Instruments, funded nationally by the
Periicinatinn Qtetoc'

EDI instruments

- Medium-Resolution lmaging Spectrometer
(N/ ERrS)

- lVichelson Interferometric Passive

Atmospheric Sounder (MIPAS)

Figure 1. Artist's
impression of Envisat-1
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Figure 2. The Envisat-1
payload

- Advanced Radar Altimeter (RA 2).
including a Microwave Sounder

- Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ASAR) capable of operating in both
imaging and wave modes

- Global Ozone Monitoring bV Occultation
of Stars (GOl\lOS)

- Microwave Radiometer (N/WR)

AO instruments
Scanning lmaging Absorption
Soectrometer for Atmospheric
Cartography (SCIAMACHY), provided
by Germany and The Netherlands

- Advanced Along-Track Scannirg
Radiometer (AATSR) provided by the
United Kingdom

- Scanner for Radiation Budget (SCARAB),
provided by France
Doppler Orbitography and Radio-
positioning Integrateo oy Salellile (DORIS).
provided by France

The main design and development Phase
(Phase-C/D) for the ESA-developed instru-
ments was started in July 1992 Detailed
design activities were initrated first at the
level of the mission and instrument prime
contraclors. whilst tie complete make-up of
the Envisat-l Industrial Consortium was being
finalised As lhis has now essentially been
rlocirlorl vrork ean 616nnaA in all nranouuvruuu. lvvr r\ uor I pruuugu ll I oll oluo)

The next important milestone is the satellite
and mission-level Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) in Spring 1994 Preparations for this
are already well underway including PDRs
for the entire PPF and some of the
instruments,

In its role of Mission Prime Contractor,
Dornier GmbH (D) is leading the Consortium
of more than 50 Fr rrnnean and Canadian
comoanies The Instr.rment Prime
Contractors for the EDI instruments are:

n ^,^^^^+i^r^ /r\ {^" l!,1ERlsnvrwovquqrs \r / rul

- Alenia Spazio (l) for RA 2
DASA (D) for MIPAS

- N/MS F (F) for GOMOS

- lVl\1S UK (UK) for ASAR/MWR

An overall schedule for the Envisat-1 mission
elements is shown in Figure 3

The Polar Platform
The Polar Platform Programme was started in

the framework of the Columbus Programme
back in 1987 After several iterations of the
Pl:l[nrm nnn.trnt /carrrino:hlo nr nnl\:nd ilc
h^^,^ ^h^"^^r^,i^ri^^ /^^,,t^^A -^^^ ^^:uo)ru ur roroururJUUJ \vdyrudu r rdJJ dr ru

power capabilities) it was decided at the
end of 1989 to start the development of a
multi-mission Polar Platform offering a
modular range of capabilities to the payload
(The multi mission Polar Platform was
extensively described in ESA Bulletin No. 71,

rn August 1992)

Following the decisions taken in November
1992 at the Granada Ministerial Conference
to split the POEM 1 Mission (for which the
PPF et itc rrnnor ranno ^{ nnnrhililiao ,",rn| | | qr rrJ uppur rqr rgg ul uoPoulllrluJ. vvdJ

particularly well suited) into the Envisat-l and
Metop-1 series of mrssions, the Polar Platform
Prnnr:mmo h:c hoon ranrianiod ln ar rnnnr+' "Y'-'
these programmes, concentrating initially on
the Envisal-1 mission To thrs end. the design
modularity existing in the multi-mission PPF
has been used to tailor it to the specific
Envisat-1 mission needs

The Polar Platform is comprised of two major
modules (Fig a):

- The Service Module, the design of which
is largely derived from Spot-4. provides

STAR TFACKER

PASSIVE C OOLER

SCIAMACHY

IVWF

SCABAB

DORIS

XB-ANTENNA

LRR

ASAR ANTENNA

10
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KIO
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Phase C/D
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Phase CID
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Figure 3. Envisat-1 mission
summary barchart

SOLAR AFRAY (DEPLOYED)

Figure 4. Envisat-1/ Polar
Platform functional
breakdown
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Mounting surface

Mass

Power

Data handling

the main satellite support functions, such
as power, attitude and orbit control, and
propulsion. lt also interfaces with the
launcher.

- The Payload Module, on which the
Envisat instruments and PPF payload
support equipment (data management
and communications, electrical
distribution) are accommodated,

Table 1 Polar Platform serylces to the payload

Up to 43 m2 externally (PLC), and 10 m2 inside (PEB)

Up to 2000 kg of payload instruments

1 9 kW average over the orbit, 2 5 kW peak power

0

0

One high-rate channel for ASAR (100 Mbps)
Ten mediumJlow-rate (up to 32 Mbps) channels for the other

instruments
Recording at 5 Mbps on up to 4 tape recorders with replay
at 50 Mbps lMaximum capacity (30 Gbits) for storage of one
full orbit of medium-/low-rate data

Reallime high-rate together with recorded or real{ime
low-imedium-rate data can be down-linked simultaneously in

X-band direct to ground or in Ka-band via DRS

Two (out of three) channels are provided for both Ka- and
X-band, each 50/.100 l\4bps

Star-tracker-based reference system

Pointing better than 0 1'(3o)
Measurement better than 0 03" (3 o)

Data transmission o

0

Attitude o

0

0

The Payload Module in turn has two
functional subassemblies in addition to
the Payload lnstruments proper:

- The Payload Carrier (PLC), which is the
structure and harness supporting the
externally mounted instruments and some
PPF equipment (Ka-band antenna and
star trackers). The structure is composed
of four similar sections, each 1.6 m in
length (five were foreseen for the multi-
mission Platform)

- The Payload Equipment Bay (PEB),

constituted by the equipment (belonging
to either platform or instruments) mounted
internally on the nadir and side panels of
the three lower sections of the Pavload
Module.

The Service Module combines a newly
designed structure, thermal control and solar
array with Spot-4 recurrent or partly modified
hardware for the electronic eouioment
(AOCS, OBDH, power) and for the propul-
sion subsystem lt also carries a newly
designed Dual-Mode Transponder (DMT),
which will orovide S-band communications
for commanding either direct from the
ground or via a Data-Relay Satellite.

The Solar Generator is made up of 14 panels
(multi-mission was 16), measures 14 m x 5 m,
and provides 65 kW of power at end-of-life.

The services offered by the Polar Platform
to the payload for the Envisat-1 mission are
summarised in Table 1

Development status
The Polar Platform has now been under
development for more than three years,
based on the Phase-C/D Prooosal received
from Industry in October 1990. Since then.
the detailed design work has been basically
completed and the majority of the develop-
ment models successfully manufactured and
tested (see, for example, Fig 5) The updates
to the design resulting from the reorientation
to meet the needs of the Envisat-1 mission
have also been introduced.

Manufacture of the PPF structural model is

currently well-advanced with the Service
Module completed and due to enter static
qualification testing this autumn.

A Preliminary Design Review (PDR) has
been performed by the Agency in November
1992 for the multi-mission Polar Platform

The ground segment
Extensive ground facilities are required
to support the Envisat-1 mission, both to
command and control the satellite and
to handle the very large quantities of data
that will be provided by the instruments
on-board. Specific efforts will be made in
both of these areas, taking into account
the existing ESA ground infrastructure and
capitalising on the experience gained and
lesson learnt from the ongoing programmes.
and from ERS 1 in particular.

The command and control of the satellite is

to be organised by the European Space
Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt (D)

using Kiruna (S) as the primary S-band
station, complemented by commanding via
DRS.

The handling of the payload data is to be
organised by ESRIN, with both X-band
and DRS reception facilities being used.
Processing of data within the Envisat-1
Ground Segment itself will be limited,
with only engineering data, calibrated by
instrument, being provided in most cases.

Clearly, the end users of the Envisat-1
data will need data that have been further
processed to provide a range of geophysical
data products. Intensive discussions are

12
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currently taking place within the European
User Community to determine the best way

to ensure that such geophysical products
can be made easily available to the widest
possible community.

The solution eventually implemented will

make use of facilities owned and operated
by ESA's Member States, facilities to be
implemented as part of the Agency s Data

User Programme, and possibly also facilities

owned and operated by the European
Community.

The overall infrastructure will be su0ported
by a wide circle of scientific endeavours in

order to optimise the overall data processing
and obtain the maximum amount of useful
information from Envisat-l 's instruments.

Conclusion
For the Earth-Observation User Community,
the Envisat-1 mission will provide invaluable

data for a broad field of applications, leading
to a better understanding of the Earth's

environment. its climate and the ecological
conseouences of human activities on a
global scale,

The mission represents a major challenge for
ESA in that it combines the efforts of two of
its major programmes. namely the Envisat-1

and PPF Programmes The overall system
is complex, from both the technical and
organisational points of vtew, with a large
number of interfaces and very ambitious
goals lt is also, therefore, a challenging task
for the companies that make up the Polar
Platform and Envisat-1 Industrial Consortia 6r

Figure 5. A Polar Platform
solar-array panel under
test

to



Due to its acknowledged expertise
in the military market, and to the ongoing
CNES qualification, CODECHAM P
has become a key partner in many
major projects :

TELECOM 2, HISPASAT, SPOT,
HELIOS, PPF PLATFORM, SOHO,
ARTEMIS.

Our technology and capabilities enable
us to provide a comprehensive range of
specially designed products to exactly
meet our customers needs.

CooEcHAMP

THE OPTICAL ENCODER SOLUTION
CODECHAMP are designers and
manufacturers of high resolution,
high accuracy optical encoders,
predominately for the Military and
Aerospace markets.
CODECHAMP optical encoders are
supplied as absolute, absolute multi-turn
or incremental devices and have
resolutions up to 22 bits.
Their main characteristics are :

- integrated electronics
- integrated cold redundancy
- accuracy up to 1 arc. sec. RMS
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Envisat-1: Europe's Major Contribution to
Earth Observation for the Late Nineties

C.J. Readings & P.A. Dubock
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
Coupled with increasing international
concern over the Earth's environment is
+k^ ^^^^^+^^^^ ^t lh^ ^^^i +^ ^^hi^',a a
Ll lu cluuupld,l luu ul Ll lu I luuu lu dul lluvu d

better understanding of our Earth/atmosphere
system and the factors that influence it.

Basic to the realisation of this objective is the
provision of data These data are required
not only to monitor the state of the Earth
system and to detect changes. but also to
provide the better scientific understanding
needed to identify processes and validate
mooets.

Following ERS-1 's success and the endorsement of the Agency's
Earth-Observation Programme by the European Ministers at their
meetings in Munich (1991) and in Granada (1992), ESA is now
moving ahead with the implementation of an ambitious programme
for Earth observation. This article provides an overview of one
aspect of this programme, namely the Envisat-1 mission planned
for launch in 1998.

For the provision of these data, man must
look to space Surface or airborne data
generally lacks the geographical coverage
and repetitivity required. Provision of space
data, however, implies a longterm commit-
ment on the part of space agencies as

continuity of data is essential These needs
are recoonised in the Earth-Observation
Programme proposed by ESA, which was
endorsed by the Ministers of the Member
States in November 1991 and re-affirmed in

November 1992.

Underlying this programme is the Agency's
Earth-observation strategy, which was
enunciated in collaboration with the user
community and representatives of the ESA

Member States This identifies four basic
nhianiirroc n: molrr'

- Monitoring of the Earth's environment on
various scales, from local or regional to
global

- Management and monitoring of the
Earth's resources, both renewable and
non-renewable.

- Continuation and improvement of the
servir:e nrovided to the worldwide
operational meteorological community.

- Contributing to the understanding of the
^+.,,^t,,.^ ^^^ ,r,,^^.nics of the Earth'sJLr UUtUTE dr ru uyrol
crust and interior.

The realisation of these objectives forms
the basis of the ESA Earth-Observation
Programme

To address the themes underlying the
Agency's Earth-observation strategy global
data sets, in many cases spanning decades,
ere reorrired These clata must cover a wide
range of disciplines as the themes generally
span traditional lines of demarcation.
Furthermore, given the synergism between
both the disciplines and the instruments
necessary to realise the objectives, missions
will in general have to be broader and carry
more instruments than has been the case in
the past

Consideration of the implications of trying to
meet these various criteria led the Agency
to conclude that it could make a major
contribution to the basic objectives of its

Earth-Observation Programme by implement-
ing a series of missions in polar orbit,
exploiting the capabilities o[ the European
Polar Platform Two such series of missions
are currently proposed, both in 'morning'
orbits:

- The Envisat missions, which are
concerned with research objectives and
the flight of pre-operational instruments.

- The Metop missions, which focus on the
needs of operational meteorology and
climate monitoring.

This article is concerned specifically with the
first of the Envisat missions, scheduled for

lc
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Air-lce
Coupling

Precipitation-
Evaporation

launch n 1998 and lhe objectives underly ng
it The ar:comnar-vinn series Of artiCles
describe some of the individual Envisat
instruments in greater detail

The Envisat-1 mission obiectives
In considering the possible orentation of
the first of the Polar Platform missions,
namely Envisat-l , particular note was taken
nf incrc:qinn .nn.trrnq Over the Earth s
almosnhere :nd its ervironmenl and tne
possibility that it may be being adversely
affected by mankind's activities (Fig 1)

These concerns have led to the estab-
lishment of internationa endeavours such
as the World Climate Research Programme
(WCRP) and the Inlernaliona Geosphere/
Biosphere Programme (IGBP)

nn lhe evneripnr-p nained frOm the ERS
m.ssions, exlending and consolidating tne
range of parameters observed lt is intended
that Envisat-1 should consolidate the ERS
nnnrn+inna/ mionian ^nI horo cnocialUPElqLlUl lql I lll-JlUl l. dl ru I ruru rl'Juurql

ment on should be nade o[ the operational
mnnitnr nn nf co: ino

Tn ra:lico lhoco nhioniirioc rl ic na.oaa2r\/

to observe a wide rarge of para.neters,
iaihinh nrn ha lnncalrr rJroupeo accoro,ng
to whether the variable relates to the
atnosphere. lie land. the ocean. or snow
and ice The relation between mission
nhionlivoc anr{ nonnhrr^i^^l ^^'^-^+^'^ i^vuJvuuvuo qr v VUv|.JrryJlUdl l-rdldl llUlU'J lJ
summarised in Table 1 The Envisat-l
payload has been chosen lo observe as
many of the relevanl paramelers as possio e
within the overall mission constraints

Aerosols

H20, N2, O?, CO2, Or, etc.

Air-Biomass
Coupling

t
V

The realisation of mission objectives
E even instruments will be flown on Envisat-l
(Table 2) which togetrer provioe the means
to real se the mission oblect ves Of course.
the instruments themselves only produce
engineering data but, when combined with
geophysical models and processed with
appropriate algorithms. these can be used
to estimare lhe pertinent geophysical
parameters

For examnle it is not nossible [o observe,,Y'VI 'L

directly the divergence of Lhe incorning solar
radiation througn the almosphere However.

this can be derived with the aid of models
and the observation of parameters such as
the radiation flux at the top of the atmos-
phere. the verrical profiles of temperature and
uiater rrannr ,r and lhc distfibulion and
characteristics of clouds and aerosols
Several other examples could be cited

Atmosphere

Sea lce

Heat
Exchange

A
I

I

Y

Wind Stress Terrestrial
Rad iation

{1i

C'

Figure 1. Schematic of the
principal components and
interactions in the global
climate system

It was therefore decided that Envisat-l should
focrs, as a p'ime objeclive. on .raking a
significant contribut on to environmental
qtr rdioc nnt:hlrr in Iho :ro:c nI etmncnhorin
nhomictrrr rnd neoen/ino ctr niac /inn rrninn
mar na hin nnv n[ iho nno:n cr rr{qcp\ Rrr cn
r1n,nn in aIriirinn i^ nr^',;^i^^ arla raln,,rnluvil v, il r quurLrvr I rv vruvlulllv udlo luluvolrl
to the monitoring of the state of the Earth's
r:limale il shorrld heln lo increase urder-
o+nnAinn nf rha ',nria,. nrnaaaaAa inrrnlrrorl)tol lulll9 ul Ll lg volluuJ vruuuJJUo il rvurvuu.
rrrh,nh ic a nra-ra^t ricito {nr tho rlorrolnnmonl

of better climate rrodels As seconda.y
ohiectives Fnvisal-1 should also Seek to:

/r\ n^h^n^^ +h^ ^^^^Ailii\i tn mnnilnr anrl\d,/ Ul ll ldl IUU Ll rU Udpdulilry LU rrrurilrur ur u

manage the Eartl's resources. ano

th\ nnnirihr rlo in 2 hottor rrndprqtrnrlrnn o{

solir^l-Farth nrocesses

Envisat-1 sl.ourd also seek to capiLalise

Changes in Atmospheric
Composition

t
V

Changes of Land Features,
Orog raphy, Vegetation, Albedo, etc.

to
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Table 1 Relationship between mrssion objectives and geophysical parameters

Disciplines Geophysical Phenomena

Primary Objectives

Environ- Atmos-
ment phere

Ocean
and ice

Secondary Objectives

Earth Solid
resources Earth

Itmncnhara (-lnr rdc

Humidity
Radiative fluxes
(top of the atmosphere)
Temperature
Trace gases

Troposphere
Middle atmosphere

Aerosols

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Qr rrfeno tomnar2lr rra

Vegetation characteristics
Surface elevation

P

P

S

S

S

S

Ocean colour
Sea surface temperature
Surface topography
Turbidity
Wave characteristics
Wind speed

P

P

P

S

P

S

P

P

P

S

S

P

J

S

S

P

lce/Snow Extent
Snow cover
Topography
Temperature

P

P

P

P

P

S

P

P

S

P

S

S

P = Primary Need; S : Secondary Need

The geophysical parameters that may be
derrved from each instrument are summarised
in Table 3. This shows that the complement
of instruments included in the Envisat-1

mission provides a balanced approach in

addressing the mission objectives. lt can also
be seen that, although the data from the
various instruments are focussed on the
primary mission objectives, secondary
mission objectives are not neglected

The atmosphere
For the primary objective, in the atmosphere,
the payload will provide data to quantitatively
monitor radiative processes, airlsea inter-
action and interactions between the atmos-
phere and land and iceisnow surfaces, as
well as the formation and evolution of clouds
It will also orovide data that can be used to
determine the atmosphere's composition and
to study the associated chemical processes
This includes the observation of the ozone
anomaly (Fig 2) detected over the Antarctic
(and more recently over the Northern
Hemisohere)

lmportant processes occur throughout the
atmosphere and so to study them data must
be gathered at all of its levels, including the

troposphere (Fig.3). In particular, recent work
has highlighted the need to observe
the chemistry of the tropshere, a region
notoriously difficult to observe from space.

Observations will be oossible in the
troposphere as well as in higher regions
of the atmosphere. Many of these data

Table 2. The Envisat-l instruments

Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer
Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
Doppler Orbitography and Radio-positioning
Integrated by Satellite

Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of

Stars

Laser Retro Reflector
Medium Resolution lmaging Spectrometer

Michelson Interferometer for Passive

Atmospheric Sounding
Microwave Radiometer

Rader Altimeter 2

Scanning lmaging Absorption Spectrometer
for Atmospheric Cartog raphy

Scanner for Radiation Budget

AATSR

ASAR

DORIS

GOIVOS

LRR

IVERIS

IVIPAS

MWR

RA-2

SCIAIVACHY

SCARAB

Optical/lR Radiometer
C-Band SAR

RF Orbitography

UV + Optical
Spectrometer
Passive Optical Reflector

Visible and Near-lR

Spectrometer
Limb-Viewing lR

lnterferometer
Two-Channel Nadir View
Radiometer
Pulse Radar
Multi-Channel Nadir +
Limb View UViVIS/|R

Spectrometers
Four-Channel VIS + lR

Radiometer

17
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Table 3 lnstrument contributions to geophysical parameter estimation*

Geophysical phenomena

Instruments

AATSR ASAR GOMOS MIPASMER S SCARAB SCIAMACHY

Atmosphere
Clouds
Humidity
Radiative fluxes
Temperature
Trace gases

Troposphere
Middle Atmosphere

Aerosols

X

X

x
X

x

X

X

Land
Surface temperature
Vegetation characteristics
Surface elevation X

Ocean
Ocean colour
Sea surface temperature
Surface topography
Turbidity
Wave characteristics
Wind speed

X

X

X

X

X

lce/Snow
Extent
Snow cover
Topography
Temperature X

X

The payload will also include DORIS, which will allow precise determination of the satellite's orbit in support of other instruments

Figure 2. Total ozone concentration in the atmosphere over Antarctica as
measured by the TOMS instrument

are unique and can be used not only to
investigate the 'greenhouse' effect and other
aspects of the Earth's energy balance,
but also to further our knowledge and
understanding of the chemistry of the
atmosphere Combining the data from all
three chemistry instruments means that tt

will not only be possible to contribute to
the monitoring and climatology of key trace
species, but also to validate chemical
process mooets

On the slightly shorter time scale, the data
can be used to detect short-term variations
in important climate variables, such as those
in aerosol concentrations caused by volcanic
eruptions, or those in trace-gas distributions
arising from man's activities lt will be pos-
sible to detect changes in the troposphere
as well as at higher levels of the atmosphere.

Ocean/ice
As well as providing the means to study
transfers of energy and momentum between
ocean and atmosphere, the instruments
will allow the dynamics of the ocean surface
to be monitored, The payload provides the
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means to make highly accurate determin-
ations of sea-surface topography and
continuous and global measurements of
wind speed, wave and temperature fields.
This information is of vital imoortance for
climate studies as the oceans transoort a
significant fraction of the total heat energy of
the Earth's system between the equator and
the poles. They therefore play a vital role in
the Earth's cilmate system.

It will also be possible to monitor ice sheets
and sea-ice in terms of areal extent, surface
elevation, albedo and temperature. This will
allow changes in the volume of the polar
ice sheets, which affect both sea level and
climate, to be determined (Fig.4). Knowledge
of the mass balance of the Arctic and
Antarctic ice sheets allows the orediction of
probable ice-sheet responses to temperature
increases arising from changes in the
concentrations of 'greenhouse' gases in the
atmosphere plus associated changes in sea
tevet.

On a shorter time scale. it will be oossible to
detect the spread of natural and man-made
pollution (e.9. oil spills) over oceans, as well
as the presence of algae and plankton on
the sea surface. The latter is of course also
relevant to the study of airlsea transfers as
'ocean colour' is closely linked to biological
activity at the surface. This in turn is

associated with the generation of trace

Land surface
Modelling of the impact of vegetation on
climate requires detailed knowledge of the
characteristics of the vegetation itself plus
the associated physical/biological processes.
The instruments making up the Envisat-1
payload will provide the data to allow the
estimation, on a global scale, of surface
albedos, vegetation cover (Fig. 5), vegetation
characteristics, surface roughness, etc. All of

these data correlate with the surface energy
and water budgets and the transfer of trace
soecies between the land surface and the
atmosphere, contributing to the prime
objectives of the mission.

The Envisat instruments will also orovide data
enabling land areas damaged or transformed
by erosion, desert encroachment, deforest-
ation, etc, to be monitored. Again these data
are of fundamental importance to environ-
mental studies and climate monitorino.

Secondary objectives
Land resource management and monitoring
have not been neglected. Significant
contributions should be provided by the
large field of vieq medium-resolution optical
sensors and the high-resolution, all-weather
imaging synthetic-aperture radar. Specific
uses of these data will range from the large-
scale monitoring of vegetated, semi-arid and
arid areas, to regional monitoring of crops,
forests and mineral resources.

Figure 3. Variation of
atmospheric temperature
with height, delineating
four atmospheric layers:
troposphere, stratosphere,
mesospere and thermo-
sphere

Figure 4. Air/sea-ice/ocean
exchange processes (after
P. lemke)
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Figure 5. Remote-sensing
forest map of Europe, an
ESA contribution to the
World Forest Watch

Envisat-l will also make significant
contributions to studies of the solid-Earth
via lhe provision of data of importance to
geodesy and geodynamics This stems from
its ability to determine the orbit of the Polar
Platform with centimetre accuracy lt will also
measure surface topography over both land
and water.

lnstruments
We will now review the individual instruments
selected for the Envisat-l payload, the most
significant of which are described in greater
detail in the companion articles in this
Bulletin The ERS instruments referred to
were described in the February 1991 issue
Table 3 provides an overview of the link
between the requisite geophysical param-
eters and instrument performance

The Advanced Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer (AATSR)
The AATSR is an advanced version of the
ATSR instrument successfully operating on
ERSl(Figs6&7)

The primary objective of the ATSR instrument

Barenls Sea

on ERS 1 is to measure global sea-surface
temperatures for climate research and
monitoring purposes lts absolute accuracy
is beller than 05 K. averaged over areas of
50 km x 50 km, assuming that 200lo of the
pixels within an area are cloud-free For

cloud-free pixels of area 1 km x 1 km, the
relative accuracy is about O1 K

The AATSR will have a similar performance
to the ATSR. but its capability wrll be
extended by the addition of three visible
channels, enabling it to observe land-surface
parameters such as temperature and
vegetation characteristics. lts performance
is almost identical to that of the ATSR-2 on
ERS-2 Measurement continuity will therefore
be assured from the launch of ERS-] in 1991

until at east 2003

The AATSR performs a conical scan with
only those parts of the cone that fall inside
the 500 km-wide ground swath being
cemnlorl Ttsa roartttard nerl nf lho cnan nnno

views the satellite ground track approximately
al nadir. while the forward parl o[ the scan
looks about 47" away from the nadir. As a

A/orwegian Sea

t

rl.;A!lantit:

acean

l\lecliterraDearl

$
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result, the AATSR produces two super-
imposed 500 km wide images. one from lhe
nadir view and one from the forward view
Combining the two views, which involve
differenL almosphere path lengths, erables
corrections to be made for atmospheric
effects

Light from the instantaneous field of view is

collected simultaneously by seven detectors
Fnr rr nf these corresnond lo the inlrared
detectors as used on ERS-1 , ie 37, 161 ,

1085 and 12 0 micron, The other three
detectors correspond to visible channels at
555, 659 and 865 nm, respectively

The qn:n npriod or rtqide the swath is used
to view black bodies forming part of the
instrument, which provide hot and cold
references This nart of the scan also views
a visible calibration target illuminated by
the Sr rn drrrino some Darts of Lhe orbit. "",,,,v
Combining these calibration facilities with
the instrumenl s viewing characteristics and
detectors cooled to 70 K (with Stirling-cycle
coolcrq\ cnahleq the inStrument tO meet its

mission specification

The Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ASAR)
Although the ASAR can be regarded as a
derivative of the SAR on ERS 1, it exploits
more advanced technology and as a result
has a much more flexible operational
capabilily The basic principle of ope'ation is.

hourever the same as that Of the ERS ACtive

Microwave Instrument, and the ASAR also
^^^r^+^^ rt t'- l.-.rnA rtr??1Gl-]z\ liLzo tha trRQupurdluJ dt v-udrru \J.uu I vr 14/ ilnE Lr rE Lr lu
AN/ I

The ASAR will make all-weather observations
of surface characteristics, from which one
can derive measures of wave characteristics,
sea-ice characteristics (Fig 8) and distri-
bution, and land-surface characteristics,

Figure 6. Computer graphic
of the AATSR instrument

Figure 7. ERS-1 Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer
(ATSB) brightness-
temperature image of
Central ltaly

including estimates of soil moisture lts

multiple viewing modes, coupled with its

ability to vary the polarisation of both the
transmitted and received signals, significantly
enhances the usefulness of the information
provided because the characteristics of many
of the surface features vary with incidence
angle and polarisation

The ERS 1 AMI uses a travellrng wave tube
to generate the radio-frequency power. This
is transmitted through an antenna made of
slotted waveguides, In contrast, the ASAR
uses an active antenna, within which 320
identical transmit/receive modules are
nnnnanio| tn cnnnor tlnnomi++inn nr*nhnouvr il ruuLUu Lv uvp|\Jur Lror l-r rrrLLrrrv PoLUr rgJ

arranged into a total of 20 tiles The phase
and gain of each transmit/receive module
can be individually controlled This allows a
rlonroo nf nnntrnl 617p1 thn nn+nnnn Frnamuvvruu vvur lllE qllLEl lllO UEO|ll.

which is impossible with a passive antenna,

zl
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Figure 8. ERS-I SAR image
covering an area of
approximately 95 x 95 km2
around Spitzbergen's (N)
northern shores, which
are dominated by high
mountains with large
glaciers. The light-grey
areas are ice floes drifting
in the sea

Doppler Orbitography and Radio-positioning
Integrated by Satellite (DORIS)
DORIS is a microwave Doppler tracking
system which can be used to determine a

satellite's exact position in space. Versions of
this instrument are currently flying on both
Spot-2 and Topex-Poseidon missions, and it

is also planned to fly it on Spot-4 and Spot 5

Precise positioning is of fundamental
importance to several aspects of the
Envisat-l mission In particular, RA-2
(see below) only measures instantaneous
altitude, while to use this data on a global
scale requires a precise knowledge of the
orbit. Without DORIS, radial position errors
would be of the order of 2m. This would
undermine many of the missions of RA-2,
including large-scale oceanography, global
and basin-scale circulation studies, as well
as the global monitoring of changes in sea
level lt would also be impossible to monitor
the mass balance of the Antarctic ice-sheet.
The solid Earth mission flable 1) is also
particularly deBendent on the information
provided by the DORIS system

DORIS measures the Doppler frequency
shifts of both VHF and S-band signals
transmitted by ground beacons. Instrument
noise is equivalent to an error of about
0.5 mm/s in radial velocity, corresponding to
absolute determinations of posrtion to about
10 cm The precise measurement is made

at S-band, with the VHF signal being used
to correct for ionosoheric effects,

There is currently a ground network of about
fifty stations distributed around the globe and
this network is growing steadily. In its existing
form, the network would provide about 750lo

global coverage for Envisat-l. The gaps in

coverage occur at a variety of latitudes, but
consist of short segments in otherwise well-
covered areas, Consequently, it will be
possible to recover the orbit to a high degree
of accuracy

Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of
Stars (GOMOS)
GOMOS is a limb-viewing instrument which
has been designed to use stellar occultation
to measure trace-gas concentrations -
notably ozone - and other atmospheric
parameters in the altitude range between
20 and 100 km By observing stars, it is
intended to obtain improved geographic
coverage compared with systems exploiting
solar occultation such as SAGE, whilst still
retaining the inherent accuracy of the
occultation technique

GOMOS measures atmospheric transmission
as a function of altitude at wavelengths
between 250 and 950 nm by measuring the
spectrum of a star, Measurements are made
both without an intervening atmosphere and
as the star sets through the atmosphere
From these observations it will be oossible
to derive vertical profiles of ozone, several
of the oxides of nitrogen, water vapour and
temperature, as well as of aerosols between
the upper troposphere and higher levels of
the atmosphere. Global coverage will be
quite extensive as several hundred stars
will be observed each day. GOMOS data
will complement those of MIPAS and
SCIAMACHY by providing very-high-
accuracy observations, particularly of ozone

The instrument consists of a steerable mirror
feeding a telescope, which in turn feeds
light two spectrometers, one operating in the
ultraviolet/visible (250-675 nm), and one in

the infrared (756-773 and 926-952 nm)
The steerable mirror is used to acquire and
then track stars as they set through the
atmosphere. About 25 stars are bright
enough to be routinely observed, at different
longitudes, from each orbit

The Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR)
The I RR is a set of nassive reflectors
designed to allow ground-based laser
stations to measure the range to the
spacecraft precisely. lt will be used to

,i;tj
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complement the DORIS instrument for the

restitution of the precise Envisat-l orbit.

The Medium-Resolution lmaging
Spectrometer (MERIS)
MERIS is a push-broom imaging spectro-
meter covering the spectral range 400-
1050 nm Within this range, up to fifteen

different spectral bands may be chosen
(they are programmable). lt has a wide
ground swath (ca 1500 km), subdivided
into six separate segments, with resolution

at the subsatellite point of up to 0.25 x

0.25 km2. At low resolution, this becomes
1 x 1 km2 lt has a robust calibration system.

The primary mission of MERIS is to measure
'ocean colour', i.e. chlorophyll and other
suspended matter (Fig.9), but it can also be

used for the observation and mapping of:

Oceans: pollution, coastal effects and sea

rce

Land: vegetation, tnland water, agriculture,
forestry, snow and ice

Atmosphere: cloud characteristics, water-

vapour content and aerosols

As can be seen from Table 3, MERIS is a
very flexible instrument providing data of

relevance to both primary and secondary
Envisat-l mission objectives

The Michelson Interferometer for Passive
Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS)

MIPAS is a Michelson interferometer viewing
in the limb. lt measures emission spectra
in the mid-infrared (i.e. between 4.15 and
14.6 micron) to a high spectral and radio-

metric accuracy Almost all geographic
regions will be accessible as it can scan

the atmosphere at the horizon either at

right angles to the flight direction or looking
backwards along it. lt will be able to observe
the atmosphere between tangential heights
of 5 and 150 km.

The mid-infrared region of the spectrum is

rich in emission lines and so MIPAS will be

able to observe a wide range of atmospheric
species. These include ozone, almost the
complete oxides of nitrogen family, many

fluorocarbons, acetylene and ethane,

carbon monoxide, methane, nitrous and
nitric acid and a host of other species, plus

temperature, water vapour and aerosol. lt
orovides a data set that can be used to
produce a global climatology of trace
species, as well as to advance understanding
in the areas of stratospheric and upper-
tropospheric chemistry and atmospheric
dynamics. lts data provide a very good

complement to those of GOMOS and
SCIAMACHY

The Microwave Radiometer (MWR)
This is a nadir-viewing, two-channel, passive

microwave radiometer operating at 238
and 36.5 GHz At these two frequencies, it

receives and measures microwave radiation
generated and reflected by the Earth. The

signals received can be related to surface
temperature but, most importantly, they
provide an estimate of the total water content
in the atmosphere The Microwave Radio-

meter has a 20 km-diameter field of view.

The MWR has a limited but very useful role,

namely to provide the data required to

correct the data from the Radar Altimeter
(ie RA-2) for tropospheric effects arising
from absorption by water vapour. Without
the MWR data, the Altimeter would have its

accuracy much reduced, making it ditficult
to meet its mission objectives.

The MWR instrument, which is of the same

design as that on the ERS 1 and ERS-2

satellites, compares received signals with

signals from a reference load at a known
temperature using a Dicke switch. On-board
calrbration will be performed using a sky
horn pointing to deep space (ie cold
calibration at 4 K), with an internal load
supplying the hot reference

)<o
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Figure 9. Chlorophyll
concentration off West
Africa in winter derived
from the US Coastal Zone
Colour Scanner (CZCS)
instrument (white patterns
are land or clouds)

ACROSS TRACK
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The Radar Altimeter (RA-2)
The Radar Altimeter is a nadir-pointing
pulse radar designed to make precise
measurements of altitude over the entire
Earth, including all types of surfaces
It measures the transit trme and radar
backscatter of individual transmitted pulses
The transit time is orooortional to the
satellite's altitude and, provided an accurate
model is available of the soacecraft's orbit.
the elevation of the surface over which the
Altimeter was flying can be determined with
araat atot rran,r ia +^ 10 Cm Of bettef. FOf

this, it depends on the provision of data from
both DORIS and the MWR The magnitude
and shape of the echoes returned also
contain information on the characteristics
of the surface that caused the reflection

Although RA-2 cannot provide any
information on atmospheric structure, it has

provided by the Topex-Poseidon mission by
helping to fill in many of the gaps in surface
coverage that limit the accuracy with which
the geoid can be determined. This know-
ledge is of fundamental importance for
ocean-ci rculation studies.

In addition to operating over ocean and ice,
however, RA-2 can also be used over land
surfaces This is a new feature as, from its

observations of altitude and reflectivity,
it is possible to determine Earth surface
elevation, geological structure, and surface
characteristics Thus, RA-2 will not only
contribute to the primary mission objectives,
but will also makes a very significant
contribution to the secondary mission
oblectives, including studies of the
solid-Earth.

The Scanner for Radiation Budget
(scARAB)
SCARAB is a passive scanning broadband
radiometer based on a French instrument
flown on the Russian Meteor olatform lt is
expected to achieve an absolute radiometric
accuracy of better than 050/o over the four-
year mission lifetime of Envisat-1

The instrument measures radiation in four
channels, corresponding to four different
soectral bands:

Total radiation: 0.2 to 50 micron
Solar channel: 0.2 to 4 micron
Visible channel: 05 to 7 micron
Atmospheric channel: 105 to 12.5 micron

By measuring the radiative fluxes of both
long- and short-wave radiation at the top
of the atmosphere, SCARAB will be of
fundamental importance for climate studies
and, most importantly, it will ensure the
continuity of radiation-budget observations
from the ERB experiments on Nimbus,
through SCARAB on Meteor, to SCARAB
on Metoo.

The Scanning lmaging Absorption
Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography
(scrAMAcHY)
SCIAMACHY (Fig.10) is a limb- and nadir-
viewing spectrometer intended to measure
the abundances of atmosoheric constituents
in both the troposphere and the stratos-
phere Solar occultation is also possible as
SCIAMACHY can view both the Sun and the
Moon, At the heart of the instrument is a
set of eight spectrometers spanning the
spectrum Irom 240 nm to 2.38 micron, i,e. the
ultraviolet, the visible and parts of the
infrared, The design of the spectrometers

Figure 10. Computer
graphic ot the SCIAMACHY
instrument

an essential role to play in the Envisat-1
mission Operating over oceans, its data can
be used to determine ocean topography,
thereby supporting research into ocean
circulation (and the associated transfers of
energy) and studies of basin-scale circulation
as well as sea-bottom, surface and marine
geoid characteristics, From the shape of the
pulse, it is possible to determine sea-surface
wind speeds and significant wave heights
These data are important for weather and
sea-state forecasting.

RA 2 is also able to map and monitor sea ice
and polar ice sheets and hence the energy/
mass balances of major ice sheets, including
the Antarctic. lts data can aiso be used to
observe global sea-level rise RA-2 guaran-
tees continuity with ERS data, thereby
ensuring a long-term data set for use in
climate studies lt comolements the data
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between 240 and 800 nm is similar to those
of the GOME instrument that will be flown
on FRS-2 The sner:tral resolution of the
instrument is better than 0 25 nm in the
ultraviolet, and varies from 0 22 Io 148nm
for the visible and infrared

The combination of fairly wide spectral
coverage coupled with quite hrgh resolution
means that a number of lechniques can be
applied to SCIAMACHY data so that it will
ho nnccihla in nhcorvo cnlrrmn rianthc en.l
nrnfileq of a larctc nrrmber of trace
constiluents in both the troposphere and
stratosphere These include ozone, several
oxides of nitrogen. formaldehyde. methane.
carbon monoxide, water vapour and sulphur
dioxide, plus further species under ozone-
hole conditions lt will also be able to
mp2qr rro tomntrr2tr rro 21j tO ObSefVe

aerosols and Polar Stratospheric Clouds
/PSCs) lts ohservations of the SUrface will

also be of interest to the ocean and land
communrtres

SCIAN/ACHY will build on the experience
gained with the GONlE instrument on ERS 2
and will form a vital component of the
Envisat-l chemistry mission, complementing
the data of both GON/OS and MIPAS Thus
while GOMOS should provide the most
accurale regular observalions of ozore. lhose
of SCIAMACHY will provide much better
geographical coverage Of particular note are
the observations SCIAMACHY will make in

the troposphere

In its nadir-viewing mode SCIAMACHY has a
swath that is about 1000 km wide with the
minimum pixel exposure time corresponding
to 32 km In limb-scanning mode, scanning
along the flight direction, the instrument will

cover altitudes from 20 to 100 km with a
vertical resolution of about 1 km

In order to achieve the required radiometric
performance, Lhe visible deleclors are cooled
to 235 K using Peltier elements The infrared
detectors are cooled to less than 150 K using
a multi-stage passive cooler, In order to limit
stray light for the infrared channels, the
optical bench itself will be cooled to about
253 K

The instrument is provided with a sophistic-
ated transputer-based data-handling system
to order and compress the large quanlities
^{ i^+^ ^^^+,,.^iur uot4 uovLurgu,

OI parlicular note is the robust calibration
capability of the instrument, making it

possible to calibrate radiometrically and
spectrally in a variety of ways This is
intended to ensure that its calibration is not
rlononrlont nn tho nhar:ntoriciicc nf rnri nno

particular technique In both the ultraviolet
and the visible. it is possible to use the Sun.
Moon and internal light sources, as well as
a variety of se f-consistency checks

The spacecraft
The instruments described briefly above,
and in more detail in the articles that follow,

Figure 11. Computer
graphic of Envisat-1
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Figure 12. Three days of
ASAR ground coverage (in
global monitoring mode)

90.0

have been designed to be compatible with
the European Polar Platform. which was
rlocnrihori in tho Ar rnrrgl l$$l iSSUe Of ESA

Bulletin This is a modular structure with a
series of possible options. including choice
nf cizo /i o nrrmhor nf mndr rloc\ nnrnror anrl

vvvvvr' u' rv

data recording and transmission capability
For data transmission, it can exploit the
capabilities of the data-relay satellites

Thc arranncmenl qeltrcted lOr the EnViSat-l

mission is shown in Figure 11 lt uses a four-
module configuration of the Polar Platform
Further details can be found in a companion
article in this Bulletin

The orbit
Envisat-l will be launched into a high-
inclination, Sun-synchronous orbit, with a
mean altitude of about 800 km Such an orbit
ensures that the local time, when the satellite
is overhead, is constant for any
r^riven latitr rde The narlicular orbil chosen
for Envisat-l is characterised by an equatorial
crossing time. when travelling soulhwards, of
10am

The ground track of the orbit chosen as a
reference (i e the baseline orbit) repeats
precisely after 35 days, with almost complete
coverage ol the globe provided more rapidly
depending on the swath width of the
instrument in question N/ERlS, for example,
provides global coverage in less than 3 days

Figure 12 shows now the ASAR s ground
track, in global monitoring mode, will cover
the Earlh s surface after 3 days,

Other alLernative orbits are possible as the
average altitude of the orbit can be varied
between 769 and 825 km permitting
signiticant changes to lhe orbit repeat cycle
It will be possible to make a limited number
ot such changes during the mission Orbit
maintenance will ensure that the deviation
of the actual ground track from the nominal
one is kept below 1 km, and that the mean
equatorial crossing time varies by no more
than 5 min from its nominal value.

The orbit-maintenance strategy will ensure
minimum disturbance for instrument
operations In-plane manoeuvres will have
to be carried out about twice a month, but
they should not interrupt the operation of the
majority of the instruments In addition, 'out

of plane' corrections will be required every
few months These will be carried out in

eclipse to avoid the risk of optical sensors
heinn exnnsed to the Sun

Communications
A major advantage of Envisat-1 compared
with earlier European Earth-observation
satellites such as ERS or Spot is the
presence of equipment onboard to com-
municate with the ground via data-relay
satellites This will facililate high-rate data
coverage allowing, for example, the ASAR

1OO mbit/s or the MERIS 250 m resolution
imagery to be acquired over significant
nnrtinnc ^{ tha nlnho

Figure 13 shows the areas accessible in this
way using the firsl ESA data-relay satellite
'Artemis', when it is joined in orbit by DRS 1
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Figure 13. DRS coverage
for Envisat-1. The lightest
green regions are not
accessible f rom either
relay satellite
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The f gure siows the cove'age that siou d
be achrevable whel occLrlal.ons due Io tie
^^-^^^.-fl rnA ilo nnnan|aaoc qro laluon inlnJPdUUU dlr dlLu llJ ovPurruuvuo oru ro^ur ilru

accor rnl The oror rnd slalior used lo receive
data down-rnked lrom Lhe sale ile can be
cilrrrloal :l :lmncl :nv Fr rrnno:n lnn:rinn

The Data-Relay Satellites also allow real-

time commanding and contro of Envisat
whenever it is overflying the regrons
hlghlrghted in Figure 13

f nvisal-1 is also eorrnoed with a"Y" YI
'conventional' command and control
capabil ly operal rg at S-band. and a
'conventional' data downl nk at X-band
These facilities can, of course, only be
used wl-,er lie salell te is directly over
tlying lhe grou'ld slalio'r concerned: lypical
contact times are 10 min or less for any
^^"+i^,,l^. ^"^,,^,1 ^+^+i^parLruurilr gruuIu s.auon

Mission profiles
Envisat-l ias been designed to permit
the execution of a backgro.rnd operationa
misson which lncludes all instruments
oneratino tooetier ir their low-data-rate
mndoq ln thic ennfinrrr:t nn tho nnmnnqiro

data rate from all instruments totals about
5 Mbit/s These data can be recorded for
the ertire orbit or one of the onboard tape
recorders and dumped at X-band during
2 qi.tnle n2qc n\ier e nrOUnd Statiol
Alternatively, the contents of the recorder
nan ho nlr rmnorl rrie iho dala-ralatr celollilo

High data-rate operations require direct
cnve12oe In nrnr rnd eiLher via X-band or via
DRS The satellite is designed to a low up to

30 rrin of ASAR high-resoluLion ,nagerv per
100 min orbit lt also allows MERIS to be
operated in the high-resolution mode over
fho rrrhnla n{ Fr rrnno

Apart from lhese reslrictions. lhe'e are no

other constraints on instrument operations
lr particular. it will not be recessa.y to lrmrt

irstrument operations (with Lhe exception ol
ASAR\ 'n .nnqor\/o nn\/Vef.

In common with the ERS and Spot satellites,
lho r^lpqron of Fnvical 2llOWS fOr SubSlantial
pe|ods of aulonomous operalion (ar leasl
one day) Envisat 1 will be able to make
essential re-configurations without further
refererce lo the ground Fo, mosr payload
conlingencres. the o{fend ng instrumenl or
instruments would automatically be switched
off until ground-contro staff could perforn
an appropriate re-configu ration

This aulonomous design nakes i[ unneces-
^^r\ / l^ h^ i^ ^^^!^^i '^,,11-. lhn anrnnnrafl f^'Jdr y tu uu il | uur rldut vvru I u ru JpduYUrdrt rul

mo.e than 10 mrn per orbit. a requirement
that can be met with a single ground-station
pass

Ground segment
There will be two major elements within the
Envisat-l grould segmenl. which is shown
s.htrm2l r:alhr in Fiorrrn l{

The Flight Operations Segment will be
recnnns,hle for snar:er:1gft command and
control The Control Centre and its staff will

bre localed at ESOC in Darmstaot (D) and
will rely heavily upon the facilities and
exnertise hr,r11 116 for Ine ERS satell,tes
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Figure 14. Envisat-l
ground-segment
conf iguration

During nominal operations, communication
with the spacecraft will be via a single
command and control station situated at
Kiruna, in Sweden Howeve[ it will be
possible to perform command and control
activities (also at S band) via a data-relay
satellite

The Payload Data Segment (PDS) will be
responsible for overall mission planning and
for the acquisition, processing, archiving and
dissemination of instrument data, as well as
for the orovision of a centralised user service
to allow users to, for example, ask for specific
ASAR imagery or search the archives for
data of interest. The central facility of the
PDS will be located at ESRIN, Frascati, and
will rely heavily on the facilities, expertise
and lessons learned from the ERS satellites
The PDS will have two X-band receiving
stations, one co-located with the command
and control station at Kiruna. the other close
to ESRIN itself

ln addition, the PDS will include a single
data-relay satellite User Earth Terminal, This
will also be located close to ESRIN and will
allow all instrument data routed via a data-
relay satellite to be received there.

The PDS will have facilities for the generation
and dissemination of fast-delivery products
from the majority of the Envisat-l instruments
within 3 h. lt will also include facilities for the
generation and delivery of more precise
offline products Raw data and products will
be archived within the PDS.

In general, the products produced by the
PDS will be limited fo the so-called 'Level 1B'
processing, which means that the data will
have been corrected for all the character-
isable distortions produced by the
instrument.

Clearly, in order to achieve the maximum
scientific benefit from the Envisat-l data and
to realise the mission objectives, a great deal
of processing beyond that conducted in the
PDS will have to be performed. The Agency
has established active links with a large
number of national and international
agencies which would be prepared to
perform these activities

Conclusion
This article has provided an overview of the
Envisat-1 mission, outlining its objectives and
giving outline descriptions of its instruments
and their functions. The companion articles
in this issue focus on the specific features
and benefits of the various instruments.

Envisat-l is the most ambitious Earth-
observation mission ever proposed by
the Agency and will provide a wide range
of exciting opportunities for the Earth-
observation User Community, especially
when viewed in the context of the ERS

satellites and subsequent missions such
as the Metop series and Envisat-2. G
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Envisat's Advanced Synthetic Aperture
Radar: ASAR

S. Karnevi
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Envrronment,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

E. Dean, D.J.Q. Carter & S.S. Hartley
Matra Marconi Space, Portsmouth, United Kingdom

ASAR's role
The oblectives for the Advanced SAR are
very similar to those of the AMI on ERS-I
and ERS-2. The main task will again be that
of monitoring the Earth's environment to
collect more precise information on global
change, focussing specifically on global
climate and all of the factors that mav
influence it.

An Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) has been selected
as the imaging radar sensor for the Envisat-l payload. In addition
to providing continuity of data with the single-swath, single-
polarisation Active Microwave Instrumentation (AMl) currently flying
on ERS-I (and EBS-2), the ASAR has the additional advantages of
offering: greater coverage, with more flexibility in the choice of
swath positions, a wider range of incidence angles, and a wide
swath capability; dual polarisation; and improved wave mode
capabilities.

Monitoring of the Earth's bio-mass, especially
the deforestation in the large primeval forests
in the equatorial regions, will allow better
modelling of the influence on the greenhouse
effect and global climate and facilitate the
imolementation of countermeasures,

Desertification and the distribution of
humidity, changes in water levels, flooded
areas, and the extent of the ice caps around
the North and South Poles are other major
factors that need to be monitored in order to
improve our understanding of global climate
change.

Envisat's SAR images will also further
improve our understanding of ocean
dynamics, the interactions between oceans
and atmosohere. as well as both manmade
and natural orocesses in coastal zones.

The major advantage of using a SAR for
earth-observation tasks lies in its abilitv

to acquire imagery day or night and
indeoendent of cloud cover and weather
conditions This weather-indeoendent
capability is of vital importance for disaster
assessment. as major floods or large oil
spills, etc. usually occur in weather
conditions that drastically curtail the
usefulness of ootical sensors.

ERS-1 SAR images have also proved
extremely useful for shipping operations
in Arctic ice. Ocean-wave soectra taken
around the globe with ASAR will further
improve the safety of shipping routes and
offshore activities

As experience with SAR data grows, its

contribution to resource management will
also become more and more important
In addition to the bio-mass estimating
application already mentioned, improved
classrfication methods will allow more
accurate harvest predictions, better estimates
of sweefwater resources and, via geological
surveys, support the search for mineral
resources.

The ASAR instrument
Given the rapid expansion in the SAR data
user community, it is essential that Envisat
should carry an instrument that not only
provides data continuity with ERS-I and
ERS-2, but also at the same time represents
a step forward in terms of both system
flexibility and the scientific and operational
,,^1, ,^ ^{ ;+^ i^+^ ^^+^VOIUE UI ILD UOLA JELJ

To satisfy these needs, the ASAR design
incorporates:

- a flexible swath-position capability, which
will offer the choice between several
image swath positions at various
distances from the subsatellite track with
different incidence anqles
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a dual-polarisation facility (cf vertical only
on ERS) offering horizontal- or vertical-
polarisation imaging

The ASAR s ability to switch between different
swaths offers very fast multiplexing. so that
an overall swath more than 400 km wide can
he imaned in nne nass In addition to tnis
so-called 'Wide Swath Mode, the ASAR
nan hn ^^l l^ ^^^.^+^ ^r ^ ^^-.^^ ^^^{i^ludr uu JUL tu upurdlu dL d uudtSu )pd.Udl

resolution of only 10OO m The data rate will
then be low enough for tape recording
onboard the spacecralt Thrs rs known as the
Global Monitoring Mode' and it constitutes

a tool for monitoring such features as ice
coverage. snow coverage. deforestation.
desertifjcation or humidity, without inter
ruption and on a global scale. due to its
independence lrom ground-station coverage

The ASAR's abrlrty to switch between two
polarisations allows a special 'Alternating

Polarisation Mode' to be implemented which
permits half of the looks at a scene to be
acquired with a ho"izonlal. and the other hall
with a vertical polarisalion rn a single pass.

thereby considerably increasing the target
alanoi{ia^+'^^ ^-^^t\;l;r,, /ocnoniellrr if r .corl inUldJ)lllUdLlUl I UdpdUlllLy \uol.,uuroily il uosu il l

conlunction with muiti-temporal imaging of
the same scene)

Furthermore ASAR will, like ERS, have a
'Wave lVode' for taking 5 x 5 km images
but more frequently, over 100 or 200 km
distances, and with two such images in any
swath over the oceans. to supply ocean-wave
^^^^t.^ ^^ ^ ^t^A^t A^speclra on a grooar oasrs.

As Figure 1 shows, the ASAR instrument is

divided functionally into two sub-assemblies:

- an Antenna Sub-Assembly (ASA),

containing the phased-array antenna
electronics distributed over 20'tiles', and

- a Central E ectronics Sub-Assembly
(CESA) providing signal (RF) generation
and reception. conlrol signals. power
conditioning and data formatting

The physical configuration of the spacecraft
is shown in Figure 2, where it can be seen
that the ASAR antenna consists of five
hrnged panels. each conlaining four tiles

The CESA equipment units are mounted on
lhree of the Payload Equrpment Bay panels
;^^;:^ +h^ ^^^^^^"^++il r-rug Lt ru -PouuutdtL

Control of the instrument covers the following
functions:

- Selecting the required mode and
generating the appropriate timeline

- Selecting the required antenna beam
pattern for the requireo swath (or beam
patterns in modes where multiple swalhs
are needed)

- Housekeeping. including setting
redundancy paths

- Monitoring the status of all equipment

- Patching and dumping any software

Control is maintained by sending macro-
commands via the onboard computer to
the Instrument Control Unit (lCU)

Instrument performance
The ASAR inslrument has several operating
modes, whrch can be grouped into four
areas:

- support modes

- nnpr:tinn:l mndoc

calibration modes

- Lesl/heallh-check modes

Figure 1. ASAB functional
block diagram
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Figure 2. The Envisat-l
ASAR mission
conf iguration

Table 1 ASAR operating modes

Support modes
off
Standby

Heater

Pre-operation

Instrument electrically disconnected from the platform

Instrument communications active and capable of receiving

commands and transmitting telemetry on demand The internal

monitoring system is active
Ovens of all units requiring temperature stabilisation are active

and stable
All units are active, but no transmissions are occurring

Their various roles are summarised in

Table 1

The operational modes can themselves
be divided into three different categories:

- high-spatial-resolution imaging modes

- low-spatial-resolution imaging modes

- wave mooe.

High-spatial-resolution imaging modes
In these two modes - the so-called 'lmage
Mode' and 'Alternating Polarisation Mode' -
the ASAR operates as an imaging radar with
high spatial resolution (typically a few tens ol
metres), and relatively narrow swaths (up to

120 km). The radar geometry when operating
in this manner is shown in Figure 3.

The lmage Mode provides continuous
coverage over a single swath nominally
100 km wide. The swath can be selected
anywhere within a 500 km region (incidence
angle range 15-45"). For nominal operation,
seven swaths (lSl to lS7) are defined over
this region (Fig. a). The imaging is performed
by transmitting a continuous series of pulses
and acquiring the required echo information
after the appropriate return trip delay.

The transition to lmage Mode is made
automatically following the appropriate
macro-command Before the actual measure-
ment of data is initiated, a period of
stabilisatron, noise measurement and internal
calibration is performed. Echo measurement
then starts, during which the initial calibration
is updated on a regular basis. lmage Mode
operation continues uninterrupted until the
receiot of a another macro-commmand to
switch to another mode.

The Alternating Polarisation Mode provides
vertically and horizontally polarised imaging
of the same scene by interleaving looks
with each polarisation along track within the
synthetic aperture. The echo measurement
is made within repetition cycles containing
two bursts of transmissions on each of
the polarisations. The sequence is only
interrupted when the internal calibration
requires updating (as for the lmage Mode).

Low-spatial-resolution imaging modes
These are the 'Wide Swath Mode' and
'Global Monitoring Mode', in which the
ASAR operates as an imaging radar with
low spatial resolution (100 m to 1 km) and

Operation modes
Wide swath

lmage
Wave
Global monitoring
Alternating polarisation

This mode operates with wide swath and reduced spatial

resolution
High resolution, selectable swath position

Sampled imaging mode, low data rate

Wide swath, low spatial resolution, low data rate

Interleaved vertically and horizontally polarised (VV and HH)

imaging at high resolution, selectable swath position

Calibration modes

External calibration External characterisation to qround receivers

Test/Health-check modes
Module stepping
Test

Individual health check on each T/R module

On-ground testing facility

cENTRAL ELECTRONTCS SUB-ASSEMBLY (CESA)

_--!

ANTENNA SU B-ASSEMBLY (ASA)
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relatively wide swath (more than 400 km).

To obtain global coverage for the Global
Monitoring Mode, the data is stored onboard
the satellite and transferred to ground when
it passes over a ground station

The Wide Swath Mode provides continuous
coverage over a swath nominally 400 km

wide, which is divided into five subswaths
ranging from 60 to 100 km in width (Fig a).

The ASAR transmits bursts of pulses to each

of the subswaths in turn in such a way that a
continuous alongtrack image is built up for
each subswath.

During a transition to Wide Swath Mode,
all the necessary data transfers and timing
parameters are established. Stabilisation,
noise measurement and internal calibration
follow in a similar manner to the lmage
Mode, after which the echo measurement
sequence itself commences For each

Figure 3. ASAR operating
modes

Figure 4. ASAR swath
coverage
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Figure 5. ASAR antenna element breadboard under test

subswath, there is a burst of transmissrons
followed by a short quiescent period whilst
the echoes from the last transmit pulses are
received, Transmissions then switch to the
next subswath in the cycle. The updating of
the internal calibration is oerformed at the
end of each subswath transmission burst.

The Giobal Monitoring Mode provides
continuous along-track sampling across a
400 km swath, again using a SAR scanning
technique This mode has a low data rate
due to a slightly reduced along{rack duty
ratio and the use of digital filtering for
reduction in the across{rack directron
The same subswaths as defined for the
Wide Swath Mode are used.

Wave mode
In the 'Wave Mode', the ASAR uses the
facilities of the lmage Mode to image small
areas of the ocean surface, measuring the
changes in radar backscatter from the
surface due to wave action. The imaging
is carried out to a high spatial resolution
over one or two areas across a swath of
approximately 5 km x 5 km at intervals of
nominally 100 or 200 km in the alongtrack
direction

The transition to Wave Mode is identical to
that for the lmage Mode, including the initial
calibration sequence. This is followed by a
burst of transmissions covering the 5 km
alongtrack vignette distance A quiescent
period is then used to transfer the data to the
Payload Data Handling and Transmission
System via the low-rate data interface. The
total duration of the repetition cycle is the
time taken to traverse the 100 or 200 km
separation between vignettes. Noise and

Table 2. Predicted in-orbit performance of ASAR

Parameter

Operational modes

Unit lmage Alt polar Wide swath Global mon. Wave

Polarisation

Spatial resolution

Radiometric resolution *

Ambiguity ratios:.

- Point target

- Distributed target
Swath width
Incidence angle
Localisation accuracy
DC power consumption
n^+^ /^l^ /-^^^\uota I aLU \t I tEdt t,/

Radiometric accuracy

m

dB

dB
dB
km

KM

Mbit/s
dB

VV or HH

-30
1Bto30

>27
71o21
56 to .120

15-45
<035
1200

<1 4

VV+HH
-30
29Io 47

>20d8
Bto23
56 to 120

tc-4c
<035
1200

<t4

VV or HH

-1 00
26to30

>23
71o25
406

<035

<t4

VV or HH

-.1000 m
to

>25
9to26
406

<035

<tJ

VV or HH

-30
16to25

>27
71o22
5x5
15-45
<035

<t I

Swath dependenl



calibration sequences are repeated at the
a+2 ri ^f o2^h ^\/.la

Thp nrpdinted in-nrhit Derforman6es Ot the
ASAR instrument in its various modes of
operation are presented in Table 2. The
instrument is still in the development slage
and its [inal performance parameters will be
established as part of the Preliminary Design
Review, scheduled for early 1994

Product processing
The images acquired by ASAR will be
processed on the ground and distributed
mainly from ESRIN in Frascati (l) The
products will fall into four main categories:

- High-Resolution lmages, generated within
24h of sensing and normally dislributed
by non-electronic means, similar to the
ERS 1 Precision lmage (PRl).

- FasfDelivery Products, delivered within
3 h of sensing via electronic links; this
product will have a lower geometric
resolution (approx 100n pixels)

- Browse Products, delivered within 3 h,

but with very low resolution, and used for
Browse Catalogues

- Wave lmagettes and Spectra, similar to
the ERS 1 wave spectra, but with the
ASAR enhancements,

Conclusion
In addition to achieving comparable
neriormanr:e tn FRS-1 in the swath that
coincides with the ERS 1 single fixed swath,
the ASAR instrument will give Envisat-1:

- wider swath and incidence-angle
coverage

- a second channel of information by
^{ +h^ :, ,^t ^^t^";^^+i^^ ^^^^L-ili+,,|| tud.r r> ur Lr ru uudr-purdilJdLrur udpduilrLy

- variahle snatial rcsolutions and data rates.

In addition. the ASAR can be tuned during
its in-orbit lifetime to make optimum use of
the power available Satellite instrument
designs are generally driven by end-of-life
requirements, which often results in under-
utilisation early in a mission The ASAR's
built-in flexibility will allow it to take advantage
of beginning-of-life conditions, lt will also
enable operating modes other than the
baseline modes that were identified in Table 1

to be explored during the Envisat-l mission,
thereby helping to define requirements and
modes of operation for future SAR

mrssrons G

Figure 6. Elements of the ASAR's transmit/receive module electronics
(photo courtesy of Matra Marconi Space/Alcatel)
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Envisat's Global Ozone Monitoring by
Occultations of Stars Instrument:
GOMOS

A. Popescu & P. Ingmann
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

GOMOS's role
Since the first signs of ozone depletion
over the Antarctic were registered between
1979 and 1987, we have seen an alarming
450/o reduction in ozone levels, which is

commonly referred to as the 'ozone hole'
This has raised serious concerns that the
Earth's protective ozone shield against
ultraviolet radiation may be thinning
rapidly,

GOMOS is a medium-resolution spectrometer designed to measure
the concentrations of, and monitor the trends in, ozone and and
other atmospheric trace gases with very high accuracy. In addition,
it can measure atmospheric turbulences, which are of interest for
understanding the vertical exchange of energy between the lower
and upper layers of the Earth's atmosphere. GOMOS offers global
coverage in a broad spectral range, extending from the ultraviolet
to the near-infrared, with emphasis on the polar regions, where the
ozone problem is particularly pronounced.

endangering the health of life on our planet.
The scientific community therefore deems it
vital to measure the ozone distribution and its

trends accurately, globally and continuously
in order that we may come to understand
the mechanisms of ozone formation and
destructron

The GOMOS instrument to be carried on-
board Envisat-1 was proposed jointly in 1989
by scientists from six European countries
as a tool that would provide global ozone
mapping and trend monitoring with
unprecedented accuracy (to within 0.10lo per
year) Similar to the Stratospheric Aerosol
and Gas Experiment (SAGE) flown previously,
GON/OS uses an occultation technioue.
However, while SAGE used the Sun as the
irradiance source, GON/OS will use the
stars to give a much better geographical
coverage and altitude resolution,

Using an occultation technique has benefits
in terms of instrument calibration, as this
method is largely self-calibrating, and long-
term instrument drifts do not affect such
differentialtype measurements The use of
stars, which are effectively point sources, also
has the advantage of providing very good
altitude accuracy

GOMOS will register the seasonal and long-
term trends, and will also measure NO,
N03, H20, OCIO, BrO, ClO, aerosols and
vertical temperature distributions, parameters
of primary importance for understanding the
ozone balance and its driver mechanisms.

Figure 1 shows the target species and the
altitude ranges to be covered, while Figure 2
indicates the relations between the target
species and the spectral ranges of observ-
ation The primary mission objective is to
be achieved by monitoring stellar light
sources (stars with visual magnitudes
between -1 and 3) setting through the
Earth's atmosphere.Figure 1. Target species as a function of altitude covered
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High relative accuracy ('precision ) and high
measurement repeatability are of paramount
importance. For ozone concentrations, target
values of better than 30/o between 20 and
70 km and better than 100/o between 70 and
90 km, will be possible for single occultation
measurements. For a four-year mission
duration. detectable trends in 20' latitude
bands will be of the order of 010/o per year.

The aim in monitoring atmospheric turbul-
ence, as a secondary mission objective, is to
determine the eddy diffusion coefficient by
modelling, using measured temperature and
density fluctuations in the atmosphere This
parameter provides insight into the vertical
exchange o{ energy between the lower and
upper layers of the Earth's atmosphere

Figure 2. Relation between
target species and
observational wavelength

Figure 3. Accommodation
of the GOMOS instrument
on Envisat-1

Figure 4. GOMOS's
measurement principle

The GOMOS instrument
The GOMOS instrument and its accom-
modation onboard Envisafl is shown in
Figure 3. The instrument line of sight can be
successively oriented towards preselected
stars and maintained on each whilst the star

is setting behind the Earth's atmosphere
observed at the horizon (Fig a) During this
'occultation' observation. the ultraviolet.
visible and near-infrared spectra of the star
are continuously recorded As the stalsets'
through the atmosphere, its spectrum
becomes more and more attenuated by
the absorptions of the various atmospheric
specres, each of which is characterised by
a well-defined spectral signature,

Back on the ground, these attenuated
spectra recorded by GOMOS can be
compared with the unattenuated one
measured, a few seconds earlier, outside
the atmosphere, so allowing the absorption
spectra to be derived very accurately This
self-calibrating method is protected from
sensitivity drifts and is thus capable of

Atmosphere
Layer
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Figure 5. GOMOS
functional block diagram

Figure 6. GOMOS spectral-
band partition
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fulfilling the delicate objective of reliably
detecting small trends in ozone and other
gas distributions.

Use of the star occultation method rather
than Sun-based measurement techniques
offers several major advantages, including:

- better altitude resolution

- better global coverage

- both night- and day-side measurement
capabilities.

lnstrument performance
The GOMOS instrument (Fig 5) is based on

a single telescope feeding, via an optical
beam dispatcher, the ultraviolet-visible and
the near-infrared spectrometers, two photom-
eters (monitoring the input signal scintillation)
and two (redundant) star trackers (Fig 6).
All sensors and their associated front-end
electronics are mounted on a thermally
controlled CFRP optical bench.

The 300 mm x 400 mm two-stage Steering
Front Mechanism (SFM) has an angular
steering range of 10CP in azimuth and 8' in
elevation, and a pointing accuracy of some
10 microradians at a bandwidth of 5Hz.
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The SFM relies on a combination of linear
motors and flexible joints for its operation,
The accurate tracking function is performed
via a digital closed control loop using star-

tracker information read at 100 Hz. There is

a cover around both the optical assembly
and the SFM to provide adequate stray light
and thermal shielding (Fig. 7)

The instrument's signal-conditioning and
control electronics consists of several boxes
mounted inside Envisat's Payload Equipment
Bay

The performance parameters of the GOMOS
instrument, which weighs less than 150 kg,

has a power consumption of less than
180 W and will deliver scientific data at a
rate of 220 kbit/s, are summarised in Table l

Table 1. GOMOS instrument performance characteristics

UV-visible
spectrometer lRl soectrometer lR2 spectrometer Photometer

Figure 7. Structure of the
GOMOS instrument

Spectral range (nm)

Resolutron (nm)

Signal{o-noise ratio

Linearity
Stability

250 -675
09
>12
1o/o

1o/o

756 773

012
>6
1o/o

1o/o

926 952
016
>3
1o/o

1o/o

650-700 &470-520
N/A

> t5
N/A

N/A

Worst sgnal{o-noise conditions occur when tracking the fa ntest star oi the catalogue

The occultation-mode operation of GOMOS
involves pointing the instrument towards pre-

selected stars, acquiring and then tracking
them with high accuracy To help meet the
stringent measurement requirements, the
instrument has three additional calibration
mooes:

- a linearity monitoring mode, allowing one
to calibrate for possible non-linearity of the
sensor chains within the large dynamic
range (some 40 dB signal range)

- a spatial-spread monitoring mode.
allowing one to optimise the position of
the CCD read-out regions with respect
to that of the stellar spectrum, and

- a uniformity monitoring mode, which
allows measurement of the sensitivity
difference between the various CCD
pixels of a spectral sampling interval:
such pixel{o-pixel sensitivity differences,
which cannot be corrected for on the
ground, would otherwise reduce the
measurement accuracv.

Product processing
The stellar spectra are transmitted to the
ground, where the algorithms for data
processing and product extraction will be

aoolied for the retrieval of ozone and other
trace-gas profiles and trends

Conclusion
The GOMOS instrument to be carried by
Envisat-l is a very accurate atmospheric
monitoring device which will exploit the
powerful star-occultation measuring principle
for the first time In synergy with the other
Envisat-1 payload instruments, GOMOS
promises to contribute significantly to
environmental monitoring and to our
understanding of the mechanisms govern-

ing atmospheric chemistry.

The GOMOS instrument is being developed
in conjunction with Matra Marconi Space (F),

the industrial Prime Contractor.
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Envisat's Medium-Resolution lmaging
Spectrometer: MERIS

M. Morel & J.L. B6zy
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment.
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherland

F. Montagner
ACRI, France

A. Morel
Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie Marines, Villefranche sur Mer, France

J. Fischer
Free University, Berlin, Germany

MERIS's role
It is believed that the ocean carries one third
to one half of the heat transferred from the
Earth's equator to its poles. In fact, it is the
existence of this flux that keeps the mid
latitude regions of the Earth habitable. The
ocean is the major sink for the constantly

The Medium-Resolution lmaging Spectrometer (MERIS) carried
by Envisat-l will provide an essential contribution to ocean-colour
measurements and hence to our understanding of marine
phenomena and processes. As secondary mission goals, MERIS
will contribute to atmospheric investigations of clouds and
aerosols. lt will also provide data on the land surface, including
global-scale monitoring of vegetation, its distribution, extent and
condition.

increasing human production of carbon
dioxide and other 'greenhouse gases'
Analyses of cores from the ocean floor
strongly suggest that during the distant past,
when the Earth's climate was very different,
the ocean circulation was also radicallv
different

Therefore, more information is urgently
needed on oceanic circulation and changes
and the oceanic carbon cycle Present
models of the ocean are inaccurate owing
both to uncertainties concerning the
governing physics, chemistry, and biology,
and due to an inadequate ability to describe
the instantaneous state of the system.
Envisat-l will offer the continuous, global
observations of the oceans required to
provide data sets for improved ocean
modellinq,

The remote-sensing measurement that has
attracted the greatest interest within the
International Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
is the estimation of basin and global-scale
variability in the concentration of chlorophyll
in the upper ocean lmages of the global
distribution of pigments, derived from the US
Coastal-Zone Colour Scanner (CZCS), have
revolutionised the way in which biological
oceanographers perceive the oceans.

The ocean algae reservoir is poorly
understood, In particular, the amounts of
carbon converted from dissolved inorganic
forms into organic compounds that are
added to oceanic biomass is unknown.
Progress in understanding the oceanic
carbon cycle and in quantifying the fluxes
can be made with the help of satellite ocean-
colour sensors, which provide both repetitive
coverage and synoptic viewing.

MERIS will provide international users with
a sensor specifically designed for the remote
assessment of marine phenomena and
processes. lt will also contribute to atmos-
pheric investigations into the global coverage
of clouds and data on cloud-top heights, as
well as the type and optical thickness of
atmopheric aerosols,

For land studies, the number of cover
types to be discriminated is very large;
consequently, it is inevitable that spectral
separation of some classes is difficult
Narrow-band sensing through MERIS will
contribute to the definition of band
characteristics for use in land observation.
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In addition to these scientific applications,
MERIS will make a contribution, in

combination with other measurement
technioues. to:

Measurements of coastal erosion,
transoort and deoosition used for the
design of coastal defences; these
measurements are of great interest for
the definition of computer models
Measurements of sediment in coastal
zones; these could be used in assessing
the need for dredging
Measurements of pollution-derived
aerosols over industrial zones, airports
and cities; these are of interest to
determine the sources of and temooral
trends in pollution.

The MERIS instrument
N/ERIS is a programmable, high-spectral-
resolution, imaging spectrometer operating
in the solar reflective spectral range Up to
fifteen spectral bands can be selected by
ground command, each of which has a
programmable width and a programmable
location in the 400-1050 nm soectral rano€,

The instrument scans the Earth's surface by
the so-called 'push-broom' method (Fig. 1).

Radiation-sensitive arrays (CCDs) provide
spatial sampling in the across-track direction,
while the satellite's motion provides scanning
in the along-track direction.

MERIS is designed so that it can acquire
data over the Earth whenever illumination
conditions are suitable The instrument's 82
field of view around nadir covers a swath

width of 1450 km This wide field of view is

shared between six identical ootical modules
arranged in a fan-like configuration (Fig. 2)

The deflecting mirror switches between an
Earth-viewing position and a view of the
onboard calibration source. In the calibration
mode, correction parameters such as offset
and gain are generated, which are then
used to correct the recorded spectra. This
correction can be carried out either on-board
or on the ground.

The Earth is imaged with a spatial resolution
of 300 m (at nadir) This resolution is reduced
to 1200 m by the on-board combination of
four adjacent samples across track over four
successive lines This reduction also reduces
the data rate to what can be recorded with
the on-board tape recorders Full-resolution
data (300 m) will be transmitted over coastal
zones and land surfaces where the
communications capability exists This
includes Europe, which will be covered by
Data-Relay Satellites. Reduced-resolution
data (1200 m) will be recorded continuously
on-board and dumped at least once per
orbit

The scene is imaged simultaneously across
the entire spectral range, through a dispers-
ing system, onto the CCD array Signals
read out from the CCD pass through several
processing steps in order to achieve the
required image quality These CCD proces-
sing tasks include dumping of spectral
information from unwanted bands, and
spectral integration to obtain the required
bandwidth. On-board analogue electronics
perform pre-amplification of the signal and
correlated double sampling and gain

Figure 1. The MERIS
'pushbroom'mode
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INTERNAL
CALIBRATION
SOURCE

Spectral range:
Spectral resolution:
Band transmission

capability:

Bandto-band
registration:

Band-centre
knowledge accuracy:
Polarisation

sensitivrty:
Radiometric

accuracy:

Band{o-band
accuracy:

Dynamic range:
Field of view:
Spatial resolution:

400-1050 nm
2.5 nm

Up to 15 spectral
bands, programmable
in position and width

Less than 0.1 pixel

Less than 1 nm

Less than lolo

Less than 2 o/o ol
detected signal,
relative to Sun

Less than 01 o/o

Up to albedo 1.0

!41"
300 m at nadir

Instru ment performance
Earth coverage
MERIS's 82 field of view allows global
coverage to be provided in two to three
days, as required by oceanographic, land
and atmopsheric investigations. Figure 3

shows the MERIS Earth coverage over two
consecutive operating days

Because MERIS operates in the visible and
near-infrared, the radiometric quality of the
data acquired will depend on the illumination
of the Earth. The solar zenith angle varies
with the day in the year, the angular position

in the instrument's field of view and the
nodal crossing time of the Envisat-1 Sun-
synchronous orbit. A solar zenith angle of
less than 80" is needed for effective recovery
of geophysical data from MERIS.

The nodal crossing time changes slightly
during the year due to the elliptical trajectory
of the Earth around the Sun. In Figure 4,

the contours corresponding to solar zenith
angles of 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80" are
given for every day in the year and at the
subsatellite point (SSP). The black dot
indicates the position of the minimum solar
zenith angle (23.6'). The nodal crossing time
has been set to 0955 a m. on 1 January,
such that its variations are symmetrically
distributed around the nominal value
(10.00 a.m.).

Ocean sensing
When observing the ocean surface (which
is a primary goal for MERIS), at least 900/o

of the photons received will originate from
scattering by air molecules and/or aerosols

Figure 2. The arrangement
of MERIS's optical
modules and the deflecting
mirror

adjustment before digitisation. The on-board
digital electronics has three major functions:
it completes the spectral integration,
performs offset and gain corrections, and
creates the reduced-resolution data when
reouired

The engineering requirements on the
instrument, which have been derived from
the Envisat-1 mission reouirements. are as
follows:
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or from reflection at the ocean's surface.
This light has never penetrated the surface.
Even under the most favourable observation
conditions (clear atmosphere and vertical
Sun illumination), the 'marine radiance'
originating from photons back-scattered
from the ocean after having penetrated the
surface water, and therefore carrying
information about the water itself, represent
only about 100/o of the total received signal

Figure 5 shows the total radiance at satellite
level and the radiance contribution of the
marine signal, expressed as a percentage ol
the total signal The figure is for standard
conditions, visibility of 23 km, and a chloro-
phyll pigment concentration of 0,3 mgimr at
the 445 nm wavelength used for cholorphyll
detection.

Atmospheric corrections
Much experience has been acquired in

atmospheric correction for ocean-colour

products since the launch of the Coastal-
Zone Colour Scanner (CZCS) instrument
on-board the Nimbus-7 satellite in 1978.

This allows the new generation of ocean-
colour sensors, including MERIS to be
well-oreoared,

The limited number of channels and the
relatively poor radiometric sensitivity of
CZCS led to the development of correction
schemes designed partly to remedy this
weakness MERIS, however, with its improved
spectral coverage and radiometric sensitivity
will render such correction schemes
unnecessary. MERIS's increased radiometric
sensitivity does mean, however, that some
other phenomena. neglected in the past
because their effect on the recorded signal
was below the noise level, must now be
considered

The first step in terms of atmospheric correcf
ion is to compute the Rayleigh scattering for

Figure 4. MERIS
subsatellite-point
coverage as a function
of solar zenith angle

Figure 5. Total radiance
at sensor level and the
marine signal contribution

TOTAL RADIANCE (W/m'lstr/micron) MARITI M E SIG NAL (W/m'lstr/micron)

78.90 78.90

-71.26

.41 .00

-71 .26

-41 .00 41 .00
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Figure 6. Values of
'Q-factor' over the MERIS
swath width

any wavelength which depends upon the
atmospheric pressure and upon the viewing
configuration. In a second correctron step.

the aerosol contribution is determined.
For MERIS, the variation of the aerosol
contribution with wavelength will be estim-
ated without any assumptions regarding
marine reflectance, which is non-existent
above 700 nm The correction of the aerosol
effect relies upon an extrapolation from the
near-infrared channels to the visible.

For past ocean-colour data, the aerosol
contribution was estimated using only a
single scattering approximation. In the future
MERIS data-correction scheme, multi-
scattering and the coupling between the
aerosol and Rayleigh scattering can be
accurately computed. This will be one of
the most significant improvements compared
to the previous correction procedures.
Algorithms for future ocean-colour proces-

sing, as well as alternative procedures based
on extensive Monte-Carlo simulations of the
whole ocean/atmosphere system, are under
study at the Laboratoire de Physique et
Chimie Marines in Villefranche sur Mer (F)

Chlorophyll pigment concentrations
As mentioned above, some new aspects of
atmosohere/ocean ootics will have to be
taken into account when processing MERIS
data to retrieve the ocean pigment concen-
trations, since their effects on the measured
signal should be detectable as a result of
MERIS's high radiometric sensitivity.

Retrieval of pigment concentration is
achieved by using the 'water-leaving
radiance', Of importance in this extraction
is the ratio between the observed light
that has been totally reflected by the water
surface, and the light that has entered the
water and has re-emerged This so-called
'Q-factor' depends upon the geometrical

viewing configuration of the observer, the
scene and the Sun

Figure 6 shows the Q-factor as a function
of latitude (ordinates) and viewing angle
(abscissae) in the instrument field of view.
These values are derived from simulated
geometrical and Sun-illumination conditions
encountered by MERIS Exact calculation
of the Q-factor will require an iterative
procedure, beginning with an estimated
Q-value, and testing the consistency of this
with an estimated chlorophyll pigment
concentratiion and adjusting the estimates
where appropriate

The computations summarised in Figure 6
assumed a flat ocean. Recent work has

examined the effect of a rough sea on the
total signal, and concluded that sea state
should also be taken into account. This can,
however, be done simply by using wind
speed as the single variable

Coastal-water constituents
Coastal waters are the most productive
ocean regions, These marine ecosystems are
subject to man-made biochemical pollution
from rivers and the atmosphere. Large
amounts of agricultural and industrial
pollutants and sewage are also discharged
into them This pollution leads to enhanced
marine productivity and eventually to
entrophication

The similarity of the spectral scattering and
absorption coefficients for all optically active
water-borne substances means that simple
detection techniques, relying for example
on colour ratios, cannot be used, More
advanced interpretation methods are needed
for their detection and separation. Eigen-
and factor-analysis have been applied to
measured and simulated multispectral
radiances to demonstrate that the most
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imoortant water-borne substances are in

fact detectable by MERIS.

The inverse modelling technique tackles the
detection and separation of the different
substances from multi-channel measure-
ments The method of Doerffer & Fischer is

based on a simple two-stream radiative-
transfer model, which is adjusted to the
results of a complete radiative-transfer model
of the combined atmosphere/ocean system
They applied the technique successfully to
CZCS measurements, and detected firstly
the pigment and the suspended matter
concentrations, as well as the yellow-
substance absorption, in the North Sea.

Atmospheric parameters
The radiance balance of the Earth/atmos-
phere system is altered significantly
by aerosols, clouds and water vapour.
A global inventory of aerosol and cloud
properties as well as of atmospheric water
vapour over an extended period is a
pre-requisite to our achieving a deeper
understanding of climate. Climate studies as
well as weather forecasts will benefit from
evaluation of these quantities. N/ERIS will be
able to detect these atmospheric properties
with an accuracy never before realised with
satell ite observations,

The impact of aerosols on the radiation
budget is both direct, through scattering
and absorption. and indirect, through the
modification of cloud properties The
magnitude of the influence of aerosols on

climate is difficult to assess, largely because
aerosols vary drastically in size, distribution,
shape and chemical composition. MERIS
will provide data to support an evaluation of
aerosol properties, such as 'path radiance',
type and concentration, The retrieval
methods are basically adopted from the
atmospheric-correction algorithm described
previously for marine signal retrieval.

Two of the most important cloud properties
with respect to global climate change are
cloud-top height and cloud optical thickness.
The estimation of cloud top height from
reflected solar radiation is based on radiance
measurements within and outside the
oxygen-absorption band centred at 761 nm
Three of MERIS's proposed channels, two
of which are within this absorption band,
are selected to account for the ohoton
penetration in the cloud-top evaluation
process The result of a principal-
components analysis based on 160 000
spectral measurements above clouds
confirms that these three channels are
sufficient to retrieve cloud{op height and
cloud optical thickness from multispectral
measurements by means of inverse
modelling techniques.

Water vapour is the most important
atmospheric gas with respect to radiation
budget, cloud amount, precipitation and
evaporation rates A detailed and longterm
global view of the spatial and temporal
distribution of the total atmosoheric water-
vaoour content is therefore needed

Figure 7. Schematic of the
ocean-colour processing
scheme for MERIS
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The ratio of reflected radiances within
the water-absorotion band is used as an
indicator for the total amount of atmosoheric
water vapour. Although these radiances
depend strongly on the albedo of the surface
and its wavelengths, as well as on the
atmospheric aerosols, the accuracy of the
total atmospheric water-vapour estimation is

exoected to be within .100/o for measurements
above water and land surfaces.

In cooperation with the University of
Hamburg, the Free University of Berlin is

developing a method of determining the
total water-vaoour content from MERIS
measurements

Product processing
One oossible scheme for the end-to-end
processing chain for MERIS ocean-colour
products is shown schematically in Figure 7.

This chain includes the product family
described in the foregoing paragraphs.
Its architecture takes into account the
orecedence and commonalities of the
MERIS ocean-colour products family.

Radiometric calibration is performed for each
incoming IVERIS pixel using corrections for
intra- and inter-module gain. The calibration
coefficients are read from a calibration table
generated at each calibration pass of MERIS
(typically once per week). ldentification of
the central band wavelength and widths
is performed by reading a wavelength
calibration table, which is updated typically
once per month

Geometric correction takes into account
the geometry of the instrument, distortions
introduced on-board Envisat-1, and the orbit
and attitude of the platform.

The end{o-end MERIS product chain
generates atmospheric parameters and
surface-leaving radiance products (land and
ocean) from top-of-atmosphere radiance
products The generation of surface-leaving
radiance products relies on the availability of
additional atmospheric parameters, such as

surface oressure. wind field and ozone
column content (which will be available from
other sensors).

Conclusion
The discipline of bio-optical oceanography,
devoted to the assessment of ocean-surface
optical properties and water constituents,
leading to phytoplankton biomass and
various pigment estimates, has developed

dramatically in the past decade. The impact
of these findings on our understanding of
global climate is also becoming more and
more evident. The marine component of the
carbon cycle, in fact, plays an important role

in shaping the climatic variability of the Earth,
which is an essential element in the under-
standing of our environment.

The above analysis is based on the
coordinated scientific and industrial work
performed during the last four years on
ocean-colour aoolications under ESA

funding Further work on two main issues
is needed to define the MERIS instrument
data processing and dissemination chains:

- The extremely large amount of data
produced by MERIS will place heavy
demands on the endto-end processing
chains, on the dissemination to users, on
the archiving capacity, and on the archive
retrieval system. Effective means are still

being sought to deal with this issue.

- Many algorithms needed for MERIS need
to evolve from their current experimental
status to that of fully validated operational
software. A coordinated algorithm
development effort must continue The
development of support models and
simulations and the associated ooerations
software development, must take place in
parallel with algorithm development.

MERIS will provide remotely sensed products
offering continuity and some degree of
comparability with current satellite sensors.
In addition, it will provide novel experimental
oroducts that have been unavailable in the
past. One such example would be a
measure of the boundary position between
chlorophyll absorption at red wavelengths
and leaf scattering in the near-infrared to
estimate both chlorophyll concentrations and
vegetation condition. G
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Envisat's High-Resolution Limb Sounder:
MIPAS

M. Endemann
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environmenr,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
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Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research (lMK),
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH/University of Karlsruhe,
Karlsruhe, Germany

MIPAS's role
In view of the observed changes in ozone
concentration and of the greenhouse effect
in the Earth's atmosphere, ESA initiated a
study in the late eighties into the usefulness
of various limb-sounding instruments. lt
i dentif ied Fou rier-Transform Spectromete rs i n

the Infra-Red (FTlRs) as especially suitable,
due to their ability to detect wide spectral
intervals with high spectral resolution. Thrs

MIPAS, the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric
Sounding, is a high-resolution Fourier-transform spectrometer
designed to measure the concentration profiles of atmospheric
constituents on a global scale. lt will observe the atmospheric
emissions from the Earth horizon (limb) throughout the mid-
infrared region, which will allow the simultaneous measurement
of more than 20 trace gases, including the complete family of
nitrogen-oxygen compounds and several CFCs. MIPAS will provide
global data coverage, including in particular the polar regions,
where the stratospheric chemistry is currently exhibiting alarming
changes.

allows them to detect many atmospheric
trace species in the same air volume
simultaneously At the time of the study,
such an FTIR had already been developed
as a laboratory model and operated aboard
a stratospheric balloon gondola by IMK
Karlsruhe.

A modified version of this lVichelson Inter-
ferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding,
known as MIPAS', was proposed by the
same group in response to a call for
Announcement of Opportunity instruments for
the Agency's Polar Orbiting Earth-observation
Mission POEM-1. Based on the general
interest in the data generated by this type of
instrument, ESA selected MIPAS in 1989 as
an 'ESA Developed Instrument' for
POEM/Envisat 1

The MIPAS instrument for Envisat-l is

intended to provide new insights into the
composition, dynamics and radiation balance
of the middle atmosphere and the upper part
of the troposphere. lt will deliver calibrated
high spectral-resolution emission spectra of
the atmosphere that allow one to retrieve
concentration profiles of more than twenty
trace gases and temperatures in the upper
troposphere, the stratosphere and parts of
the mesosphere.

Figure 1 shows the altitude range where the
key atmospheric species can be detected
by MIPAS. These data can be measured:

- simultaneously

- globally

- day and night

- throughout Envisat-1 's four-year mission

These data are important in particular for
studies in stratospheric chemistry, global
climatology, atmospheric dynamics and also
tropospheric chemistry,

ln stratospheric chemistry, we need to
understand more thoroughly the processes
that control the concentration fields of trace
species, particularly the concentrations of
major radicals and all major source gases,
plus aerosols and polar stratospheric clouds.
In recent years, most interest has centred
around the ozone distribution, due to its
depletion on an almost global scale The
complexity of the chemical reaction schemes
and the coupling with dynamic processes
are evident, so that the need for simultan-
eous and global measurements is obvious
MIPAS's main contribution in this area of
research will be the detection of the entire
family of nitrogen-oxygen compounds, as
well as several CFCs, especially in the polar
regrons.
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Figure 1. Altitude coverage
of atmospheric species
measurable by MIPAS 1OO km
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For global climatology, longterm measure-
ments are required to improve our knowledge
about variability and increases in atmospheric
constituents in the troposphere and stratos-
phere, which affect our climate. In particular,

knowledge of the global distributions of the
major greenhouse gases H2O, 03, CH4,

NrO and CFCs and of the atmosphere's
temperature would aid investigations of the
potential problems of global warming.

MIPAS is designed to provide the good
stability, the high calrbration accuracy and
the long lifetime required to study global
variability for all climate-relevant trace
species, and to study trends in the
concentration and distribution of some of
the species of interest, although longterm
changes will not be detectable for all species
during Envisat's four-year mission duration
The relatively strong increase in CFC
concentratrons should certainly be
measurable. however, and the predicted
temperature decrease in the stratosphere
of about 1 K every three years should also
be detected by MIPAS

An area of major interest in the field of
atmospheric dynamics are exchanges of
trace species between stratosphere and
troposphere MIPAS should contribute here
by observing the concentrations of a number
of trace constituents whose gradients of
mixing ratio change markedly in the vicinity
of the tropopause.

The troposphere is not a region readily
accessible to MIPAS, but in areas without
high clouds it will be possible to observe its
upper part Therefore, MIPAS data can be
used to further our understanding of some of
the major uncertainties facing tropospheilc
chemistry. In particular, NO" concentration
is important as it is believed that its

concentration oatterns are correlated with
industrial activities, oceans and air corridors

The MIPAS instrument
To achieve the scientific objectives outlined
above, MIPAS will have to meet stringent
measurement requirements in conducting
the limb-sounding observations for which it is
designed (Table 1). To achieve good height
resolution, as most signal comes from the
tangent-point region, the vertical extent of the
instrument's instantaneous field of view must
be narrow. For MIPAS, it is only 3 km high
at the limb, corresponding to a 005" viewing
angle. Horizontally, the field of view is 30 km
wide, in order to collect sufficient radiance
(Fis. 2).

To determine the concentration profiles of
the atmospheric trace species, MIPAS will
measure a series of spectra from different
tangent heights. One basic elevation scan
sequence will comprise 16 high-resolution
spectra (or up to 75 spectra with reduced
spectral resolution) and will take 75 s
(corresponding to about 500 km of space-
craft forward motion). A typical elevation scan
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will start at about 50 km tangent height and
descend in 3 km steps to 5 km, but it will be
possible to programme different elevation

scan sequences within the 5-150 km tangent
height range, even with variable step sizes

MIPAS will be able to make measurements
in either of two pointing regimes: rearwards
within a 35qwrde range in the anti flight
direction, and sideways within a 3Oqwide
range on the anti-Sun side The rearward
viewrng range wrll be used for most
measurements, as it will provide good

Earth coverage including the polar regions
The sideways viewing is important for the
observation of special events, such as
volcanic eruptions, trace-gas concentrations
in mayor air{raffic corridors, or concen-
tration gradients across the dusk/dawn
terminator.

As a result of the limb viewing geometry, the

distance between instrument and tangent
point is between 3000 and 3300 km

depending on the tangent height Thus, in

order to measure at a predetermined tangent
height, the elevation pointing accuracy of
both instrument and spacecraft must be

excellent. The goal is to determine the
geometric limb height from spacecraft-
pointing information with a standard deviation

of less than 600 m A line-of-sight pointing
knowledge with respect to nadir of better

than 0,01" (1 o)will be required Very high

alignment stability of all assemblies affecting
pointing rs a design driver for both MIPAS

and the Polar Platform,

MIPAS's spectral-coverage range is from
415 to 14.6 micron (2410-685cm 1), which

Table 1 Summary of MIPAS performance requirements

Observation geometry
Instantaneous field-of-view
Elevation pointing range

Azimuth pointing range

Spectral coverage
Spectral range
Spectral resolution (unapodized)

Spectral resolution submodes

Radiometric requirements
Radiometric sensittvity (NESR)

Absolute radiometric accuracy

Measurement duration
Time per spectrum

Time per elevation scan

Spectra per elevation scan

In orbit lifetime

3x3O km2 (height x width)

5 - 250 km above Earth horizon

35" rearwards, 30" sideways

685 - 2410 cm -' 114 6 - a 15 pLm)

0 035 cm t 1o ooo nm at 4 15 pm)

Selectable in range O 035 O 35 cm 1

7O-2 nWl(cm2 sr cm t;

1o/o (aI 14 6 pm) - 3o/o (aI 415 pm) of input

radiance, with an offset of 2 NESR

4 6 s (full spectral resolution)

1 0 s (1/10 spectral resolution)

75 s (500 km ground trace)
16 (full spectral resolution)

75 (1/10 spectral resolution)
4 years

covers almost the complete mid-infrared
region, and thus the emission lines of many

atmospheric species are present A Fourier-
transform spectrometer is ideally suited to
performing such wide spectral coverage
measuremenlS.

The high spectral resolution of better than
0.035 cm 1 (corresponding to 0.06 nm at
415 micron) is necessary to resolve lines of

specific constituents in the spectrum and
to reduce the interference of overlapping
spectral features. With this high spectral
resolution. N/IPAS will provide a total of
50 000 independent samples in each
soectrum. which is measured within 4s.

Satelllte
Ground Trad<

Rearward Slcleways
Viewing Rang€

Tangent Height 5 -

Viewing Range

Figure 2. The MIPAS limb
observation geometry
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MIPAS is designed to perform measurements
also with a lower spectral resolution in

shorter times for special opportunities,

The radiometric requirements on MIPAS are
also highly demanding. A good radiometric
sensitivity is essential to allow the detection
of weak atmospheric signals Radiometric
sensitivity is expressed here by the Noise
Equivalent Spectral Radiance (NESR), which
characterises the instrument noise in terms
of incident radiance, The need for high
radiometric sensitivity clearly requires low
temperatures for all optical components, to
reduce their own thermal emission, and also
cryogenrc detectors with high sensitivity

The requirement on radiometric accuracy is

also very stringent. A calibration accuracy
in this range is difficult to achieve even for
ground-based instruments. However, a good
absolute knowledge of the received radiance
is important in order to retrieve the atmos-
pheric temperature profile, which is a key
parameter for the determination of trace-gas
profiles.

A last demanding requirement is an in-orbit
lifetime of at least four years, to provide
good data continuity and observation of
atmospheric variability. This long lifetime
represents a design driver for many
components, particularly the interferometer
with its moving optical components.
Redundancv will be orovided for all lifetime-

critical subassemblies, and single-point-failure
sources will be avoided as far as possible

Figure 3 shows the overall layout of MIPAS
as it will be mounted on the Polar Platform
It will consist of two separate assemblies:

- the Optics Module, with front-end optics,
interferometer and focal-plane subsystem,
mounted on the deep-space-viewing end
of the Platform, and

- the Elecironics Module, with signal
processor, instrument-control electronics
and cooler drivers on a common carrier
plate located on the side near the Optics
Module

The Optics Module (Fig 4) is about 1.32m
long (in the flight direction), 1 45 m high
(nadir direction) and about 074m deep
(cold-space direction). lt has a mass of about
130 kg The total mass of MIPAS will be
about 220 kg, and its power consumption is

budgeted at 180 W.

Instrument performance and calibration
To meet the radiometric sensitivity require-
ments discussed above, all of MIPAS's
optrcal elements need to be cooled to
reduce their thermal emission A trade-off
has shown that active cooling of the Optics
Module would allow the optics to reach
lower temperatures, but would lead to a very
complex instrument design. In fact, radiative
cooling of the optics should be sufficient,
and therefore onlv the detectors themselves

opt9

Figure 3. MIPAS mounted
on the Envisat-l Polar
Platform
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DUAL SLIDE INTERFERON/ETER

ELEVATION SCAN UNIT

STIRLING COOLEFS

AZIIVUTH
SCAN UNIT

Figure 4. The MIPAS
Optics Module

will be actively cooled. For these, a
temperature of 70 K was found to be the
optimum compromise between performance
and instrument complexity

Thus, the housing of the Optics Module
carries three radrators:

- a large radiator to cool all optical
components to about 200 K to reduce
the thermal background

- two separate radiator surfaces to cool
compressor and displacer units of the
Stirlinn-nvnlo r-nnlorq that Will lOwer thev(||||||vvyvIvvvvIvIU

temperature of the focal-plane subsystem
to about 70 K.

All radiators will be tilted away from nadir by
2CF to reduce Earth shine, thereby improving
their efficiency This tilt gives the Optics
Module its distinctive wedge shape

Below the Optics Module will be the two
baffles that reduce the amount of stray light
entering MIPAS. The baffle for the rearward
viewing range will extend sufficiently far from
the first optical component to avoid sunlight,
the most critical situation occurrtng when
the South Pole region is observed during
summertime. In this case, the minimum angle
between Sun and line-of-sight could become
as little as 59

The MIPAS instrument will require regular
in-orbit calibration to ensure optimum

oerformance, Radiometric calibration will
be performed using two measurements:

- offset calibration, by observing cold
cnaco tn determine the contribution Of

the instrument to the measured signals

- gain calibration, by observing the internal
calibration blackbody source to calibrate
instrument response throughout the
^^^^+.^r h^^i^. ^^'r calibration will alsoJPUULTdT UAr rUJ, VOrl

provide the information about the optical
phase of the instrument, which will be
needed for phase correction during
ground processrng

Offset calibration will have to be performed
frequently to follow the instrument self-

emission, which will change due to temper-
ature variations. Offset calibration after each
elevation scan sequence (every 75 s) is
envisaged. This calibration, taking less than
15 s, consists of several low-resolution
interferometer sweeos that will be co-added
by the ground processor to reduce noise.

Gain calibration will be needed much less

frequently, the goal being once per week,
A series of blackbody/cold-space measure-
ments will be performed at low resolutron,
which will be co-added on the ground to

achieve the required accuracy The
temperature of the calibration blackbody
will also be downlinked to provide the basis
for the conversion into an absolute radiance
standard,
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Figure 5. Data flow through
the MIPAS space and
ground segments

Product processing
Figure 5 is a functional block diagram of the
MIPAS space and ground segments.

The atmospheric radiance enters the MIPAS
instrument's Front-End Optics. From the
Telescope, the radiance will be directed to
the Interferometef where the two moving
reflectors periodically vary the phase of the
incoming light. The resulting interference
produces an intensity modulation of the
transmitted light, which is recorded as a
function of the phase difference between
the moving reflectors by the Focal-Plane
Subsystem. This' interferogram' represents
the Fourier transform of the incoming
spectrum, which is transmitted to ground,
after first being digitised and filtered by the
Signal-Processing Subsystem

In the Ground Segment, the interferograms
will be converted into calibrated atmosoheric
spectra. At the subsequent processing levels,
these spectra will be used to retrieve
concentration orofiles for the relevant
atmospheric species, as well as atmospheric
temperatures and other higher level data
products.

Conclusion
MIPAS represents a new type of spaceborne
instrumentation that will deliver high-resol-
ution atmospheric spectra. These spectra
can be used to derive concentration orofiles
for many atmospheric constituents of the
Earth's middle atmosphere and upper
troposphere. lt will be the first cooled Fourier-
Transform Infra-red Spectrometer in space,
and it will allow the concentration profiles of
many important trace constituents to be
measured around the globe, and also in the
polar regions in particular.

The performance requirements for MIPAS are
demanding, especially the need for high

radiometric sensitivity and accuracy, but also
those concerning the pointing performance,
The current design is considered a good
compromise between achievable perform-
ance and development risk. lt nevertheless
employs many novel features and faces
many challenges, including:

- maintaining interferometer and subsystem
alignment over a wide temperature range

- designing and qualifying the laser
interferometer

- understanding the potential lifetime and
performance limitations of the dry-
lubricated interferometer bearings

- avoiding contamination of the optical
surfaces to ensure good stray light
suppression and the required radiometric
sensitivity throughout the instrument
lifetime
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SCARAB's role
The dynamics of the Earth-atmosphere
system are determined by the energy
input to the system and its distribution,
transformation and storage in various forms
(Fig 1). Earth radiation-budget measure-
ments made at the top of the atmosphere
involve most of these orocesses. The
reflectance of incident energy and the
upward flow of energy emitted by the Earth
atmosphere system exhibit large temporal

The SCARAB instrument was proposed by CNES as an
Announcement of Opportunity instrument for Envisat-l following
the withdrawal by NASA of the CERES instrument originally
selected as part of the POEM payload complement. SCARAB
(Scanner Radiatsionnogo Balansa) will make an essential
contribution to the monitoring of the Earth's radiation budget,
which is a key element in our climatic system. lts data can also
be used to refine existing climate models.

Figure 1. The energy
balance of the Earth/
atmosphere system
(incoming solar radiation
taken as 100 units).
Under equilibrium
conditions, the incoming
solar energy at the top
of the atmosphere is
balanced by the reflected
solar energy and therma
infrared heat loss. The
energy balance at the
surface involves sensible
and latent-heat
components

and geographic variations and, as a result,
the net radiation varies rn time and soace
This net radiation is the driving force for
atmospheric and oceanic circulation and
the associated energetics

Satellite-borne instruments can provide
the required observation of some of the
radiation-budget parameters on a global
scale and a number of such instruments
have already been used to measure these
quantities The omni-directional sensors
(flat-plate radiometers) flown on the
Explorer-7 satellite back in 1959 are one
example. Because of the orbital parameters
and narrow field of view of these earlier
tnstruments, most of the methods tnvolved
computing daily average 'top of the atmos-
phere' values for the reflected solar fluxes
and corresponding emitted thermal radiation
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With the instruments flown on the operational
Tiros and NOAA series of satellites, the
albedo is determined from the visible
channel by assuming that:
(a) the reflectance in a narrow spectral

interval is a good estimate of the full

soectral reflectance
(b)the observed reflectance is isotropic

and independent of solar zenith angle
(c) there is no diurnal vartation in the

reflecting surface.

In the case of the Nimbus satellites, the
albedo is determined from an instrument
with a wide soectral channel and corrections
for the anisotropic nature of the reflecting
surface have been applied However, no
diurnal corrections are aoolied to the various
reflecting surfaces.

From measurements made by these satel-
lites, outgoing long-wave radiation has also
been computed from radiances observed in
narrow spectral channels using a regression
formula derived from an atmospheric model
covering a broad range of temperature and
moisture values, as well as overcast and
clear-sky conditions In all of these
derivations, corrections for dependence on
solar zenith angle have been performed
using a statistically derived 'limb darkening'
function.

To a certain extent, the approach adopted
for deriving the radiative fluxes from these
instruments has had of necessrty to be
somewhat simplistic. A new generation of
instruments and models is therefore being
develooed to address these deficiencies.
These new instruments are being designed
to measure the total outgoing long-wave and
reflected short-wave fluxes, and mathematical
models are being developed to handle
angular variations in reflected solar radiation
and the anisotropic nature of the reflecting
surfaces

It should be emphasised that satellite
measurements only provide the radiative
fluxes at the top of the atmosphere They
do not observe radiation-budget parameters
at the Earth's surface. However, techniques
are being developed to estimate the surface
quantities from satellite measurements. For

this, in order to obtain total information on
the overall Earth-atmosohere radiation
budget, it is essential to integrate the satellite
radiation measurements with the data from
other sources.

The Earth's radiation budget is altered
significantly by aerosols, clouds and water

vapour. The impact of increasing levels of

aerosols and clouds on the radiation budget
is difficult to assess as the distributions of

both vary drastically in time and space. in
shape and chemical composition (aerosols),

and in general characteristics (cloudtop
height and optical thickness) Thus, in

addition to observations of top of the
atmosphere fluxes, complementary global
inventories of aerosol and cloud properties,

as well as atmospheric water-vapour
contents, are required on a longtime-scale
basis in order to acquire a deeper under-
standing of the Earth's radiation balance.

In short, therefore, observation of the Earth's
radiation budget requires broad-band
measurements spanning long periods of the
discriminating clear-sky and cloudy areas,
wrth temporal sampling adequate (less than
100 km) to minimise biases arising from
diurnal variations, Complementary information
on the orooerties of aerosols and clouds is

needed to reduce uncertainties related to
radiative feedback processes associated with
their presence. These appear to be a critical
factor in accounting for the large spread in
model estimates of climate sensitivity

Over the past 25 years, the NASA Nimbus
Earth radiation-budget missions and the
more recent Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) have established the
ERB climatology with continually improving
measurement accuracy and increasing
soohistication in terms of the treatment of
spectral corrections and angular/temporal
sampling problems in the data processing.
However, because increasing atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases are
expected to lead to significant climate
changes, the existing ERB data set will not
suffice, but must be continued and extended.
The current ERBE scanning radiometers
ceased operation in February 1990 and the
next series of NASA radiometers (i.e. the
CERES instrument, an improved ERBE)
is not scheduled to fly until 1998 at the
earliest.

Recognising the need to minimise the
gap in ERB data, France, in collaboration
with Germany and Russia, has therefore
developed the SCARAB instrument initially
for flight on the Russian Meteor-3 series of
polar-orbiting satellites. The first of these
instruments is due to be launched in 1993,

with a second launch in 1994 rnto an orbit
whose plane is perpendicular to the first to
provide at least four observations every 24 h,

which are necessary for sampling the diurnal
cycle.
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The need to continue and extend these
observations has prompted the decision to
include a SCARAB instrument on Envisat-1
also (Fig 2) This has three principal
attractions:

- lt will help safeguard the provision of ERB
data from the 'morning' polar orbit until
well rnto the next century, a vital point
given the need to acquire long-term data
sets for climate monitoring and studies

- lt will provide an opportunity to make
direct comparisons between SCARAB
data and that from ERBE/CERES, so
helping to reduce the ERB data gap

- lt should enable the quality of the ERB
data to be enhanced as data from other
instruments due to fly on Envisat-1
(described in this issue of the Bulletin)
r:an hp rsp.l tn imnlgyg COffe6tions tO

raw ERB data as well in the derivaiion of
radiation profiles

The data analysis will represent a major
challenge as the correction of SCARAB data
and the derivation of ERB profiles. erc is nor

a straightforward task, but vital experience is
already being acquired in this respect in
preparation for the Meteor 3 flights

The SCARAB instrument
The instrument for Envisat. derived directly
from the SCARAB developed for the Russian
Meteor satellite. is a cross-track scanning
radiometer which includes four bands:

- Channel 1: Visible, 05-07 micron

- Channel 2: Solar, 02-4 micron

- Channel 3: Total 0 2-50 micron

- Channel 4: Window, 105-125 micron

Radiation in the long-wave band (a-50 m)
is determined by differencing the measure-
ments in Channels 2 and 3. Channels 1 and

Figure 2. The location of the
SCARAB instrument

Figure 3. Channel optical
layout
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channels and to aid cloud/scene
identification,

The optical layouts of the four channels are
identical. The incoming radiation is focussed
by a spherical mirror directly onto a single
electrical detector. The wavelength bands are
selected by choosing the appropriate filters
(Fis 3)

DFTECTOR FILTER

REFERENCE
BLACKBODY

CHOPPER MOTOR
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Figure 4. Scanning head

CHANNEL 4 I/R WINDOW

CHANNEL 3 TOTAL

CHANNEL 2 SOLAR

CHANNEL 1 VISIBLE

The four channels are mounted in parallel

inside a cylinder that rotates about an axis
perpendicular to the optical axis of the
channels (Fig a). The radiation measurement
is chopped by use of a rotating mirror and
the chopping rate determines the pixel

sampling frequency The combination of
scanning speed and chopper speed
produces a pixel spacing oI 425 km (to
limit the aliasing) At Meteor-3's altitude of
1250 km the pixel is 60 km square at nadir,

Instrument performance
The SCARAB scan cycle, covering about a
100" sector of the Earth's surface, takes 6 s.

The offset is determined at each measure-
ment cycle by observing deep space and
the gain through measurement of on-board
calibration sources:

- two blackbody simulators for the total
and infrared window channels

- lamp sources for solar, visible and total
cnannets

In addition, the in-flight calibration strategy
is based on the use of incandescent lamp
sources The ground calibration will be
carried out at the Institut d'Astrophysique
spatiale d'Orsay (F) and at the solar tower
of the Kiepenheuer Institute Observatory in

Tenerife (E)

The instrument performance parameters for
SCARAB, as adapted for the Envisat orbit,
are summarised in Table 1

In addition to the interface adaptation from

the Meteor unit, it is also envisaged to
include:

Table 1 SCARAB expected performance
and instrument oarameters for Envisat orbit

Total channel

Solar channel

Relative radiometric
accuracy

Absolute radiometric
accuracy

Spatial resolution at nadir

Scan period

Scan angle
Pixel/scan

Sampling interval

Sampling period

Instantaneous field of view
(rFov)

02pmto50Fm
c1L."":500Wm -sr

02mto4m
I _1L^^r:425Wm -sr

_t _ It07Wm -sr
t00003 1(3o)

u _1t25Wm -sr
t 1 7olo (LW)

+ 3 5olo (SW)

4Ox4O km2

6s
1 00'
3l

34 mrad
62 5 mrad
48 mrad x 48 mrad
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a Sun calibration diffuser in addition to
the on-board calibration sources
active thermal control
an improved instrument control unit that
will allow extended command and control
functions,

One possible configuration for the upgraded
SCARAB instrument for Envisat-1 is shown in
Figure 5

Product processing
In the initial stages of processing the raw

instrument data, transmission errors will be
corrected and satellite location and attitude
calculated as a function of satellite time.
This pre-processed data, with raw calibration
coefficients, validation information and house-
keeping data, will be formatted and archived,

The definitive phase of the processing
depends on the determination of in-orbit
values for the radiances of the on-board
calibration sources (as filtered by the four
channels), since it is these values that will

allow the computation of the channel gains,

This is straightforward for the blackbody
simulators, which provide the gains of the
infrared (lR) window channel and of the
long-wave (LW) portion of the total channel
For the visible and solar channels, as well

as for the short-wave (SW) portion of the total
channel, it is much more complicated As the
gain is determined by means of the stability
of the calibration targets, it can only be
determined by observing them over long
periods, typically a few months.

The second stage of SCARAB data-product
generation will be carried out in close col-
laboration with the scientists Data inversion

algorithms will provide instantaneous fluxes
and daily and monthly mean values of Earth
radiation-budget components, using instant-

aneous filtered SCARAB radiances together
with models and auxiliary data (i.e. cloud
and aerosol properties).

These products will be archived and will

subsequently serve as input to the time-
space averaging subsystem. The latter's
goal will be to obtain unbiased monthly
mean values of the 'Earth's Radiation
Balance' (ERB) and an observational
determination of 'Cloud Radiative Forcing'
(CRF, a measure of the role of the clouds
in climate), taking into account the diurnal
cycle and providing a measure of monthly
mean diurnal cycle

The results of the time-space averaging
phase will constitute the 'output' of the

Figure 5. Possible SCARAB
conf iguration for Envisat-l
(Courtesy of J. Pang,
ESTEC)

SCARAB experiment, namely data files
giving mean quantities on spatial and
temporal scales comparable to those of
climate models This of course, does
not preclude the use of these data by
researchers interested in ocean analysis

Once validated, all SCARAB products
will be archived and made generally
available to the interested international
scientific community (Table 2)

Table 2. SCARAB science data products

Basic data (filtered radiances in four bands).

- pixel by pixel rn order of observation (scannrng)

- unfiltered short- and long-wave radiances

- cloud/scene identification

Quasi-instantaneous regional mean values:
for the enlrre cear-sky portion (latitude/longitude
region of 2 5' x2 5')
short- and long-wave radiant exitances, with
regional statistics

Daily mean regional values and statistics:

- scene/cloud fraction

Monthly daily mean regional values:

- scene/cloud fractions and other statistics

Conclusion
Clearly, flight of the SCARAB instrument on
Envisat-l will make a major contribution to
international Earth radiation budget studies
ldeally, however, further flight opportunities
for this and other radiation instruments are
needed in order to acquire global data sets
with sufficient frequency One possibility that
is currently being actively explored is that of
also flying a SCARAB instrument on the
Metop series of satellites (operational series
of satellites being jointly studied by ESA and
Eumetsat), the first of which is due to be
launched in the year 2000. G
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Envisat's Radar Altimeter: RA-2

A. Resti
ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

RA-2's role
The main objective with the RA-2 instrument
is to collect, on a global scale, calibrated
samples of the earliest part of radar echoes
from ocean, ice and land, and from their
boundaries, without interruption. Ocean
parameter estimation will then be performed
via the on-ground processrng.

Radar Altimeter measurements over oceans
can be used to calculate mean sea level,

ocean circulation (mesoscale and basin
scale), wave height and wind speed, and

The Radar Altimeter for Envisat-1, known as RA-2, is a fully-
redundant, nadir-pointing pulse-limited radar operating via a
single antenna dish at 13.575 GHz and at 3.2 GHz. lts design is
based on that of the ERS-I Radar Altimeter, but new features
have been added in order to measure echoes from ocean, ice
and land masses with improved accuracy and without interruption.
The RA-2 instrument will therefore guarantee continuity of the
observations started with its predecessor in order to satify the
global Earth-monitoring requirement on a longer time scale.

for bathymetry Measurements over ice
contribute to determinations of ice extent,
dynamics and mass balance. Over land,
the Radar Altimeter can orovide consistent
elevation maps, the levels of lakes and rivers,

and support water-shed modelling.

The RA-2 instrument: new features
The RA-2 design has been derived from
that of the ERS-I Radar Altimeter in order
to rninimise both development cost and risk,
However, the new design includes several
important modifications in order to improve
its performance over the oceans and to
enhance its ooeration over non-ocean
surfaces without incurring significant
increases in instrument mass and oower
consumptron,

The new on-board orocessor will make
RA-2 ooerations indeoendent of surface
type and modelling. Dedicated operating

modes will no longer be necessary due to
the autonomous on-board selection of the
radar resolution. The increased number of
independent measurements per second
will reduce echo fluctuations and imorove
parameter estimation accuracy. The
simultaneous ooeration of two channels at
different freouencies orovides a means of
correcting altitude measurements for the
effects of rapid spatial changes in ionos-
pheric propagation.

Instrument operation
The main channel at 13.575 GHz (Ku-band)
and the secondary channel aI3.2GNz
(S band) will be operated continuously
around the orbits with fixed oulse reoetition
rates. However, for every four pulses
transmitted at Ku-band, only one pulse will
be radiated at S-band, in order to minimise
power consumption whilst still providing
sufficient measurements for ionosoheric
correction. Only one channel will be
operated at a time to allow the sharing of
the most of the hardware,

Only the earliest part of the radar echoes will
be sampled to collect scientific information
with a low data rate and high resolution.
A fixed number (128) of digital samples will
be collected at radar resolution intervals from
each echo within a tracking window. The
gain and position of the latter will be contin-
uously updated to match the distance and
amplitude of the earliest part of the radar
echoes received by the main channel
(13575 GHz).

The resolution can also be changed
autonomously on-board to suit the tracking.
Over open ocean, where the echo shape is

well-modelled, the resolution should always
be set at its highest value (0.46875 m) Over
coastal zones, ice and land, where tracking
could be lost due to the unpredictable and
fast-changing echo shape, a coarser
resolution (1.875 or 7.5 m) can be selected.
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The echoes received by the secondary
channel (3 2 GHz) are always sampled at a
fixed resolution (0.9375 m) within a window
whose characteristics are related to those of
the main channel

The samples from both the Ku- and
S-band channels will be averaged over a
fixed number of echoes - 100 and 25,
rpqnor:tivohr - tn rpdr rCe flUCtUatiOnS and
data rates, These averages will be precisely
time-tagged and transmitted to ground in

formatted source data packets. each of
which will cover about 1 second of radar
operation Internal calibration data which will

be routinely coliected without interrupting
radar measurements, will also be added to
lhoca nanlualc Tho rlai^ -^+^ ,,^!^, +L^^^
Lr rvov vqvngto | | rs uoLd ldlu ul luul ll lu>u

conditions will be limited to 64 kbit/s.

It will also be possible, by commanding
from the ground, to store a limited number
of individual echoes (2000) on board the
snar:er:raft Thcse ciata can be transmitted to
ground by spreading them over about 100

source packets and increasing the instrumenl
data rate to 100 kbit/s.

A summary of the RA 2 design parameters is

^,^^^^+^^ i^ T^ht^ i
PrE-YrrLVU ilr rqurg I

Product processing
On the ground. the samples of ocean
echoes at the main channel frequency of
13575 GHz will be fitted to a well-established
ocean model and corrections and calib-
rations will be applied to estimate time delay,

radar cross-section and standard deviation of
the height distribution of the elementary
surface reflectors In this way, it will be
nnccihlo ln rolriarra tho enqnonraft c aliiir rda

the magnitude of the wind speed and wave
hoin ht rocnoniirrolv

Major changes with respect to ERS-1

The main operating frequency of RA 2

has been shifted to 13575 GHz, to avoid
electromag netic interference f rom Fixed-
Satellite Earth to Space Services, which
have recently been allocated new operating
fronrronnv h:nrlc

In order to operate the secondary frequency
channel aI 3.2GNz, the RA-2 antenna feed
has been redesigned (Fig. t) A solid-state
power amplifie( a transmit/receive switch and
a low-noise amplifier have been added The
subsystem that produces the necessary
reference signals and the receiver have also
been modified to support operations at the
new frequency,

Table 1 Summary of RA 2 design parameters

Design parameter Main channel Common Secondarv channel

Altitude range, km

Operative frequencies, GHz
Pulse length, ps

Bandwidth MHz
Transmitted peak power, V,

P lco ronat tinn fran Az

Number of echo sampes
Fnhn arreranad An hn2rri

Antenna diameter, m

Power consumption, W
Mass, kg

Data rate (nominal/max ), kbit/s

764 Io 825
32

20
160

6O (Solid/State)

450
128

25

12
168

106

64/1 00

tJ 3/3

320, 80, 20

60 (TWT)

1 800

100

Both the hardware and the software of the
on-board processor are completely new.

A dedicated Digital Signal Processor (DSP)

performs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on
twice as many (128) digital samples in

about half the time required by the ERS 1

instrument, The new algorithms that produce
the error control signals are very linear and
in|ononrlonl nf onhn qhnna Thnon nhoran+nril ruuvur ruur rt ur uur rv ol loPE. | | lEJg ul lolouLgl-

islics along with the doubling of the number
of samples, make the new Radar Altimeter's
operation very tolerant to changes in surface
topography

Furthermore, the width of the tracking
window is autonomously selected on-board
from three values This is achieved by

Figure 1. The RA-2 antenna
breadboard, with its dual-
frequency feed
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changing the radar altitude resolution and
maintaining the same number of samples
When the radar echo is about to move out
of the tracking window, due for example to
a sudden change in surface elevation, the
window is broadened to re-caoture it. This
will allow uninterrupted radar operations
over all kinds of surJaces, including their
boundaries, and will avoid the need for
dedicated operating modes commanded
from the ground.

The radar pulse generator, based on Surface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices, has been
modified to generate Linear Frequency
Modulated (LFM) pulses (known as 'chirps')
in three different bandwidths selectable by
the on-board signal processor.

The Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) of
the main channel has been increased to
1800 Hz, to allow the averaging on-board
of a higher number of independent
measurements per second. Consequently,
a fast DSP has been selected in order to
allow each echo to be orocessed before the
reception of the next one.

Some further changes have been necessary
both to meet the new environmental require-
ments set by the Polar Platform and in order
to cope with a mission lifetime of 4 to 5
years. All of the electronic boxes are fully
redundant, and cross-strapping between five
major assemblies provides for 32 different
hardware configurations. assuring the
necessary reliability. All of the units are
housed in the Payload Equipment Bay (PEB)
of the Polar Platform, which also provides
mechanical suooort and thermal control for
the complete instrument (Fig 2).

Conclusion
The RA-2 instrument will probably be one
of the first to be integrated into the Polar
Platform payload complement because of
its already advanced state of definition. The
manufacture of the RA-2 Engineering Model
(EM) will start soon after the Preliminary
Design Review (PDR), scheduled for October
1993, has been successfullv completed.

The measurements that Envisat's RA-2
instrument will make will contribute to a
better understanding of our environment on
Earth and will allow us to monitor it on a
global scale. G

Figure 2. The accommodation of the RA-2 instrument boxes on the Polar Platlorm

Radar Altimetry

A Radar Altimeter on-board a satellrte transmits electromagnetic pulses
that propagate in a free atmosphere at the speed of light and it receives
back the echoes reflected by the Earth's surface passing beneath the
satellite. The radar measures the time that has elaosed between the
transmission of a pulse and the reception of its echo, which is equivalent
to the time that a oulse takes to travel twice the Earth{o-satellite distance.
The latter can therefore be derived very precisely from this time
measurement. The free electrons in the ionosphere and the water vaoour
in the troposphere slow down the speed of propagation, which must be
accounted for to avoid incurring large errors in the altitude estimation.
After corrections, and once the radar's orbital position is independently
known, the altitude measurements can be used to accurately derive the
Earth's surface topography Over the oceans, the departure of the surface
topography from the Earth's geopotential field (geoid) is caused by the
equilibrium of forces generated by the Earth's rotation and by the ocean
currents. The latter, which contribute greatly to the heat exchange
between the equator and the poles, can ultimately be derived from the
altitude measurements.

The Radar Altimeter is therefore an unique tool for studying the role that
oceans play in the Earth's climate system and for understanding climatic
change on a global scale.
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The Legal Protection of Remote-Sensing
Satellite Data

M. Ferrazzani & W. Thiebaut
Legal Affairs, ESA, Paris

One of the prime mission objectives of the
Agency's Envisat-l mission, to be launched
in 1998, will be the monitoring of the Earth's
environment in order to contribute to both
the European and worldwide efforts that are
being undertaken to manage and protect the
environment effectively Although Envisat-1 is
financed from public funds committed by the
ESA Member States, it is evident that the
heavy financial burden of such programmes
obliges those States to explore ways of
sharing the costs with the private sector by
promoting the commercialisation of remote-
sensing data However, private investors will
only be tempted to participate if the business
is profitable and if the legal framework
provides sufficient security to protect them in
the exploitation of the remote-sensing data

As the commercialisation of remote-sensing data gathered by
satellite grows, it is becoming increasingly important that a legal
structure is established to recognise the status of the data and to
protect the rights of those involved - the satellite operators, the
instrument providers, and ultimately the data users. A solution
based on a draft directive being prepared by the Commission of the
European Communities is proposed.

The legal analysis
The European Centre for Space Law (ECSL)
a research centre founded in May 1989 as
an ESA initiative and which operates under
the Agency's auspices, decided in 1990 to
make the study of the legal protection of
remote-sensing data one of its main
objectives After evaluating the results of a
questionnaire that had been sent to industry,
organisations and experts active in remote
sensing, ECSL organised a workshop on this
subject in 1991, Representatives of the
Commission of the European Communities
(EC) attended the workshop and, given the
importance of the economic consequences
of remote sensing. decided to join forces
with ESA/ECSL

The EC. with the support of ECSL, issued a
call for tender for the study of the regulatory
aspects of the protection of remote-sensing
data Professor Philippe Gaudrat, a professor
of intellectual property rights at the University
of Poitiers (France) was selected to
undertake the task He had previously served
as a consultant to the EC in the area of
intellectual property rights in telecommuni-
cations He began the study in 1992 with a
survey of the applicable national legislations
in Europe and the United States He
submitted his final report at the beginning of
this year. lt confirmed that the existing
legislations do not provide adequate
protection of remote-sensing data and that
solutions contained in international law such
as multilateral treaties and other specific
instruments are also not satisfactorV

However, in order to encourage industry to
invest in remote-sensing systems, the law
should provide for property or exclusive
exploitation rights The only complete
protection on the basis of an exclusive right
that exists in all national laws, and which is

organised internationally. is protection by
copyrightiauthor's right

Prof. Gaudrat states, howeveI that: 'This

protection, which many industrres favour for
its international dimension and its absence of
costs, presents two major weaknesses in the
case of remote sensing: it is unequally
applicable to raw data that are transmitted by
satellite and, under most national laws, it is
difficult to apply it to automatically extracted
photographs."

Prof. Gaudrat has identified a solution which,
at least in Europe, would provide the
required orotection, The draft Directive on
the Legal Protection of Databases of
13 May 1992, proposed by the EC
(COM(92)24 FolSyn 393) could, if slightly
amended. provide an adequate legal
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A proposed solution for the legal protection of remote-senstng satellite
data

include the interception of a signal, and
should not merely concern active intrusion
into a system. But the term 'right of
extraction' seems to privilege a 'hacker'

attitude, whereas the Directive's definition
of a database seems to be made for
databases that are exploited on-line, rather
than for raw data files stored on board a
satellite.

We keep coming back to the same
problem: What is the basic data of a
database?

It is important to note that even though
this instrument does not at oresent
provide the security that we would expect,
it does not expressly exclude a
satisfactory scope The fastest and most
economic solution could therefore consist
of assuring that proper interpretation will
be made when the text of the Directive
becomes the national legislation applied
in each country. This is even more
feasible now that the Directive is still in
the process of being adopted and should
soon be discussed by the European
Parliament. The general report that
accompanies the draft Directive suggests
some modifications in order to resolve any
ambiguities concerning the field of
aoolication of the future Directive.

Finally, in addition to, or instead of this
solution, we may also think of the
establishment of Community legislation
(which will be harmonised ab initio) in
order to meet those needs of the industry
that are not fulfilled by existing incorporeal
orooerties "

Circulation of data
As stated earlier, in order to attract private

investment to the domain of data processing
and distribution, and to furnish this activity
with a proper framework, there is now an
obvious need for legal protection. There is a
growing concern about the applicable
system and the best method to adopt for the
circulation of remote-sensing data.

For all stages, from when the data is
produced on-board the satellite in outer
space, to its transmission, reception,
processing and distribution, procedures have
already been established through actual
practice whereby the satellite operator plans
and manages the ditferent stages,
culminating with the distribution to users For

this to be possible. the legal title over the
data must be ascertained at each of those

The draft EC Directive:

- Harmonises conditions of access to

database and protection by author's
right

- Covers only the database as a
structured method of arranging and

storing raw data, and not the

complete chain of generated

computer products, from original

computer bits to extracted photos

Reduces required level of originality - Inclusion of the above protects

Creates its own right of extraction on the database owner against unlawful

the contents of the database extraction of data

The proposed amendment:

- To include in the definition of the
database, the act of collecting data
from Earth observation satellites

framework for the orotection of remote-
sensing data Prof. Gaudrat explains the
solution:

"Besides the fact that this Directive
harmonises the conditions of access to a
database and protection by author's right,

and that it reduces the required level of
originality, it also creates a sul genens
right of extraction on the content of the
database, which is independent of
protection by author's right

This double regime could allow coverage
of the complete chain of computer
products derived from remote sensing:
even if we suppose that storage of raw

data on board the satellite does not result
in an original database in terms of the
new criterion, the content of this non-
original database (i.e. the flow of computer
bits) would still be protected by the right
of extraction; and if, at a later time, the
conditions for protection of the database
(or of the content) by author's right could
be fulfilled, the intellectual property rights
on the captured object would
complement or replace the right of
extraction. So this construction would
protect all stages of the process, without
interruption, from the transmission by the
satellite to the delivery of the most
sophisticated computer products

Nevertheless, there is a double conditio
sine qua non Io cover remote-sensing
activities satisfactorily by means of this
instrument: on the one hand, the
definition of databases must be sufficiently
broad to cover the storage of scanned
data on board the satellite; and on the
other hand, the concept of the right of
extraction must be sufficientlv flexible to
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stages of data circulation, and for each of
lha i^*^ ^^+^ ^^ +h^., ira conaratolrrtl lE UOLO -EtJ OJ Ll luy q' v ruvurq(wry
produced, handled and used. At present, the
holder of the data rights needs to stipulate
conditions for the use of the data, according
to either the nature and role of the holder or
the final destination of the data. Today, there
are several different examples of legal terms
agreed either explicitly or tacitly between
holder and user.

This is not intended to and should in no way
impose restrictions on the general principle
of open and non-discriminatory access for all
interested users In this case, freedom of
access means the possibility for a user to
apply for and obtain a copy of the data set
while agreeing, however, to meet the
conditions of the holder of the data riohts.

The implication is that whoever has control of
the satellite system or owns the data on the
basis of a legal title can determine the
conditions of access attached to a given data
set before it is widely circulated The
international remote-sensing community is

familiar with this entitlement and it is in fact
the policy adopted by all space agencies
that have a data-production capability. Data
users also understand that certain conditions
have to be met before they can access the
data. Such conditions mav include:

- recognition of the legal title and ownership
of the data rights

- authorisation for the user to exploit the
data, make additions and further process
the data to derive modified data for
specific applications

- the user's commitment to handle the data
solely for the purpose of the agreed
activity, not to make unauthorised copies,
and not to redistribute the data to third
oarties without the orior consent of the
holder

- correct indication of copyright, etc, when
publishing the data

- any further conditions for circulation,

Different cases
The situation becomes more soohisticated in

the case of data rights claimed by different
entities who have some degree of
involvement in the satellite mission One
example of this is the case of an entity
providing a remote-sensing instrument (the
instrument orovider) to be flown on a satellite
developed and operated by another entity
(the platform operator). The basic
understanding between these two entities will
determine the type of arrangement and
consequently the data rights of each party

The ESA policy in this area is to provide
flight opportunities for interesting instruments
on-board its satellites on the assumption that
the Agency remains the owner of all data
resulting directly from the in-flight operation
of the payload flown as part of an Agency
programme, This flight opportunity is offered
to the instrument provider on a free-of-charge
basis, on the grounds of scientific and
technical merit, and with the aim of
benefiting the widest possible scientific and
remote-sensing community with the products
from the payload data in question.

The purpose of ESAs Earth Observation
Programmes is to obtain the latest
information on the Earth's resources and
divulge it widely to users in a timely manner
The principles for the provision of data from
ERS-1 already reflect the need for a wide
distribution of the data on a non-
discriminatory basis, as soon as they are
technically available In addition, the
orientations for future policies concerning
remote-sensing data indicate the increased
need for data-circulation arrangements under
different international schemes - either
bilateral or multilateral - involving space
agencies of seve ral countries, in order to
make the best possible use of the wealth of
data flowing from such elaborate remote-
sensrng mrssrons.

Conclusion
The inadequacy of the existing legislation
applicable to such an important and growing
industry presents us with a challenging
situation lt is becoming more and more
necessary to secure a sound legal basis for
the qualification and recognition of the status
of data emanating from payloads observing
the Earth. calling for sophisticated yet
effective legal reasoning. The far-reaching
results expected from today's ambitious Earth
observation programmes can only be
optimised if supported by a solid legal
framework whereby the satellite operators.
the instrument providers. and ultimately the
data users. are able to rely on a clear and
widely acceptable set of arrangements G
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Towards More Efficient Use of
Radar-Altimeter Data

J. Benveniste
Earth Observation Division, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Introduction
Twenty years ago, experimental altimeters on
NASA's Skylab and Geos-3 were already
demonstrating the potential of such
instrumentation This led in turn to the
development and launch by NASA in July
1978 of the Seasat oceanographic satellite
mission. Both Geos-3 and Seasat were very
successful in their pioneering missions, but
were limited somewhat by poor coverage
in the case of Geos-3 and an abnormally
short mission duration in Seasat's case.

The Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) has been
striving to standardise product formats since 1984, in particular
through its Working Group on Data, which is also addressing
networks, archiving, storage media, data management, etc. There
is currently no clear consensus on how to build geophysical data
sets so that users will never be caught off-guard by changes in
product format.

In the case of radar altimetry, the ever-growing scientific
community is still relatively small and traditionally 'digests' all
available global data sets. Altimetry is thus an appropriate domain
in which it should not be too ambitious to think about product
harmonisation already at the geophysical data level.

Table 1. Radar-altimeter mrsslons

Nevertheless, the results that the international
scientific community was able produce from
the two missions were sufficiently promising
for ESA and NASA/CNES to start developing
the altimetric missions that are flying today,
namely ERS-I and lopex-Poseidon

Geosat, initially a purely military geodetic
mission which subsequently became a
declassified oceanographic mission, bridged
the gap during the second half of the
eighties, furnishing the first longterm global-
coverage altimetric data set

The earlier pioneering missions and today's
steady flow of data from ERS 1 and Topex-

Poseidon have demonstrated beyond doubt
that radar altimetry is a powerful, if complex,
instrument concept that contributes to a
better understanding of our planet's global
climatic system and the effects of mankind's
activities upon it The following are just a few
examples of what is being achieved by the
international scientific community through the
use of radar-altimeter data.

Sea level and the marine geoid
The spaceborne altimetric system - i e the
radar altimeter itself and its ancillaries, such
as the microwave sounder and tracking
system - measures the range between the
spacecraft and the surface below Over the
oceans this measurement is transformed into
elevation of the sea surface (Figs. 1-3) fhis
surface has a dynamic range of some 200 m
and roughly represents the gravitational
geopotential surface, called 'the geoid

The geoid represents the shape produced
by the gravitational attraction of water at rest,

The sea surface also contains small vertical
displacements, of the order of 1 m, about the
geoid, known as 'the dynamic topography',
which is related to the ocean circulation
(Fig 4) In order to analyse the ocean
dynamics, the geoid rs subtracted from the
measured sea surface

Past missions
Skylab
Geos-3

Seasat

Geosat

NASA,1973
NASA, 1975- 1978

NASA, July to October 1978
US Navy, data processed by NOAA,

March 1985 to November 1989

Current missions
ERS-1 ESA, July 1991 -
Topex-Poseidon NASA/CNES, August 1 992 -

Future missions
ERS-2 ESA, 1995
Envisat ESA, 1999
Topex-Poseidon follow-on (NASA/CNES)

Geosat follow-on (US Navy)
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Figure 1. Global mean sea surface

llluminated relief with coloured iso-contours of a
sea-surface-height model. The latter is a digital
data set consisting of a global set of sea-
surface-height point values with respect to a
reference ellipsoid. lt was produced by the
German Processing and Archiving Facility
(D-PAF) from the Geophysical Data Records
generated at the French PAF. Long- and short-
term solutions are available. The long-term
solution represents the mean sea surface over
the longest time span available, updated every
six months. The short-term solution is based on
one 35-day or ten 3-day cycles.

(Cou(esy of the German Processing and
Archiving Facility)

Figure 2. Mean sea surface of the North Atlantic

The heterogeneous shape of the mean sea
surface, observed by Geosat, ERS-1 and
Topex-Poseidon, is clearly visible in this
map of the short-scale variations (variations with
wavelength longer than 1500 km have been
removed). The holes and bumps correspond to
irregularities in the gravity field, which in turn
reflect the heterogeneous distribution of mass in
the Earth's interior and the presence of
underwater relief.

The expected high resolution when ERS-1 is in
its 176-day orbit cycle will lead to a major
improvemenl in this map, and thus in our
understanding of the Earth's interior.

(Courtesy of Groupe de Recherche en Geodesie
Spatiale)

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but for the
Southeast Indian Ocean

(Courtesy of Groupe de Recherche en Geodesie
Spatiale)
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Figure 4. Dynamic ocean
topography as observed by
ERS-1 during Summer 1992

ERS-1 altimeter data were
reduced to sea-surface
heights using precise
orbits computed at
UT/CSR. The dynamic
topography was filtered to
keep only the large scale.
The strong currents occur
where the iso-contours are
close together.

(Courtesy ol Univ. Texas
Center for Space
Research)

Figure 5. The improved
Earth gravity-field model
used for ERS-1

The gravitational
geopotential produces the
principal acceleration on
Earth. A precise orbit
restitution applying
dynamic methods therefore
requires a precise model
of the geopotential with
a resolution requirement
depending on the satel-
lite's altitude. The Earth
does not have a uniform
gravity field; it is weaker
south of India than in
Indonesia.

(Courtesy of German
Processing and Archiving
Facility)

oo

Today, the geoid is not known to sufficient
accuracy at wavelengths below 3000 km In

order to increase our understanding of ocean
behaviour. dynamic topography must be
disti,rguishable from the geoid at mesoscale
wavelengths, say of order 100 km MoreoveI
knowledge of the geoid per se is an

important slep lowards understanding the
dynamics of the Earth's interior. A radar
altimeter can also be thought of as a
tracking device onboard an orbiting platform
integrating the Earth's gravity field Altimetric
missions therefore contribute to improving
our knowledge of the gravity field (Fig. 5).
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lf the absolute sea level is still difficult to
assess, methods have been developed for
observing the variations in ocean circulation
They are based on the analysis of the
differences between two sets of measure-
ments. The steady gravitational contribution
to sea level contained in the two sets of
measurements is removed and the varying
part can then be analysed. This is achieved
by observing differences between successive
overflights of the same ground track, or by
observing differences from points where
ascending tracks cross descending tracks,
called 'cross-overs', or by differencing the
altimeter measurements along the track to
derive the 'slooe' of the sea level. The idea
is that the inadequately known geoid is

removed during the differencing process
and thus local variations can be maooed.

Figure 6 shows the mesoscale variability
computed as the standard deviation of the
sea-level slope between April 1992 and June
1993, extracted from ERS-1 radar-altimeter
data. The main current systems playing a key
role in heat exchange can be detected and
their variability quantified.

Sea-level variations involve a broad range of
space and time scales. Mapping of temporal
variations in currents at intermediate scales
(300-3000 km) and basin-wide circulation
requires an orbit determrnation precise to
the sub-decimetric level Precise orbit

computation is dependent on a permanent
flow of good-quality tracking data and a
state-of-the-art gravity model The quality
of the altimetric measurements is directly
dependent on the quality of the orbit
comoutation.

Outstanding progress has been achieved
in the past five years by the international
groups working on precise-orbit computation,
by constantly exchanging data and actively
working together. For example, the ERS-l
operational precise-orbit computation has
been drastically upgraded and new orbital
ephemerises are being re-computed for the
whole mission.

The El Nino is another such large-scale
phenomenon, ln response to the weakening
of the Trade Winds, the sea level in the
eastern Pacific becomes higher than normal
and the South American west-coast
upwelling of cold and oxygen- and nutrient-
rich water stops. One of the immediate local
outcomes is that the anchovies migrate or die,
resulting in a shortage of fish for human
consumption and of the anchovy flour used
to feed cattle, Ultimately, corn flour must

replace fish flour during an El Nino year.
The climatic impact of El Niio is not yet fully
fully understood, but it is already clear that it

is global, affecting all weather patterns
(colder winters in the Northern Hemisphere,
droughts in Australia).

Figure 6. Mesoscale
variability

This figure indicates the
global current system as
seen by ERS-1 during the
first year of its 35-day
repeat cycle. The main
currents stand out as
regions of high variability
due to the sea surface
changing substantially
more than in regions
where there are no large
currents present.

(Courtesy of Univ. Texas
Center for Space
Research)
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Figure 7. Maps of sea-level
anomaly from ERS-1
altimeter data

In response to anomalous
winds, an El Nino
situation began in Winter
1991 and peaked in Spring
1992. The sea level
returned to normal by
Autumn 1992. This
phenomenon has a period
of three to seven years.
The second, unexpected,
warm event started early in
1993.

(Courtesy of J. Lillibridge &
R. Cheney, NOAA)

The ERS 1 radar altimeter has been used to

monitor two El Niio events so far (Fig 7).

lce-sheet altimetry
Almost 94o/o oI all water on Earth resides in

the oceans, whilst 1.50/o is stored as snow
and ice, most of which is to be found in

Antarctica. The short-term drivers of sea-level
change are the relatively small mountain
glaciers whose typical variation time scales
are of the order of 100 years, compared
with 10 000 years for changes in Antarctica
The Greenland ice sheet's variability lies

somewhere in between. Thus, mountain
glaciers are believed to be sensitive
indicators of climate change, but their impact
on today's sea-level changes might be
blurred by the Antarctica ice sheet still

adjusting to past changes in climate

Whatever the origin, the lag and the time
scale, the volume of water frozen in the
cryosphere (the ice and snow milieu) is ever-
changing, Measuring the rate of that change
is mandatory for sea-level change prediction.
Very little is yet known about the actual mass
balance of the cryosphere. Past glaciological
research efforts have indicated that qround-

based measurements cannot provide the
requisite monitoring of the ice volume
ERS 1's polar orbit, taking it over the far
north and far south of the globe, is allowing
it to gather data of unprecedented value in
terms of ice-sheet elevation monitorinq,

In addition, ERS-l's radar-altimeter tracking
system has a special agile mode that allows
it to cope with steeper relief without losing
track Previous radar altimeters designed
primarily for satisfactory tracking performance
over the ocean tended to lose the signal
from their tracking window when the top-
ography became steep, In addition, the
return power profiles, or 'waveforms',

reflecting from sea ice or land masses do
not have the same characteristics as ocean
returns in that they are more spiky. The
instruments' tracking algorithms did not
perform properly on such land/ice wave-
forms, which had to be re-analysed on the
ground to re-estimate the range - a process
known as're-tracking'.

U nfortunately, previous radar-altimeter
missions could not cope either with extensive
data downlinkino. and so the raw data were
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first compressed on board Consequently,
the ground 're-trackings' were not done
using all of the original waveforms, but based
on an average, from which it was not
possible to calculate errors accurately The
ERS-1 radar altimeter downlinks waveforms at
twice the rate of previous missions, thereby
permitting more accurate re{racking

ERS-1's radar-altimeter data over ice will
provide the necessary information for many
glaciological studies, such as delineating
catchment basins, characterising flow lines,

calculating ice-flow driving stresses, setting
boundary conditions for numerical models,
producing accurate digital elevation models,
mass-balance studies, identification of the
equilibrium lines between accretion
(accumulation) and ablation (melting or
inaharn narrrinn\

Waves
As the power reflected from the troughs of
ocean waves arrives later than the oower
from the crests, the significant wave herght
can be deduced from the return-power
waveforms, The wave-height measurements
from the radar altimeter are used for sea-
state forecasts for such real-time aoolications
as ship routing, offshore operations, coastal

engineering, and the prediction of flooding.

Figure 8 shows a monthly distribution of
significant wave heights over the global
oceans

Wind
Wind soeed over oceans is retrievable from
radar-altimeter data because the wind stress
on the sea surface affects its backscattering
properties. Figure 9 shows a monthly
distribution of wind speed over the global
oceans

In addition to its meteorological application,
radar-altimeter wind modulus is also used to
correct microwave-sounder measurements

Modelling and assimilation
The above are just a few examples of the
variables that a radar altimeter can monitor.
In many instances, a variable determining the
state of a system, say the ocean, is

monitored by several independent measuring
instruments None of these instruments ever
procure a complete description of the state
of the observed system, The individual
measurements themselves also often include
small errors or suffer from samolino
limitations.

Figure 8. Significant wave
height from radar altimetry

The significant wave
height is derived from the
analysis of the return
echoes of the ERS-1 radar
altimeter. This data is
globally sampled and
available within the quick-
look sea-surface product
which covers one full
repeat cycle (35 days),
generated every week.
This sample is for 27 April
to 1 June 1992.

Figure 9. Wind speed from
radar altimetry

The nadir wind speed is
derived from analysis of
the return power of the
ERS-1 radar altimeter. This
data is globally sampled
and available within the
quick-look sea-surface
product which covers one
full repeat cycle (35 days),
generated every week.
This sample is for 27 April
to 1 June 1992.
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The solution is to make optimal use of each
data set, separating and rejecting the errors
and extracting the real signals from the
measurements To do so. it is imoortant to
have a good statistical description of the
likely errors in the various measurements,
The limitations of each instrument can
then be taken into account in the data-
combination process by assigning weighting
factors to the various data sources based
on their likely error content

To illustrate the concept of combining data
from different instruments in this way, one
can consider that sea level can also be
measured by shore tide gauges, by bottom
pressure gauges, by inverted echo sounders,
by measuring temperature and salinity
profiles, etc Satellite altimetry benefits directly
from such in-situ measurements during the
calibration and validation phases of each
mission, but there are tremendous gains to
be realised when all such data measuring
the same variable, but obtained with very
different approaches, are optimally combined.

This is usually best organised around a
numerical model and an assimilation
scheme to absorb the different data sets
and extrapolate the information in space
and time Such a numerical-model aooroach
is the key to extrapolating the large amounts
of sea-surface information collected by radar
altimetry to the interiors of the World's
oceans Even in a context not relying on a
numerical model, the improvement that can
be expected from combining data from two
or more altimetric missions is not one-sided
for the less-accurate data sets; in addition to
the obvious accuracy improvement, merging
data from two or more radar-altimeter
missions immediately improves both the
temooral and soatial resolutions

Combining ERS-1 and Topex-Poseidon
altimeter data, for example, means that the
shorter-scale (both temporal and spatial)
signals can be resolved and detected for
the first time, rather than being aliased into
larger-scale signals

Preparing the user data products
Before any data can be combined with
other data or assimilated into numerical
models, or even used directly, they have to
be orocessed from 'instrument level' into
meaningful geophysical units The former
levels can include anything from raw
electrical signals downlinked to the receiving
stations, to their computer-processed
counteroarts, The data sets at the latter level

are the so-called 'Geophysical Data Records'

(GDRs). The meteorologist interested in wind
speed expects his anemometer to read in

metres per second, not volts created by the
dynamo The users of space-acquired data
expect no less from the satellite system.

The ground segment must therefore be
designed not only to gather the radar-
altimeter data, but also to prepare it for the
users Beyond generating the GDRs per
se, this complex task includes flagging the
slightest inconsistency in the instrument
output, such as a perturbation of the micro-
wave measurement over the ocean due to
the oresence of a small island. The data
produced must also be verified to guarantee
their quality, and efforts invested to refine
or develop processing algorithms, To best
channel these efforts and to optimise the
generation and use of the data, the
producing agencies and the users must
maintain close contact

Ioday, ERS-1 and Topex-Poseidon are
providing complementary altimetric data.
ERS-2, Envisat, a Topex-Poseidon follow-on
mission, and a Geosat follow-on mission are
planned Each of these missions is dedicated
to monitoring different geophysical signals,
with different sampling strategies. As

explained above. no observing system is
completely self-sufficient The simultaneous
ooeration of these new altimetric missions
will greatly enlarge the scope for cooperation
in radar-altimeter and microwave-sounder
(ATSR/M on ERS) sensor evaluation and
product validation, in addition to the prime
geophysical goals,

Given this new multi-mission environment,
such issues as sensor cross-calibration,
inter-consistency of processing algorithms,
product specifications, and external data
sources must be defined solved and verified
in a consistent manner. Only by doing so will
we be able to guarantee that users will be in
a position to straightforwardly and confidently
exploit data from these missions. The goal
must be to harmonise the altimetric Geo-
physical Data Records from the various
missions and their quality assessment, and
thereby further optimise their quality

At the beginning of an era in which climatic
and economic circumstances dictate that we
should monitor our planet closely, the pace
of data acquisition can be expected to
increase dramatically This makes it even
more crucial that we put every effort into
simplifying the data usage, or in other words
into making the measuring chain more
efficient
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ESRIN is intending to unify and augment
the tools necessary to generate fast-delivery
products from the ESA instrument data, to
control and evaluate them, as well as be
able to cross-calibrate and cross-evaluate
between ESA's missions ESRIN is therefore
developing a precision processor for ESAs
altimetric mission instruments - radar
altimeter and microwave sounder - uniquely
dedicated to senso( algorithm and product
evaluation, external to the routine operations
environment and capable of dealing with
data products from multiple missions
This tool will be used in future definition,
implementation. testing and upgrading of
fast-delivery altimetric user products and
systems

A lesson that has clearly emerged from all
previous radar-altimeter missions is that there
is a need for an intensive algorithm-validation
and engineering-assessment effort early in
each mission, in addition to the regular
development phases. Success can only be
achieved with the approprrate tools.

Conclusion
The two ERS missions and the future Envisat
mission (extensively described in this Bulletin)
cannot be considered in isolation They are
inevitable stepping stones for the success
of the World Research Climate Programme.
Further missions are also being planned,
as continuity of altimeter measurements is

essential in order to study longterm changes
in ice and sea-surface topography, for
climate studies and climate chanoe
predictron,

The advanced data users will always seek
the optimal solution by exploiting as many
different data sources as possible. In addition
to standardising storage media and product
formats. therefore. standardisation of the
'Geophysical Data Records' emanating from
the various radar-altimeter missions, as well
as of the method of quality and error-budget
estimation for each remotely sensed variable,
is an essential ingredient for the optimal use
of future earth-observation data
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hst servicing mission

The Hubble Space Telescope First
Servicing Mission

D. Eaton
Hubble Space Telescope Project, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The servicing mission concept
From the time of start-uo of the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) in 1977, it was
realised that the HST could not remain
unchanged throughout its planned 1S-year

lifetime. Just as ground-based observatories
require periodic upgrading so the HST

needs modification on a routine basis,

Following analysis, it was decided that for
financial and scientific reasons, it would be
better to do this in orbit, through servicing

In December 1993, the first mission to service the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) will be launched. lt is based on a servicing
mission concept that has been in place for more than 15 years,
whereby the HST receives periodic upgrading in orbit rather than
returning the telescope to Earth. Both the Space Shuttle crew, one
of the most experienced ever selected by NASA, and the ground
crew have thoroughly rehearsed each activity that they will perform
during the mission.

missions, rather than by returning the
telescope to Earth. lt was therefore decided
to plan to have servicing missions to the
HST about every three years throughout its

lifetime The discovery of spherical aberration
in the telescopes optical system soon after
launch gave an added impetus to the First

Servicing Mission, scheduled for December
1993

There are four major reasons for servicing
mrssrons:

- Tn renlace sr:ientifir: instruments with those
having more technologically advanced
dpipr-tnrq encl r:nm96pg1lg

- To improve subsystem design where
operational experience has shown that
improvement is needed
T^ .^^r^^^ t^it^A ^. defective units

- 
ru rYprduu roilEu vl
Tn raina ,n,trnn nnn^aaerrr tho nrhit nf tho

- 
lu ldlJur vvllEl | | lguEooury! Lr ru vl

HST which, with time would otherwise
^ "^ n, ,^ il, , n^^a, ,vrouuqily uvuoy

An imoortant imolication of the decision to
perform in-orbit servicing was that all

instruments had to be designed ab initio lo
facilitate it taking into account the difficulties
the astronauts would face in accessibility and
handling. This was the first time that such an
approach had been taken and, although the
complexity of designs increased, particularly
in such systems as the solar arrays, the
planning for the First Servicing Mission has
shown it to be worthwhile. This First Servicing
Mission is the forerunner of a series of
planned, routine operations to extend the life

of the HST and to ensure that it remains a

state-of-the-art obse rvatorv

The payload of the 1993 Servicing
Mission
The full complement of the hardware to be
carried in the Shuttle for the 1993 Servicing
Mission is shown in Table 1 Since it is a very
extensive list, all items may not be able to be
installed in the HST in the allocated number
of Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) days. The
main objective is to install the primary items

Table 1. Hardware to be carried on the
Shuttle for the First Servrcrng Mission

Pr mary items to be installed:

Wjde Field/Planetary Camera ll (WFPC-ll)

Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial
Replacement (COSTAR)

Space Telescope Solar Array 2 (STSA 2)

Two gyroscope units (RSU-2 and RSU-3

electronrcs)

Magnetometer-1
Solar Array Drive Electronics (SADE) unit

Secondary items to be rnstalled

Goddard High Resolution Spectrometer (GHRS)

repair kit

Magnetometer2
DF-224 Coprocessor
Gyro-1 fuses (FSU 1)
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The well-publicised error in the shape of the
secondary mirror in the HST has caused
results from some instruments to be
degraded and has made it difficult, if not
impossible, to carry out some investigations
originally planned for the HST. The Corrective
Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement
(COSTAR) is a set of mirrors designed to
compensate for the existing spherical
aberration and thereby restore almost the full
capability of the remaining instruments, In

particular, it will extend the range of the
European-provided Faint Object Camera to
allow it to see even more distant obJects lt
will replace the High Speed Photometer in

the telescope instrument bay since that
photometer has been one of the lesser used
instruments in the HST

The Wide Field/Planetary Camera (WFPC)
currently on the HST is the most used of the
scientific instruments However, its design
dates from 1977 and, because of the major
advances made in detector and component
technology in the last decade, it will be
replaced by a more modern instrument,
which incorporates internal compensation for
the soherical aberration of the HST. For
similar reasons, at least one magnetometer
system will be replaced by one of a more
modern design

From early in the design phase of the HST, it
was recognised that the solar array mounted
prior to launch would not be capable of
providing adequate power for the HST

throughout its projected 1S-year lifetime
because of the normal deterioration of solar
cell performance after extended exposure to
the hostile environment at HST orbit,
including ultraviolet radiation and atomic
oxygen attack Therefore, even before the
HST launch in 1990, a second array was
being built. After launch, a small 'jitter' was
found in the HST. lt was caused by a flexing
of the solar arrays as the spacecraft passed
from sunlight to shadow and vice versa
during each orbit lt was decided to modify
the second array and to include it in the
1993 Servicing Mission to enhance the HST's
performance in this area also.

Finally, gyroscopes are always regarded as a
potentially weak link in any spacecraft and
the HST is no exception. Although the
spacecraft is still fully functional, some gyro
units have failed and will be reolaced in
order to restore full redundancv in this critical

In May 1993, the primary Solar Array Drive
Electronics (SADE) unit failed and, although

a redundant unit is operational in the HST,

the primary unit will be replaced by a
refurbished Flight Spare Unit. This will be
done because the SADE controls the slewing
of the solar arrays to be sun-pointing
whatever the attitude of the HST, and the
loss of both units would restrict the HST's
scientific capability.

Although all other items of the Shuttle
Payload complement listed in Table 1 are
important, they are regarded as secondary to
those described above and they will be
installed into the HST if time permits Also, if

time allows, the HST will be boosted into a
slightly higher orbit to allow for subsequent
orbit decay.

The modifications to be introduced to the
HST during the 1993 Servicing Mission
therefore fulfil the objectives of the servicing
mission concept, ie to introduce more
modern technology instrumentation (WFPC
and magnetometer), to improve subsystem
design (COSTAR and the solar array), to
replace failed units (gyros and SADE) and to
raise the orbit of the spacecraft to prolong its

working life

Outline of the 1993 Servicing Mission
The HST First Servicing Mission, known in
the Shuttle world as 5T5-61, is currently
scheduled to be launched at 0930 GMT on
1 December 1993 The Space Shuttle
'Endeavour' will be used because it has
more capabilities than the rest of the fleet In

many ways, the mission will be one of the
most complex undertaken by NASA, with a
total of five scheduled EVA days and three
contingency EVA days. Depending upon the
number of EVA days actually needed, the
total mission duration, from lift-off to landing
(both at Kennedy Space Center), will be
between 11 and 14 days

The seven-member Shuttle crew (Fig. 2)

selected for this comolex mission is one of
the most experienced ever nominated by
NASA Each member has flown at least once
before and, between them, they have a total
of 16 Shuttle flights and over 2500 hours in

space.

Whilst all crewmembers have a wealth of
experience, special mention should be made
of two of them At 58, Story Musgrave is the
oldest active NASA astronaut; he has flown
on five shuttle launches and has spent
598 hours in space He will lead the EVA

crew Claude Nicollier is Swiss and an ESA
astronaut on secondment to NASA He is a
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specialist in operating the Remote
Manipulator System (RN/S), the Shuttle's

hinged arm used to manoeuvre equipment
or astronauts around the cargo bay during
EVA This RMS will play a vital part in the

HST First Servicing Mission (See the related

article 'European Astronaut Training in

Houston' in this issue.)

The general misston outline for each EVA

day is shown in Figure 3, One primary
payload item is central to each EVA day, and
the secondary items are grouped around it

With some limitations, the days are

constructed on a modular basis, both within

the day and with respect to other days In

that way if there is a small delay in a
planned activity, another task can be
performed without undue loss of valuable
EVA time, Similarly, if a major problem arises,

it is possible to substitute an alternative day

thus allowing time for detailed consultations

Table2 shows some of the main features of

the mission related to Mission Elapsed Time
(MET) and GMT

During each EVA, two astronauts are actually
working outside the Shuttle There are

therefore two teams of two crewmembers,

Figure 2. The crew of the
1993 Servicing Mission.
Front row (from left to
right): Ken Bowersox
(pilot); Kathy Thornton,
Story Musgrave and
Claude Nicollier (mission
specialists). Back row:
Dick Covey (commander);
Jeff Hoffman and
Tom Akers (mission
specialists).

Figure 3. Mission outline
for each EVA day. The time
at the beginning and end
ol each EVA is for
preparing and stowing
work areas. The brown
areas are contingency
periods.
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MET

each team taking alternate days of EVA.

Nominally the teams are Musgrave/Hoffman
and Akers/Thornton but all astronauts are
cross{rained so that thev can reolace each
other if necessary

The change-out of the HST solar array
During the Servicing Mission, the astronauts
will change a number of HST units. These
so-called change-outs follow essentially the
q2mo n2ttorn - rtrm^\/e the Old Unit and
store it in a temporary location, install the
new unit, and place the removed unit in a
permanent location for transport back to
Earth.

Table 2 Summary timeline for the mrssion rn relation to Mission Elapsed
Time (MET) and Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)

Major Event

The change-out of the solar array (Fig. a) is

an example of that procedure. The
replacement solar array, STSA-2 consists of
two wings which, during the launch. are in a
stowed (rolled up) configuration and mounted
on a solar array carrier. The carrier is a stiff
slructure with shock dampers to protect the
array during launch and landing. lt has two
permanent locations to store STSA 2 during
launch and then the original solar array,
STSA-1, during landing lt also has a
temporary stowage location where one wing
can be placed during the change-out

On the day before the exchange of STSA 1

and STSA-2, the astronauts make preliminary
preparations on the solar array carrier and
the STSA-1 solar array blankets are then
retracted by ground command

On the day of the exchange, immediately
before the EVA starts the Primary
Deployment Mechanism, which holds each
wing of the solar array away from the body
of the HST, is also retracted so that the wings
are lying close to the HST body. During the
EVA, one member of the astronaut team is
on the RIVS arm, held in a Manipulator Foot
Restraint. while Claude Nicollier guides the
arm, placing the astronaut tn the optimum
working position. The second member of the
team uses hand holds which are placed at
appropriate locations on the HST

They then perform the change-out:

- Together they detach the first wing of
STSA-1 from the HST (Fig 4a, b) and
tr:ncnnrt ii in iho er,- -Jrar array catler
(Fig 4c), where they install it in the
temporary stowage location (Fig. ad)
Th^,, +A^^ +^r.^ +A^ first STSA2 wing and

- 
| | rsy Lt tgt I tqnE Lt tg

install it on the HST in the vacant location.

- They remove the second STSA-1 wing
from the HST and place it on the carrier
in the space vacated by the first STSA-2
wrng

- They transport and install the second
STSA-2 wing on the HST

- Finally, they move the STSA-1 wing from
the temporary stowage position on the
carner to the permanent position
occupied previously by the second
STSA-2 wing In this way, the HST is left
with a new solar array and the original is
readv to he hrnr rnht baCk tO Earth for
post-flight examination

This exchange is expected to take just over
five hours of the maximum, nominal
permitted EVA time of six hours This leaves
a margin for problem resolution or the

GMT
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Figure 4. The change-out
of the solar array

a. The astronauts detach
the solar array from the
HST. One astronaut is held
on the end of the arm of
the Remote Manipulator
System, while the other
astronaut uses foot
restraints on the side of
the HST.

b. The astronauts practise
removing the solar array
from the HST mock-up in
the Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator at MSFC

c. The astronauts place
the STSA-1 array on the
solar array carrier in the
cargo bay for return to
Earth

d. The astronauts install
the solar array in storage
brackets on the solar array
carrier, during testing in
the Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator

I

c
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installation of one of the secondary payload
items. Following the installation of the solar
arrays and before the end of the EVA, a
short aliveness test is performed to ensure
that all connections have been made
correctly. However, full testing is only
possible after the deployment of the solar
arrays during the last EVA.

Ground support to the HST Servicing
Mission
During the mission, most public attention is

focussed on the activities in the Shuttle and
on the EVAs. However, in order to support
those activities, an army of personnel is

deployed on the ground 24-hours a day
while the shuttle is in orbit. Because of the
complexity of the mission, it is difficult to
estimate the number accurately but there are
several thousand engineers on the ground
supporting the seven astronauts in the
Shuttle.

The mission is run from the Mission Control
Center at Johnson Space Center (JSC) in
Houston The main control room is staffed,
as it is for every Shuttle mission, with the STS

team that organises the Shuttle itself and the
crew activities This team includes an
astronaut in the control room who acts as the
communication link with the crew on board
Endeavour.

HST teams both from Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) and from the various
suooliers of hardware to be installed in the
HST, such as ESA, are also at JSC They do
not sit in the main control room at JSC, but
are located in two other areas: the Customer
Support Room (CSR) where most of the
management and leading mission controllers
sit, and the Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC) where the support engineers
monitor the health of the HST and advise the
management of JSC and GSFC if anomalies
OCCU T,

The Space Telescope Operations Control
Center (STOCC) at GSFC controls the HST

including the detailed monitoring and all

commanding of the HST. Durrng an EVA, the
STOCC team commands the HST when so
requested by the teams at JSC. During
Shuttle crew sleep periods, the team also
carries out more intensive check-outs of
equipment newly installed in the HST

Training for the HST Servicing Mission
For a mission as complex as that to be
undertaken in December. intensive trainino is

necessary. lt not only ensures that the
mission runs smoothly, but also allows the
duration of each activity to be determined to
ensure that EVA time is not wasted, either by
running out of time on any day or by having
insufficient activities olanned to fill each EVA

day. As the JSC Mission Director constantly
reminds everyone, EVA time is the most
valuable consumable and must be filled with
'useful work'

In the initial training, the Shuttle crew and the
ground crew train separately. Later, they join
forces in Joint Integrated Simulations

The crew training specific to the HST Mission
concentrates on the feasibility and timing of
the tasks that they must perform during the
Mission Considerable time is spent in two
large water tanks at Marshall Space Flight
Center (N/SFC) and at JSC, simulating
working in microgravity, By means of weights
attached to them, the astronauts are
suspended in the water in an approximation
of weightlessness and they rehearse the
activities that they will carry out during the
mission With the experience that it has
gained over the past two decades, NASA
can deduce from this the feasibility of each
task and the time required to perform it The
EVA crew has also visited the facilities where
hardware for the mission has been
manufactured, and the crewmembers
practise using the various tools they will use
to install the hardware during an EVA (Fig. 5).
These visits are used to decide on possible
scenarios for installation and to suggest
modifications, which can be quite minor
(such as a change in the colour of an
indicator) but which will make their task in
orbit less comolicated.

The training of the ground crew is quite

different The Shuttle ground team has much
experience (this will be 5T5-61) so they can
build their mission-generic training on a basis
of solid knowledge. The HST-related tasks,
however. are unioue and must be rehearsed
fully to ensure that the ground crew does not
leave the astronauts idle during an EVA.

Initially, the GSFC SfOCC team carried out
simulations to ensure thai everybody knows
what to do and how to do it for every minute
of the mission. This included not only
nominal cases representing a faultless
mission, but also a number of anomaly or
contingency cases where something has
gone wrong. As part of this exercise,
documents such as the Flight Rules,

Contingency Procedures, and Fault lsolation
Procedures, which attempt to predict what
can go wrong and the optimum course of
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action to correct it, were drafted This
documentation has been turned into a library
which will be at the console of each key

partrcipant in the ground crew during the
mtsston

Following this period of separate training, the
ground crews at GSFC and JSC join forces
with the astronauts to simulate the whole
11-day mission through Joint Integrated
Simulalions (JlS) During these exercises. a
separate, but knowledgeable JIS team invent
anomalies in order to train the whole team
how to deal with them For each JlS, all
personnel must be at the location they will
occupy during the mission, including the
shifts for Z4-hour per day operation The
library of rules which was developed during
the earlier simulations becomes the reference
for each participant but the JIS team is adept
at inventing new problems Often the
management 'Tiger Teams' must convene in

order to decide the best strategy Although
this may appear to be like playing 'war

games', the simulations are taken very
seriously and are very important in

establishing processes and group dynamics

An additional complication rs the fact that
during an average shuttle mission there may
be more than 20 voice communication loops
operating at the same time, and the key

operators and management may have to
listen to as many as live or six

simultaneously Another purpose of the JIS is

therefore to enable the operators and
managers to identify the voices on the
various loops and to learn the difficult art of
listening to several conversations at the same
time

Post-f light investigations
Another major objective of the mission will
not be achieved until after the mission has
returned to Earth The on-board equipment
has been in orbit for lhree and a half years

and the units that have been replaced will be
transported back to Earth at the end of the
mission There will therefore be a rare

opportunity to make detailed examinations of
the results of such a long exposure to the
harsh environment of space in relatively low
Earth orbits and to examine first hand the
damage caused, for example, by the effects
of atomic oxygen and ultraviolet radiation.

The returned solar arrays will be brought
back to Europe where intensive investigations
will be made not only into the way in which
the solar cells themselves have deteriorated
over the years but also into the wear of

mechanisms. the ettect upon the structures.
^^i th^ :^-^^^ ^^,,^^,{ L^,, i-^^^+^ ^+or ru u rY uor rogE uqu-Eu uy I rPouLD ul

micro-meteorites and soace debris uoon the
deployed array area of over 60 m2 This
investigation, to be carried out at ESTEC and
in industry, is expected to last for more than

anA In ^.1^ ^^^ai.lar:hlrr in iho clnraA yVAl Ol lU LU OUU UUI loruvrqvry rv il rv orvrv

of knowledge about the effects oI long-Lerm

CXOOSUTE IN SOACC,

Conclusion
There is no doubt that the first HST Servicing
M ssion will be a complex and demanding
task lt is based. however. on a concept Lhat

has been in place for more than 15 years

and therefore the approach to the tasks that
need to be carried out is anything but
ad hoc Each activity has been thoroughly
thought out and well rehearsed, and there is
e\/erv reason to helieve that lhe mission will
ho rrorrr cr rnnocefr rlvv vv, f

This mission will also form the baseline upon
which further servicing missions will be
planned and executed, thus prolonging the
life of lhe HST as a state-of{he-art space
observatory well into the next century G

Figure. 5. ESA astronaut
Claude Nicollier practises
operating the equipment
that will be used during
the mission to exchange
the solar arrays.
Kathy Thornton, another
crewmember, looks on.
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Figure 1. Eureca attached to the Bemote Manipulator System (RMS) of Space Shuttle'Atlantis', after solar-panel deployment
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The Joint ESA-NASA Operations for
Eureca's Deployment and Retrieval

& W. Wimmer
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),

P. Ferri, H. Htibner, S. Kellock
Mission Operations Department,
Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
The European Retrievable Carrier (Eureca)
is a reusable multipurpose space platform
designed to be launched and retrieved up
to five times by the Space Shuttle One of
the Carrier's main characteristics is the low-
acceleration environment that it offers which
is ideal for microgravity science. The first
mission carried a core payload of five
facilities for microgravity experiments, but
also a number of additional science payloads
for space and Earth-atmosphere observation,
technological experiments, and a package
for inter-orbit communications.

The first flight of the European Retrievable Carrier was a
complete success both from the point of view of the payload
science operations and of the demonstration of the concept of
operating a retrievable automated platform in space for long
periods. The more complicated mission operations and greater
manpower invested in utilising the Space Shuttle for Eureca's
deployment and retrieval were compensated by this success
and by the invaluable experience that ESOC gained in conducting
complex inter-agency operations in the manned space environment.

The rse of the Snar:e Shuttle for Eureca's
deployment and retrieval operations imposed
constraints on the Carrier's orbital inclination
and consequently on the choice of ground
stations The latter had to be at latitudes
compatible with the Shuttle's 285" inclination
orbit in order to obtain a favourable
sequence of ground-station passes. The
Carrier and the ground segment also had
to be designed to cope optimally with the
differences between the routine phase of the
mission and the common operations phases
with the NASA system. In particular, two
different communications systems had to be
established for the Eureca-Shuttle-ground
and Eureca-ground-station links The type
of operations was also completely different
in the two cases: short contact periods and
mainly offline activities of command-file
preparation and telemetry dumping and
analysis characterised the routine phase of

payload operations; for the deployment and
retrieval phases, operations consisted of
critical real{ime activities with almost
continuous coverage via the NASA space
data-relay system (TDRSS).

The first Eureca mission achieved almost
seven months of microgravity operations, one
month longer than planned. An additional
four months in orbit were available to the rest
of the payload for non-microgravity science.
About 1000 commands were uplinked and
executed on-board the spacecraft every day
to control the complex operations of the
Carrier subsystems and the fifteen payload
instruments

This article focusses on the joint operations
conducted by ESA and NASA for Eureca's
deployment and retrieval.

Mission definition and preparation
Preparations for the joint operations and the
definition of the necessary procedures were
conducted in the framework of standard
NASA Payload Operations Working Group
(POWG) meetings, held at Johnson Space
Center (JSC) in Houston These meetings,
which started about three years prior to
the mission, were attended by a team of
operations engineers from ESTEC, ESOC
and Eureca's industrial manufacturer (ERNO),
who were supported by subsystem design
engineers specialised in such areas as
thermal and attitude and orbit control
NASA participation in these POWG meetings
included a dedicated Eureca Operations
Team lorl hv thc Fr tror-a Pavlaad Offinor

the Flight Director and other key mission
controllers. The Space Shuttle crews also
participated in many of the meetings,
particularly for the definition of the detailed
operational back-up procedures to be
conducted on-board

The standard aooroach for Shuttle
payload operations was applied to Eureca.
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This involves the preparation of a number
of documents and review cycles for the

operational documentation. repeated for
each Shuttle mission. From NASA's point
of view, Eureca's deployment and retrieval
were two different missions, although the
commonality with the deployment mission
orocedures could be used to reduce the
effort involved in preparing for the retrieval

On the other hand, the two missions -
involving two different flight crews - had
completely opposite objectives, which had

to be reflected in the contingency recovery
procedures in particular, with very different
reactions to the same failure case depending
on whether the failure had to be overcome
during the deployment or during the retrieval

ohase.

The retrieval mission had the additional
operational complication of the rendezvous
activities, which involved much greater
participation by ESOC's flight-dynamics
exoerts in the discussions with NASA. The

different strategies discussed for achieving
the rendezvous and how the activity was
finally successfully carried out are the subject
of the companion article in this issue of the
Bulletin.

The final version of the operational docu-
mentation was the subject of an intensive
review exercise by all parties during the
Flight Operations Review (FOR). This review

was conducted separately for the deploy-
ment and retrieval missions, about six

months before each flight. The resulting
updated documentation formed the basis of

the internal ESOC and NASA training and
simulation programme, culminating in the
Joint Integrated Simulations (JlS) conducted
with the full participation of the two Control
Centres, ESOC and JSC

ln oarallel with the finalisation of NASA's
documentation, the ESOC Flight Operations
Plan was also finalised. Internal ESOC

simulations of the critical mission phases
started for both deployment and retrieval

about six months before the Shuttle launch,
involving ESTEC Project and Industry
personnel in a consultancy support function

The NASA norm of three JIS sessions per

Shuttle payload was initially planned for
Eureca. The complicated nature of the
procedures to be exercised suggested an
extension of the joint simulations programme
for the deployment mission in particular,

including more official JIS sessions and
the participation of ESOC in internal JSC
general-purpose simulations JSC personnel

also travelled to Germany to participate in

some ESOC internal simulations.

Additional flight-dynamics-dedicated
simulations were arranged for the retrieval

mission between the experts of the two
agencies. NASA-JSC flightdynamics
personnel were also present at ESOC, in
a supporting role, during the final critical
manoeuvring and retrieval phases of the
mtsston

Overall, the ESOC simulation programme
involved about 600 h for the deployment and
more than 100 h for the retrieval mission,
covering all nominal and critical failure
mode simulations. Although a less intensive
preparation phase was needed for the
retrieval mission, thanks to the experience
gained in preparing for and conducting
the deployment operations and the many
common aspects of the two missions, the
overall workload for the ESA operations
personnel was extremely high. During the
final phase of the Eureca flight in particular,

routine mission-control activities and
preparation activities for the retrieval phase,

including documentation review, updating,
participation in joint NASA-ESA meetings
and teleconferences, and simulations, had

to be carried out in parallel by the same
peopre.

Operational setup and responsibilities
Both the deployment and retrieval missions
involved parallel operations at the two main

control centres, NASA/JSC in Houston and
ESOC in Darmstadt. At ESOC, a typical
Mission Control Team was in charge of
the Eureca ooerations. Under the central
responsibility of the Flight Operations
Director, the different areas of operations
were led by the Spacecraft Operations
Manager (SOM), the Ground Operations
Manager and the Flight Dynamics
Coordinator. The Eureca Project Manager,
with his project support team of ESTEC and
Industry experts, was also located at ESOC.

For the retrieval mission, an additional
position, that of Safety Officer, was created
at ESOC to directly and continuously monitor
the Shuttle crew-safety-related status of
Eureca, particularly during the final approach
phases, when the deactivation steps included
the gradual re-establishing of safety inhibits
for the critical Eureca subsystems.

A small group of ESTEC project experts
was located in a Shuttle-payload-dedicated
'Customer Support Room' at JSC, their main
task being that of directly interfacing with the
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NASA operations community in the unlikely
event of a loss of communications with
ESOC, and to provide Eureca knowledge on
the spot for possible detailed discussions in

case of the need for Extra-Vehicular Activitv
(EVA) from the Shuttle

Seven dedicated voice looos were ooerated
in parallel between Houston and Darmstadt,
to provide separate channels for operational
communications at various levels

The responsibilities for operations were
clearly divided such that JSC was in
charge of the Shuttle activities and ESOC
was resoonsible for the Eureca activities.
Naturally, close coordination was required
for most of the respective activities, and
both centres were working on the basis of
a common set of documents and timelines.

Apart from a few initial activation steps,
which had to be carried out via switches
on-board the Shuttle when Eureca was
connected to the Shuttle umbilical, and all
the robotic-arm movements and Shuttle
manoeuvres, all Eureca-related activities
were under ESOC's control via a telemetrv
and telecommand link.

Crew safety
One of the key issues to be considered for
a spacecraft to be carried onboard the
Space Shuttle is crew safety, in terms of both
the spacecraft's design and its operation
Special design criteria have to be applied
wherever there is a ootential crew health
hazard, leading in some cases to the
implementation of three independent inhibit
levels to guarantee double fault tolerance

All potentially hazardous areas of Eureca's
operations (accidental rupture of pressurised
system components, hydrazine leaks etc.)
were therefore analysed in great detail
before the mission and the necessary
passive or active safety measures imple-
mented A sophisticated command protection
mechanism was also implemented at ESOC,
to prevent potentially dangerous commands
from being inadvertently uplinked

To avoid potentially hazardous commands
being executed autonomously by Eureca's
onboard software and endangering the crew,
part of the Carrier's onboard software was
disabled, including its ability to execute time-
tagged commands, whenever Eureca was in

close proximity to the Shuttle (inside the so-
called'safety distance').

For those safety-related areas that could be

affected by the operations themselves, such
as the status of the hydrazine propulsion
system, special flight safety rules had to be
followed by the operations team. Specific
rules had been worked out jointly by ESA
and NASA which described the conditions
under which Eureca was to be considered
'hazardous' and specific courses of action
to be followed if such a condition arose
within the safety distance.

During proximity operations, the safety
status of the complete Carrier was reported
to NASA/JSC by the ESOC Flight Director
at least once per orbit (ie every 1 5 h).

Eureca's deployment
Following a smooth countdown, the Space
Shuttle 'Atlantis' lifted-off at 13:56:48 UTC on
31 July 1992 and successfully carried Eureca
into the deployment orbit During this launch
phase, Eureca was completely inactive until
01:58 MET (Mission Elapsed Time), shortly
after the opening of the cargo-bay doors,
when the thermal-control unit was activated
by the ESA astronaut, Claude Nicolliel using
Shuttle power flowing via an umbilical con-
nection to the Carrier, Thermal monitoring
was available to ESOC from that moment on,
and the 'blue shift' team onboard Atlantis
could go to sleep.

The deployment day started some 10 h later,

when astronaut Nicollier checked out the
Shuttle's Remote Manipulator System (RMS)

and started the sequence of events needed
to lift Eureca out of the cargo bay Eureca's
own power was activated via switches locat-
ed inside the Shuttles aft crew compartment
The payload retention latches that were
keeping Eureca connected to the Shuttle
were opened and the umbilical connection
removed, so that the Carrier could be lifted
with the robotic arm into an initial position
known as 'low hover'.

ln parallel, ESOC sent ground commands
to start the long Eureca activation sequence,
which was planned to lead to the Carrier's
release from the Shuttle about 6 h later.

This sequence included activation of all the
Carrier's subsystems, deployment of the solar
panels and the antennas, and testing of the
coarse Sun acquisition sensors with the help
of re-orientation manoeuvres executed as a
combination of RMS movements and Shuttle
attitude changes

The first telecommand for spacecraft
activation was successfully executed at
01:41 UTC on 1 August, and activities
proceeded smoothly until the main Eureca
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Figure 2. Eureca in its
'overnight parking position'
above the cargo bay of
'Atlantis'

computer was activated: at that time. large
gaps in the telemetry link to lhe Shuttle, and
therefore to the ground, were experienced

Investigation of lhis complelely unexpected
problem involved execution under time
pressure of complex redundancy switching
of practically all lre Eureca and Shuttle units
involved in the telemetry chain, but this
allowed no clear conclusions regarding the

source of the problem During this trouble-
shooting activity, two further communications
problems occurred: one on-board Eureca
between the dala-handling subsystem and
the thermal and attitude and orbit control
subsystems, and one on the ground between
the NASA Control Centre in Houston and
ESOC The ground problem was identified as

being due to an unsolicited routing of data
previously recorded on-board the Shuttle,

and was easily solved, albeit after several
hours. by requesring NASA to stop the data
transfer.

The on-board malfunction was much more
difficult to resolve, as it involved the devel-

opment of a complicated operational work-
around solution by reconfiguring the on-
board data links from the two critical thermal
and attitude-control subsystems by means of
an on-board software patch. and in parallel
exer:r rtinn a seflrence Of COmmands lo

recover the data transfer every time the
problem occurred The manual recovery
procedure designed during this phase
allowed lhe data link 1o be re-established
just a few minutes of the problem occurring.
and was used for several weeks during the
initial phase of the mission until on-board
software work-around solutions could be
implemented,

In this situation, the most critical issue was
lha rlanlnrrmanl af Fr rraaa'n anlrr ^-^^l-Lt tu uuptuyI tut tt ut Luruud J JUrdr pdr rurJ.

rnrhir-h h:r^l tn ho ncrfnrqled with a maximum
nf I ( h rlolarr ln rrrnid nnmnlolo donlaiinn nf

rhn iarrinr'o Frn++nrino rnrl tharohrr onet troLl lg V4l I lEl D UOLLgI lE) Or ru

continuation of the mission To complete the
activation steps required to start the solar-
panel deployment, it was decided to try com
mrnrlinn trr rraaa '/i. trqA nrnr rnrj cl:linnqll lql lUll 19 LUIVUq Vlq Lv/

something that was never contemplated
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before the mission started. Iwo oasses over
Kourou (French Guiana) and Maspalomas
(Canary lslands) stations in close succession
were available at a favourable moment at the
beginning of the orbital Sun phase However,
just prior to the start of the Kourou pass, the
Maspalomas antenna experienced a problem
which made it temporarily unavailable. This
reduced the available commanding time to
the 7 min of the Kourou pass only

The Kourou ground-station pass during the
1Oth orbit became the pass that saved the
entrre mission, The on-board data-handling
subsystem was successfully re-configured to
support the solar-panel deployment, which
was executed a|0524 UTC - about t h later
than planned - using the Shuttle
telecommand link

A memorable feature of this mission for the
ESOC team was being able to actually watch
the slow solar-array deployment, with Eureca
illuminated by the Sun and with the Earth in
the background This was the first time for
them that the effect of a telecommand had
been observed directly, rather than being
verified via the less exciting medium of
reviewing numbers and plots on a computer
displayl

Another critical aspect of these hours was
the intermittent availability of temperature
data from the Eureca thermal-control unit,
caused by the problem with the data-
handling subsystem and the need for manual
recovery each time. On one occasion, almost
two hours passed without Eureca thermal
data, when the interface problem happened
to coincide with a planned spacecraft
reconf ig u ration, wh ich tem po rari ly prevented
commanding to recover the thermal-control
interface,

Once the Carrier's power supply had been
secured, to the considerable relief of those in
the Main Control Room at ESOC, the mission
could continue and more time was then
available for solving the remaining compli-
cations lt was decided to use the planned
back-up opportunity to deploy Eureca the
next day, allowing ESOC and NASA time
to continue their trouble-shooting activities
overnight. Additional activation operations,
including the deployment of Eureca's S-band
antennas, were carried out as far as possible
before configuring the Carrier for 'overnight
parking' attached to the RMS.

This proved to be a good decision since, a
few hours later, the suspected source of the
problem, an incompatibility between some

Eureca telemetry packets and the Shuttle's
communication system, which had never
been apparent during ground testing,
was confirmed A contingency plan was
developed at ESOC during the night that
would allow the following day's deployment
activities to be executed only via ESA
ground stations, with which the telemetry
and telecommand links had been proved
to work flawlessly during the first day.

The contrngency timeline developed during
the night was executed on 2 August, and
Eureca was successfully deployed at
07:07 UTC during orbil 27 Extensive use of
the ESA stations continued, although the
new telemetry modes started after Eureca's
release from Atlantis's robotic arm seemed
to cause fewer problems with the link to the
Shuttle too, The Sun-acquisition and Earth-
acquisition manoeuvres were executed
according to the new timeline, but the orbit-
transfer manoeuvre, started as planned at
12:30 UTC, had to be interrupted 6 min into
the burn due to a growing deviation from the
Platform's mandatory Earth pointing attitude

At this point, the Shuttle was still in the
vicinity of Eureca, but it was quickly decided
that any attempt to retrieve it for further
trouble-shooting would be risky and would
not have improved the chances of success
The NASA support was therefore terminated,
Atlantis left the deployment orbit, and Eureca
was parked in the intermediate orbit that had
been reached after the manoeuvre abort,
awaiting ground investigations to find a
solution.

The attitude problem was identified, after a
round{he-clock investigation at ESOC lasting
three days, as being due to a parameter
order inversion in two ground computers,
which resulted in an incorrect parameter
table beipg uplinked to the attitude-control
software, The error was corrected and the
orbit manoeuvres successfully executed on
6 and 7 ,August to carry Eureca into its final
circular operating orbit at 502 km altitude,

The communication problem with NASA was
later reproduced in NASA test equipment
using data generated at ESOC by the high
fidelity Eureca software simulator. This
proved that some Eureca extended telemetry
oackets were incomoatible with the Shuttle
communications system and therefore
caused loss of telemetry bit synchronisation
An operational work-around solution was
designed for the retrieval mission that proved
completely successful during the actual
operations.
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Figure 3. Eureca over
Kennedy Space Center
shortly after its release
from 'Atlantis'

The Eureca deployment operations were

successful despite an unfortunate multiple-
failure scenario that came very close to
jeopardising the entire mission In design
methodology, a double-failure scenario is
considered to have an extremely low
probability of occurrence The Eureca
deployment mission showed that, taking
both the space and the ground segmenls
on the ESA and NASA sides four or five
failure condrtions can actually develop in
parallel, making the chances of success
both very small and highly dependent on
the ability of the mission controllers to react
in tne best possible way to unexpected
situations

Eureca's retrieval
The retrieval operations starteo on 20 May

1993, when the first orbit-transfer manoeuvre
tn hrinn tha cna.ccr:ft into the rendezvouS
orbit was carried out After a number of
^-hi+ ^!;,,^r'_^^+^ ^ ^*rble orbil was reachedururt dulu-urErrJ, 4 )Lc

on 9 June, which would keep the evolution
of 1ne key orbital elements - altitude.
eccentricity and argument of latitude -
within the thresholds required by NASA for
a period of a few weeks, to cope with
possible Shuttle launch delays

In the nominal case, no further change in

the Eureca orbit was planned. rt being lhe

Shuttle's respons bility to reach the rendez-
vous orbit with a combination of manoeuvres
after injection into its initial orbit However, the
possibility of a problem occurring with the
Shuttle during the ascent phase, resulting in

an orbit significantly lower than nominal, had

also to be taken into account in the retrieval
preparation Such a situation could have
forced Eureca to execute a large orbit
manoeuvre within 4 h after the Shuttle's
r^,,^^h r^ i,^'-^+;^^il,, reduce the carrigr sIdut tut t, tu utot I toLruqily

altitude and hence also the differential
phasing of the two vehicles Contingency
procedures and related sequences of time-
tennorl nnmmanric \^/ora nron2roel hofnro lhorqvvvv

launch for six differenl Snuttle underspeed
scenanos

In the event, none of the contingency
scenarios was needed as Space Shuttle
'Fnria:rinr rr' liftod nff norfonlhr 2t thp coaonal

vvr rvv'r,

altempt on 2l June at 13.07 22 UTC just

22s aller the opening of the launch window
(the first launch attempt having been
cancelled the previous day due lo bad
weather conditions), and achieved its

nominal orbit, from which all of the planned
rendezvous manoeuvres could be succes-
sfully executed (despite a last-minute
postponement of one of the manoeuvres
r^ ^,,^ir ";^r ^+ ^ ^^'^rtial collision wilh anLU OVU|U rr-n Vr q PULCI

orbiting expended rocket stagel)

Meanwhile, Eureca continued to function
nominally and some of its payloads were

still being operated even after the Shuttle's
launch, including the Inter-Orbit Communi-
cations (lOC) technology payload and the
Wide-Angle Gamma-ray Telescope (WATCH)

The tinal deactivation of lhe safety-critical
hydrazine propellant system took place on
23 ,lrrne one clav hefore the deactivation of

oo
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the rest of the spacecraft, to allow ESOC to
monitor the system s internal pressures in

order to detect any potentially dangerous
leaks

Retrieval was planned for 24 June While
the Shuttle was executing its last approach
manoeuvres, ESOC prepared a sequence of
timetagged commands to be loaded on-
board Eureca into the so-called 'master
schedule' for automatic execution of all the
critical activities required to configure the
^^^^^^"^g i^+^ ^ 

r,^^^,, f^. ^,^^^l^' ^f^+,,^JpduuurarL rrtu d ruouy-rur-vroPPrE -roLuD.

The command schedule was uplinked during
a combined pair of passes over the Kourou
and Maspalomas ground stations at
07:55 UTC At this time, the Shuttle was still

more than 100 km away, but closing steadily

The most important of the timetagged
retrieval activities was the retraction of
Eureca's solar panels, an activity that was
also subject to a number of severe and
conflicting time constraints lt had to be
executed in the absence of sunlight, in that
part of the orbit when the Carrier was in the

Earth's shadow, to avoid the mechanisms
being disturbed by thermal distortion of the
large panels, lt had also to be executed
while the Shuttle was still relatively far from
Eureca (more than 1000 ft), to avoid the
plume from the Shuttle's manoeuvring jets

disturbing the Carrier's attitude by impacting
on the extended panels. Finally, it had to
take place as close as possible to the final
deactivation of the spacecraft, due to the
limited amount of energy storage provided
by Eureca's four batteries.

The point in the retrieval sequence chosen
for solar-panel retraction was the start of
the last Earth-shadowing period before the
nominal 'grapple time', ie the time at which
Endeavour's robotic arm would 'caoture'
Eureca lt was predicted that a maximum of
196 min would be available for the retrieval
activities from the moment the solar panels
were retracted until the moment that the
spacecraft was grappled with the Shuttle's
arm Thereafter, only a quick deactivation
would be possible before depletion of the
available energy reserves in the batteries

Figure 4. Eureca shortly
after being 'grappled'
by Space Shuttle
'Endeavour's' robotic arm
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The nominal duration for the retrieval
activities was about 100 min, but any delay
in Eureca's deactivation or the Shuttle's
approach sequence could have reduced the
margin significantly. In the event of large
delays, ESOC would have had the possibility
to execute a solar panel re-deployment, but
no later than 169 min after the start of
retraction, for power reasons

It was planned that the direct communi-
cations link between Eureca and the Shuttle
would be established as soon during the
final approach phase as the distance
between the two vehicles would allow At
08:38 UTC, Endeavour's crew successfully
activated the telemetry link from a distance of
about 78 km. Continuous realtime contact
with Eureca, with the exception of two small
gaps every orbit, was available from that
moment on, throughout the entire retrieval
phase, via the NASA data relay satellite
system and the NASCOM network to which
ESOC was connected This moment was
particularly critical since it was the first time,
after all the communications problems
experienced during the deployment mission,
that the theories that explained the behaviour
and the workaround solutions designed in

the meantime in the Eureca telemetry
configuration could be verified in practice.
The excellent performance of the link during
the entire retrieval phase confirmed the
simulation results and the validitv of the
solutions implemented,

4111.27 UTC, the Shuttle performed the last
correction manoeuvre - the so-called
'Tl burn' - which put it on a trajectory that
would lead to it intercepting Eureca within
one revolution. In the meantime, the time-
tagged commands previously loaded on-
board Eureca automatically executed an
attitude manoeuvre to align the Carrier's
x-axis perpendicular to the orbital plane This
attitude improved the approach conditions for
the Shuttle if retraction of Eureca's solar
panels had proved problematical.

Solar-panel retraction began at 12:06 and
was successfully completed at 12:12UfC
An unambiguous telemetry confirmation of
the retraction was required by the ESOC
flight controllers before proceeding with the
manually commanded latching operation;
the fact that the Carrier was still several
kilometres from Endeavour, and the absence
of sunlight, made it impractical to attempt
an optical verification by the Shuttle crew
Once retraction was confirmed, the latching
was commanded from the ground and
was confirmed for both winos bv ESOC at

12:38 UTC, when the 'GO' for the final
Shuttle approach was given to the NASA
flight controllers

The only remaining activity prior to 'grapple'

by the Shuttle's robotic arm, which was
scheduled for 13.44 UTC, was the folding
of the two radio-frequency antennas. This
operation was planned to be manually
commanded from the ground in the quiet
commanding phase between the end of the
solar-panel retraction in eclipse and the final
grapple activities The first antenna to be
retracted was antenna number 2, since
the other one was still being used to com-
municate with Endeavour and the ground
The commands were executed at 13:00 UTC,
but no final telemetry confirmation of
comolete retraction. which should have
come from a microswitch at the end of the
boom movement, was received. The antenna
boom had apparently stopped at an angle
of only a few degrees from the end-stop
position

While troubleshooting started immediately,
it was decided to continue with the nominal
olan and to attemot retraction of antenna
number 1, which was possible by then
without disturbing communications with the
Shuttle because the two vehicles were now
only a few hundred feet apart. Unfortunately,
this antenna also failed to complete its
retraction, in exactly the same way.

The problem was diagnosed as being
caused by deformation of the multi-layer
insulation installed on the Carrier structure
in the area where the antenna booms were
suooosed to be retracted. Due to the
proximity to the Shuttle and the critical
approach operations in progress. it was
decided to postpone any new antenna
retraction attempt until the post-grapple
phase

The camera on the Shuttle's robotic arm
provided excellent pictures of Eureca while
Endeavour's Commander. Ron Grabe. was
manoeuvring his craft to within about 10 m.
The robotic arm was then activated and the
rigid grapple achieved at 13:54 UTC Eureca
looked very stable on the television pictures,

and the final approach and grapple
manoeuvres proceeded extremely smoothly,
Subsequent detailed analysis of the attitude
and orbit control telemetry showed, however,
that the Carrier's small nitrogen thrusters
were working hard during this approach
phase to counteract the forces resulting from
the impingement of the Shuttle's thruster
otumes.
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After Eureca's capture, the nominal activities
continued with rapid deactivation of its

attitude and orbit control subsystem
Attempts at trouble-shooting on the antenna-
retraction problem did not succeed, and the
decision was taken to adoot the ore-mission
contingency plan which involved leaving the
Carrier attached to the robotic arm overnight
and keeping it 'alive' with energy from one ol
the two already-folded solar panels, which
could still be pointed at the Sun, Two Shuttle
astronauts were scheduled to perform an
EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity) training sortie
the next day during which one of them
could have pushed the antenna boom home
whilst ESOC commanded the mechanical
latching

This plan had to be modified, howeve(
because one of the prerequisites, the
provision of Shuttle power via the robotic
arm for Eureca thermal control, could not
be achieved This forced a decision to
completely deactivate Eureca, berth it and
latch it in the cargo-bay, so that the remote
umbilical could be connected to provide
Shuttle power. The disadvanlage of this

solution was that there was no guarantee that
telecommands to re-activate Eureca the next
day to support the contingency EVA would
work with the Carrier down in the cargo-bay
The advantage was that, with Eureca latched
in the bay the Shuttle's robotic arm could be
used to support the astronaut during EVA

The berthing of Eureca was subsequently
completed al1628 UTC on 24 June, and
the umbilical power for thermal control was
activated l6 min later. The first temoerature
measurements confirmed that all safety-
critical temoeratures were still well within
limits Once again a time-critical situation
had been successfully mastered and Eureca
was safe in the Shuttle's caroo-bav

The following night there was intense re-

planning activity both at ESOC and at JSC
to define and agree the new combined
procedures for the antenna-retraction EVA

activities. As this two-failure condition had
never been foreseen, no detailed procedures
had been oreoared in advance The two EVA

astronauts, David Low and Jeff Wisoff left

the Shuttle's cabin at 12.48 UTC on 25 June

Figure 5. Astronaut David
Low, on the end of
'Endeavour's' robotic arm,
approaches Eureca, stowed
in the Shuttle's cargo bay,
to help with the antenna
boom latching
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Figure 6. The Eureca
Retrieval Mission Control
Team at ESOC

Low attached himself at the top of the robotic
arm, which was gently manoeuvred by
Astronaut Nancy Sherlock to a position close
to the first Eureca antenna In the meantime,
ESOC was uplinking the long sequence of
telecommands that would re-activate the
spacecraft subsystems to support the
commanding of the antenna latches. All
commands were successfully executed and
a good telemetry link was established using
minimum transmitter power on Eureca, so as
not to endanger the astronaut operating in
the vicinity of its transmitting antenna

When the astronaut pushed the antenna into
its fully retracted position, ESOC commanded
the latches, confirming successful latching
within a few seconds The same procedure
was executed successfully for the second
antenna a few minutes later, Howeve( some
inconsistencies in the microswitch telemetry
suggested a need for physical confirmation
of successful latching by the EVA astronaut,
who was moved back to the first antenna to
verify that the boom could not be moved by
tugging on it. This additional check meant
that the Eureca-related EVA took a little more
than the 60 min originally predicted,

The Carrier's deactivation followed very
smoothly and at 16:30 UTC on 25 June
Eureca was formally declared ready for
return to Earth

The next days of the Shuttle flight involved
continuous temperature monitoring of
Eureca via the Shuttle umbilical Coordination

between ESOC and NASA was mainly
concerned with the attitude planning for
the Shuttle ooerations. since the different
attitudes had different effects on overall
spacecraft temperatures and in particular on
the very sensitive external hydrazine lines,
which were also safety-critical items, Every
attitude change was discussed and agreed
between the two control centres, and a
great deal of coordination was required each
day to define the stable attitude for the
crew's sleeo oeriod.

The first two landing attempts, on 29 and
30 June, were abandoned due to bad
weather conditions at the primary landing
sites

Endeavour eventually touched down at
Kennedy Space Center in Florida on 1 July
at 12:53 UTC Eureca had soent 11 months
in orbit, circling the Earth more than 5000
times and successfully meeting all of its

mission objectives, including demonstrating
the feasibility of all of the deployment
and retrieval operations involved and the
robustness of the entire mission-control
concepr. G
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Introduction
The European Retrievable Carrier (Eureca)
was put into orbit by the Space Shuttle
'Atlantis' on 31 July 1992. Flight 3T5-46 lifted
off from Cape Canaveral at 13:56:48 UTC
following a smooth countdown, In orbit,
Eureca was activated and removed from
the cargo bay using the Orbiter's Remote
Manipulator System (RMS). Whilst still
attached to this robotic arm, Eureca's solar
panels and its antennas were deployed
(Fis 1).

of these manoeuvres and launch targetting
of STS-57 was achieved by an integrated,
iterative process between NASA and ESOC

Under nominal conditions, Eureca could
await the Orbiter 'passively' after reaching
the rendezvous orbit. In the event of a
significant Shuttle underspeed during
ascent, Eureca would have to descend for
rendezvous at a lower altitude. Under certain
conditions, Eureca would even have had to
perform a rapid emergency descent within
four hours of the Shuttle's launch. This
would have required a very time-critical and
complex in-flight retargetting procedure,
which had been prepared and intensively
trained for with NASA.

The high-resolution, three-dimensional
graphical representations that appear here*
were prepared with the advanced tools of
OAD's Orbit and Attitude Operations System,
ORATOS (see accompanying panel) This
system was used for the first time during the
Eureca retrieval operations to generate a
real{ime, animated representation of the
actual retrieval situation based on telemetry
received from both Eureca and the Orbiter

Preparing for rendezvous
Shortly after launch, in early August 1992,
Eureca's thruster system was activated for
a series of three burns. which olaced the
Carrier into its operational orbit at an altitude
of 502 km This altitude had been chosen
such that it would decrease to the retrieval
altitude ol 476km (257 nm) within the
nominal mission duration of nine months
due to the braking effect of air drag on the
spacecraft However, the air density at high
altitudes depends strongly on the solar
activity, which cannot be predicted precisely
for periods of more than one month.
Consequently, Eureca's end-of-mission orbital
altitude turned out to be about 20 km higher
than originally predicted

In May 1993, the European Retrievable Carrier (Eureca) was lowered
from a 490 to a 476 km orbit in preparation for its retrieval by the
Space Shuttle on 24 June. This article reviews the flight-dynamics
operations conducted by ESOG during the retrieval phase, including
the manoeuvres that were performed by Eureca to reach the
retrieval orbit, as well as the conditions and the philosophy that
led to the final target trajectory.

- All graphics in this paper
are based on the actual orbil
and attitude data and on
actual ephemerides during
retrieval operations following
Endeavour's launch on 21

June 1993, aI 13:07:22UTC
The only deviations from
mathematically realistic
geometries are the obvious
exaggerations of the vehicle
cizoc in cnmo nrrnhinc
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Release of Eureca from the arm took
place during the 27th orbital revolution,
on 2 August aI 07:07 UTC and at an orbital
altitude of about 426km. Later the same day,
the thruster engines of the spacecraft were
activated for the first in a series of three
burns which placed the Carrier in its
operational orbit The manoeuvre sequence
was terminated on 7 August, with Eureca at
its operational altitude of 502 km.

Eureca was retrieved from orbit eleven
months later, at 13:54 UTC on 24 June 1993,
by Space Shuttle 'Endeavour' Designated as
flight STS-57, the Orbiter performed a
standard, ground-up rendezvous with
Eureca, which had completed its own
preparatory manoeuvring seven days before
the Shuttle's launch. Prior to that, Eureca
performed two orbit-correction manoeuvres
on 20 and 24 May, followed by a small trim
manoeuvre on 8 June, in order to reach
and fine{une the rendezvous orbit, which
had to meet stringent constraints. Targetting
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ANTENNA 2

HYDRAZINE THRUSTERS --- =Y

SOLAR ARRAY

The nre-ret.ieval ar-lirstments of Eureca S,,," Y,"
orbit had more complex objectives, however,

than just reducing the Carrier's altitude. The
retrieval orbit was also required to be nearly
circular and Eureca's orbital position relative
to the Shuttle at retrieval launch (the so-
aallnA 'nhana annln \ h:I ln ho nronicolrrUdllUU Vl ld)U Ol lVlU / | lqu rv uu Vruurrury
controlled

It is impossible to achieve an orbit that
remains exactly circular at altitudes as low
as the Eureca retrieval altitude Deviations in

the Earth's mass distribution from a perfect
snhcre r:arrqp thp shane Of Such low orbits
to oscillate with a period of about 33 days
between near-circular and elliptic (Fig 2)
The maximum difference between apogee
and perigee altitude in Eurecas case (Fig 3)
was 13 km, These periodic deviations grew
much larger after 10 March 1993, after which
Eureca's attitude was controlled with hot gas
(using hydrazine as propellant) in order to
conserve cold gas (nitrogen) which was
used during the subsequent operational
phase (Fig 2)

Eureca's descent manoeuvre sequence into
the retrieval orbit. which started on 20 May.
had to compensate carefully for these effects,

such that the periodic deviations in the orbit
were within the Shuttle prescribed limits,

A canrronno nf trrrn hr rr--,ns was requrreo 10

achieve the correct in-orbit position re ative
to the Shuttle The first of these two burns

HYDRAZINE
THRUSTERS

ANTENNA 1

Perigee
Altitude

GRAPPLE
FIXTURE

Figure 1. The European
Retrievable Carrier
'Eureca'

Figure 3. Apogee and
perigee altitudes of an
elliptical orbit
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Figure 2. Orbital evolution during the operational phase
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Figure 4. The descent to the retrieval orbit

Figure 5. An Earth-fixed view of the Eureca phase-repeating orbit

Figure 6. Station coverage lor the phase-repeating orbit

Kourou
Perth

Maspalomas

actually increased the Carrier's orbital
altitude (Fig. a). After these manoeuvres,
Eureca's attitude control was switched back
to cold gas for minimising the orbit
oerturbations.

Waiting for rendezvous
By the time 'Endeavour' was launched
from Kennedy Space Center, Eureca had
completed its lourney to the special retrieval
orbit and was awaiting the Shuttle's
approach.

The chosen retrieval altitude of 476 km was
close to the maximum rendezvous altitude
that the Shuttle can support At this height,
the influence of air-drag on Eureca was low
and therefore its orbital altitude decayed only
very slowly (less than 2 km per month). This
meant that Eureca would remain safe even
if the retrieval launch were significantly
delayed, without any immedrate need to
perform an orbit-raising manoeuvre.

Additionally, the retrieval orbit's altitude was
chosen such that Eureca's ground track
repeated itself with a period of about 235 h

This special type of orbit, known as the
'Phase Repeating Orbit' (Fig.5). eased the
planning of the retrieval operations because
largely identical launch and approach
manoeuvre conditions for the Shuttle recur
every 23,5 h. The contact periods of the
ground stations at Kourou. Maspalomas
and Perth with Eureca also exactly repeated
with the same period (Fig 6)

To achieve a phase-repeating orbit, a special
match between orbital rate and precession
rate of the orbital plane is required Because
Eureca's orbital plane precessed by 7' per
day in the opposite direction to the Earth's
rotation, it returned to the same position

relative to the Earth's surface about once
every 23.5 h. Within the same period, Eureca
completed exactly 15 orbital revolutions.

Retrieval launch targetting
To rendezvous with Eureca, the Shuttle
had to be injected into an orbital plane that
was very close to the Carrier's, since it is
impossible to change the Orbiter's plane
significantly with the orbital manoeuvring
system. Once in orbit, only 1" of plane
change would cost as much fuel as raising
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the Shuttle's altitude by about 160 km,
which is one third of the retrieval altitude.

In order to launch the Shuttle directly into
Eureca's orbital plane, launch had to occur
at the moment when the launch site oassed
beneath Eureca's orbit (Fig. 7). Since the
Carrier's orbital plane was slowly precessing
in inertial space in the opposite direction to
the Earth's rotation (Fig. 8), this 'in-plane time'
recurred approximately every 23.5 h

Post launch, the Shuttle's orbital plane
precessed slightly faster than Eureca's as
long as the Shuttle was lower in altitude. To

compensate for this, the Shuttle launch was
not targetted exactly for the Carrier's orbital
plane, but for a slightly offset 'phantom
olane'.

Since it is practically impossible to achieve
an 'instantaneous launch', the Shuttle uses
a technique called yaw steering to achieve
the correct 'phantom plane' following a
launch during an extended period around
the in-plane time. Yaw steering is out-of-
plane thrusting performed by gimballing
the Orbiter's main engines during the time
between solid-rocket booster seoaration and
main-engine cut-off This technique allowed
the launch window to be extended to a total
of 72min, opening 63 min prior to the in-
plane time and closing 9 min after it.

Catching up with Eureca
In order to achieve rendezvous, not only
must the orbital planes of both vehicles
coincide, but also their altitudes. In addition,
the phase angle between the vehicles
(measured from the Shuttles position
projected onto the Eureca orbital plane
to Eureca's position, as shown in Fig. 9)
must be zero

About 45 min after lift off, at an altitude of
abouI467 km, the Orbiter activated its orbital
manoeuvring system for an orbit-insertion
manoeuvre, known as the 'OMS2 burn'
As the Shuttle launch took place near the
beginning of the launch window the phase
angle at the OMS2 burn was 111.05" (it

would increase to about 28O for a launch
later in the window) Reduction of the phase
angle to zero ('phasing') was accomplished
via the faster orbital rate of the Shuttle in the
lower orbit, allowing it to gradually catch
up with Eureca (Fig. 10). The closing rate
depends on the difference between the semi-
major axes of the orbits of the vehicles,

The OMS2 burn, which determined the
perigee altitude of the Shuttle (and thus the

Figure 7. Eureca's position
at the opening of the
Shuttle launch window on
21 June at 13:07 UTC

Figure 8. Precession of the
orbital plane during one
day

Figure 9. Phase-angle
def inition

PHASE ANGLE SHUTTLE
POSITION
PROJECTED
ONTO
EURECA'S

EURECA
POSITION
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Figure 10. Orbital
separation of Eureca and
the Shuttle 03:14, 25:08
and 47:02 h after Shuttle
lift-off , respectively

Figure 11. Shuttle motion
relative to Eureca

semi-major axis of the Shuttle's orbit), was
targetted based on the amount of phasing
required. The resulting Orbiter perigee
altitude was 393 km; the phase angle initially
decreased at a rate of 38' per Shuttle orbit.

Closing in on the target
The total amount of phasing that can be

accomplished is determined by the closing
rate and period of time allowed for phasing.
This time oeriod was fixed in that rendezvous
was nominally scheduled to occur 3 days,

t hour and 34 min after Shuttle lift-off.

During the phasing period, the Shuttle's
perigee was gradually raised by a sequence
of orbital manoeuvres which resulted in a
gradual reduction in the closing rate with
Eureca. Four manoeuvres (designated NCl
to NC4) were specifically designed for this
purpose; NC1 occurred early in the mission,
and the subsequent burns at the start of
each crew working day.

Other manoeuvres that were required in

support of a secondary payload, the Super
Fluid On-Orbit Helium Transfer Experiment,
were incorporated in the phasing plan in

such a way that they too contributed to the
gradual perigee raising. These manoeuvres
are designated SH1 to SH3 in Figure 11

The temporal evolution of the Orbiter's offset
in phase and altitude illustrates the approach
scenario (Fig 11) As the Shuttle's orbit is

elliptical, seen from Eureca it appears to
perform an up-and-down motion during
one orbit - an approach in 'leaps' (Fig.12).
It can be deduced from these figures that
the Shuttle took more than forty orbital
revolutions, each lasting about 90 min (and

each corresponding to one of the 'leaps'

in the relative-motion plot), before catching
up with Eureca after three days of flight.

Detecting the target
The transition to proximity operations
occurred early on the day of the rendezvous
Two days, 4 h and 48 min after launch, the
Shuttle executed the first of two orbital-
manoeuvre burns in order to synchronise
the relative proximity motion with the orbital
day/night cycle. to ensure good target

NSR SH3 SH2

5
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visibility for the Shuttle's optical sensors and
for the crew at the critical times for final
navigation.

The first burn (indicated as NSR in Fig.13)
put the Shuttle into an orbit with almost the
same shape as Eureca's, and aligned with
it ('co-elliptic orbit', shown in Fig 14). The
Orbiter travelled below and behind Eureca
until the NH burn. The latter, which took
place at orbital midnight, raised the Shutile's
apogee by about 400 m above Eureca's
orbit. Thereafter, Orbiter perigee always
occurred at orbital midnight and Orbiter
apogee (and thus the remaining phasing
manoeuvres) always at orbrtal noon.

The NC4 burn was tn fact performed at the
orbital noon directly after the NH burn at a
distance of 82.5 km behind Eureca. The Tl
('Terminal-phase Initiation') burn occurred at
orbital noon two orbits later lt enabled the
Shuttle to intercept Eureca in slightly less
than one orbit. Preceding the Tl burn by t h

is a 'corrective combination' burn (labelled
NCC), which finetuned the position of the Tl
burn. Both of these burns were targetted
onboard the Orbiter by using star-tracker
measurements of the direction from the
Orbiter to Eureca. This direction could be
measured optimally during the 'orbital

evenings' of the two orbits prior to the Tl
burn, when Eureca was brightly illuminated
by the Sun from behind the Shuttle.

The final approach
Following the Tl burn, on the final drift arc to
the target, four targetted 'mid-course correct-
ion manoeuvres' (designated MC1-MC4)
were performed. Two minutes after MC4,
which occurred t h 13 min after the Tl burn
and slightly more than t h prior to the
'grapple', the crew acquired visual contact
with Eureca and began to pilot the Orbiter
manually towards its target. At this time, the
Orbiter was passing below Eureca ('R-bar
crossing'), at a distance of about 600 m

After assuming manual control, the pilot
performed three major discrete braking
manoeuvres at relative distances of about
600, 450 and 300 m, respectively. Many
more smaller braking manoeuvres were
performed during the final 300 m of
approach. Figure 16 shows the actual
approach trajectory flown by STS-57 as
monitored in real{ime at ESOC from
Shuttle telemetry.

Some 25 min after assuming manual
control, the Orbiter crossed Eureca's oath
from below about 120 m ahead of the

Figure 12. Shuttle's approach to Eureca as seen from above the orbital plane
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Figure 13. Relative motion
during the proximity phase
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Figure 15. Positions and
attitudes of Eureca and the
Shuttle at R-bar crossing,
V-bar crossing and shortly
belore grapple
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R-BAR CROSSING

-100.

-200.

-300.

-400.

-500.

Figure 16. The final approach traiectory flown by
the Shuttle, as monitored in real-time at ESOC
from Shuttle telemetry

Carrier (V bar crossing') The Orbiter
then continued its approach until Eureca
appeared in the field of view of a camera
attached to the end of the Shuttle's Remote
Manipulator System (RN/S) At this point,
with Eureca within reach, rates were nulled
and the approacn sequence was terminated.

Making physical contact: the 'grapple'
During the proximity phase, the attitudes of
both Eureca and the Orbiter were inertially
fixed Examples of the real-time graphical
representations of the positions and altitudes
of bolh spacecraft are shown in Figure 15.

The Orbiter flew with its wings perpendicular
lo the orbital plane. During orbilal day, lhe
Sun always illuminated the Orbiter from
the front, appearing about 10" to the left of
the Shuttle's nose, with the solar elevation
ranglng from 8' below to 32" above the
Orbiter. This ensured good viewing
conditions (no Sun blinding) for the crew,
who were able to observe Eureca through
the upper and rear windows during final
approach and whilst the RMS was being
operated

Eurecas solar panels were perpendicular to
the orbital plane, facing in the same direction
as the Orbiter's nose, This attitude remained
unchanged when the panels were retracted
about t h 40 min prior to the grapple

ln addition to the attitudes of the two
vehicles, the Orbiter's line of approach to
Eureca was also inertially fixed. Eureca was
therefore visible during orbital day with the
same lighting conditions at a continuously
decreasing distance directly above the
Orbiler s cargo bay The Orbiter's arm was
'poised for capture. ie fixed in a special
position ready to grapple Eureca,

When the approach was completed, the
hand of the arm ('end effector' of the RMS)
needed to be aligned with a special handle
on Eureca ('grapple fixture) to which it had
to attach Rather than move the arm, this
was achieved by rotating the entire Shuttle
about the line of approach

The grapple marked the successful
conclusion of the Orbiter's three-day journey
to its orbital rendezvous with Eureca G

The Orbit and Attitude Operations System
(oRAros)

'ORATOS', ESA's future Orbit and Attitude Operations System, wiil be in
use from the mid-nineties until well beyond the year 2000 Behind its
design lies the experience gained in providing flight-dynamics support to
all of ESA's earlier missions.

The ORATOS software runs on powerful UNIX work stations, with file
servers for the mass-storage of shared data. A local area network provides
interconnectivity

The software itself is structured into three layers. The applications layer
contains the flighfdynamics discipline-specific software fhe operating
syslerns /ayer contains the UNIX operating system and associated tools for
graphical user interfaces and communications The support tayer, which
decouples the applications from the lower-level system tools contains
facilities for systems management, communications and data
dissemination and manimachine interfaces.

The high-resolution, three-dimensional graphical representations in this
article have been generated using the prototype man/machine interface
facilities of ORATOS A prototype of ORATOS's three-dimensionar
animation system was used for the first time operationally during Eureca's
retrieval to generate a realistic, animated representation of the retrieval
situation in real time, based on telemetrv received from both Eureca ano
the Orbiter.



The ESA Microgravity Database

P. Jeanne & J. Scholz
Information Systems Division, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Introduction
The first European microgravity experiments
were carried out on a Texus sounding rocket

more than a decade ago. Since then, space
flights dedicated to microgravity research,

either organised in Europe or with European
participation, have been successfully
performed in ever-increasing numbers.

Several hundred experiments in various fields
of research have yielded an impressive
collection of scientific results.

To facilitate and optimise access to the results of previous
microgravity experiments, ESA is establishing a Microgravity
Database (MGDB). The database will give scientists access to
descriptions of all experiments related to microgravity research
carried out on ESA and NASA missions since the 1960s. MGDB
incorporates both a local database available for PCs and Apple
Macintoshes, and a remote database which can be accessed via
the ESRIN Data Dissemination Network (DDN) and public X.25
networks.

However, microgravity is a research tool
rather than a self-standing scientific
discipline This can make it difficult to trace
experiment results in the literature and
scientific databases.

Also, because flight opportunities for
microgravity experiments are rare, it is
extremely important to be able to access the
results of orevious experiments. Those results
might not be conclusive but, with the
conclusions of other investigators, a scientific
problem can be better understood, thus
enabling the definition of further, meaningful
experiments. Moreover, the availability of
information on all experiments performed as
well as on planned ones prevents the
wasting of valuable resources

The MGDB system
In order to provide this information, ESA's

Microgravity and Columbus Utilisation
Department initiated the Microgravity
Database (MGDB) project in June 1991.

Potential users in ESA's head office and
participants in the 1991 Columbus
Symposium were interviewed, and the user
requirements were identified. The
functionality of related, existing systems was
also analysed The implementation phase

then began in February 1992. The first

version of MGDB, the PC/Windows version,
is planned to be ready for distribution in

autumn 1993.

Some characteristics of the svstem are:

- Scientists are able to identify within a

short time all those microgravity
experiments related to a scientific topic

- The database provides preliminary
information on the experiments in the form
of an abstract.

- An exhaustive list of bibliographical
references for each experiment is

supplied

- All experiments performed, for example,
on one mission or by one investigator, can
be displayed.

With this system, queries about the
microgravity experiments are performed
using intuitive visual objects like menus,
forms and dralogues, thus eliminating the
need to learn a specific query language
such as SQL, or the internal structure of the
database. In addition, the system allows
users to navigate through the database by
means of hyperlink techniques, simply by
pinpointing existing correlations between the
various elements. Once a soecific exoeriment
has been retrieved and displayed, the user
can receive and immediately browse through
all the information related to it, including
displaying an image illustrating the
experiment set-up, or branching to related
experiments

The MGDB data
MGDB gives scientists access to
documentation on all microoravitv-related
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experiments performed during ESA and
NASA space missions since the 1960s and
some Japanese missions (Table 1). Currently,
997 European, American and Japanese
microgravity experiments are included in
MGDB.

The information has been obtained from two
SOUTCCS:

- The ESA Catalogue of Microgravity
Experiments, which is currently compiled
by the European Microgravity User
Support and Operation Centres

- The Fluids and Materials Processing
Experiments Database (FAN/E), compiled
by C. Winter (NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center).

Structure of the information
The information in MGDB has been
structured in such a way as to allow the
quick and efficient retrieval of the requested
information. MGDB has a hierarchical
structure, with three levels (Fig 1):

+h^ i^+^k^^^
- 

LI IE UALdUdJU

- the disciplines
+h^ .^^^^.^h ^.^^^

- 
LI IE I UJUdIUI I dI UdJ

Table 1 Mrssions rncluded in MGDB

European Missions

Japanese Missions

Texus 1; Texus 2; Texus 3; Texus 3A; SPAS-1

Texus 38; Texus 4

Texus 5; Texus 6

Texus 7; Texus 8; Spacelab 1

Texus 9; Texus .10; 
STS I (SLl)

Texus 11; Texus 12; Spacelab D1

Texus 13; Texus 144
Texus 148; Texus 15; Texus 16; Maser 1

Texus 17; Texus 1B; Texus l9; Texus 20; Aragatz, Maser 2

Texus 1 7 (C 01 0); Texus 21; Maser 3
Eureca 1; Texus 23; Texus 24
Spacelab D2

MA-7; WASP-1 ; Mercury-Aurora 7 (MA-7)

Apollo 14; Apollo 16, Apollo 17; Skylab, Sl-2; Skylab, SL-3;
Skylab SL-3S; Skylab SL-4; Spar 1

Spar 2; Spar 3; Spar 4; Spar 5; Spar 6; Spar 7; Spar B; ASTP
Spar 9
STS-003 (OFT-3 Columbia); STS-004 (OFT-4 Columbia);
STS-005 (31 -A Columbia)
Spar 10; ST5-006 (31-B Challenger); STS-007 (31-C Challenger);
STS-007 (31-C Challenger); STS-008 (31-D Challenger)
STS-01 1 (41-B Challenge0; STS-13; STS-014 (41-D Discovery);
STS-017 (41-G Challenger); STS-019 (51-A Discovery)
Spacelab 2; Spacelab 3; STS-020 (51-C Discovery);
STS-023 (51-D Discovery); STS-025 (51-G Discovery);
STS-027 (51-l Discovery); STS-031 (61-B Atlantis)

STS-032 (61 -C Columbia)
STS-26 (Discovery)
Consort 1; Consort 2; STS-29 (Discovery); STS-32 (Columbia)
Consort 3

Consort 4; STS-40

STS-42 (llVL-1 laboratory)
STS-47; STS-50; STS-52

TT-50OAB; TT-500A8
TT-500A 10

TT-500A 1 1

TT-500A 12; TT-500A 13

1970- 1980:

1981:

1982.
1 983:

1 984:

1 985:
1 986:
1987:
1 988:
.1989:

1992.
1 993:

U S. Missions

1960-1970:
1970 - 1975:

1975-1980:
1981:

1982:

1 983:

1 984:

1 985:

1 986:

1 9BB:

1 989:

1 990:

1 991:

1992:
1 993:

1 980:

1 981:

1982:
1 983:

The database, called ExpRes (from
EXPeriment RESults), is divided into
disciplines, such as material sciences or life
sciences. each covering a range of specific
areas

Each discipline is subdivided into research
areas, for example, the material sciences
discipline contains areas covering studies on
crystal growth. metals and alloys, glasses.
composites and metastable phases Each
experiment is assigned to one or more
,^^^^ "^h ^.^^^IEJUdIUI I dIUdS.

It is possible to search the entire database or
to restrict a query to one or more specific
disciplines or research areas

Figure 1. Structure of the
MGDB information
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Experiment Title

Flight/Mission

Launch Date

Discipline

Research Area

lnrractin ain rilq\

I nvestigator Aff iliation

Facility

References

Tabte 2. The information on one experiment, as /t /S stored in MGDB

Major Keywords

Minor Keywords

Source

Date of Last Update

Validation Note

Experiment Objectives

Experiment Procedure

Freezing of a long liquid column

TEXUS 18

88/05i06

Life Soences

Fluid Statics and Capillarity

MARTINEZ, I;SANZ,A

Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros Aeronauticos, Madrid (Spain),

Texus Experimental Module (TEM) 06 9

MARTINEZ, I Liquid bridge analysis of silicon crystal growth experiments

under microgravity J Cryst Growth,75, 19BO .534-544

IVARTINEZ, L stability of long liquid columns in Spacelab D-1, In :6th Eur.

Symp. Mat Sc under Microgravity Conditrons (Bordeaux, 1986) ESASP-256'

235-240

SANZ A. The crystallization of a molten sphere J Cryst. Growth, 74, 1986.

642-655

MARTINEZ, 1., et al Freezing of a long liquid column on the TEXUS 18

sounding rocket flight ESA Journal, 12, 1988: 483-489

COLUN/NS (SUPPORTS); FREEZING; LIQUIDS; SOLIDIFICATION

COOLING; HEAT N/EASUREMENT; INTERFACIAL TENSION; LIQUID SOLID

INTERFACES: TEMPERATURE WATER

ESA-SP-1132

1991t02t01

Minster, O (ESA)

Measurement of the contact angle between the free liquid surface and the

solid/liquid interface during the longitudinal solidification of a liquid column

The module developed for the previous experiment was reused after

upgrading A column of water of 30 mm in diameter and 86 mm in length was

formed under microgravity conditions (at 2 mm/s over BO mm and with a
smooth deceleration over the last 6 mm) One support was then cooled down

in order to achieve a directional solidification of the column The experiment

was recorded with a CCD camera and tracer particles were used to visualize

the motions in the liquid induced by surface tension gradients and volume

changes on solidification The slenderness of the column was chosen close to

the critical one: L/D: O 91(L/D)cr in order to enhance its sensitivity to sma

forces Three thermocouples were located in the cooling support, for

temperature and heat flux measurements, Five others in an ar@y were inserted

radially into the column to measure the temperature field in the liquid

Comparison of its perfectly cylindrical shape with shapes recorded during
previous experiments indicates that the residual accelerations of the rocket

were much less than 0.00007 g The good resolution of the TV-pictures during
ground tests could not be reproduced during flight and a precise

measurement of the receding angle could not be achieved, The solidification

front seemed to remain plane. Although the thermal gradient measured in the

liquid was of the order of 10"C/mm (Fig 2) and the thermal coefficient ot the

surface tension of water is high, no convection occured (the tracers stayed

nearly at rest), This is interpreted as the effect of impurities which strongly

reduced the surface tension of water A temporary opacity of the liquid was

observed close to the cooling support just before the appearance of the first

ice crystal A peak in the temperature recordings of the cool support seems to

indicate the occurence of undercooling and subsequent release of solidification

enthalpy The re-entry of the rocket caused the breakage of the remaining

liquid part of the column. The ice crystal obtained, which stayed on the

cooling support (Fig 3), was 13mm long, as anticipated During future

microgravity experiments, the growth of a single crystal should be triggered in

order to assess the influence of the crystallographic orientation on the receding

angle,

Experiment Result
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Figure 2. An index card, displayed after searching for 'Texus
missions' (the search term is highlighted)

Figure 3. An experiment description, displayed after searching
for experiments with 'Texus' in the Experiment Results field
(the search term is highlighted)

An example of the information about an
experiment. as it is stored in N/GDB. is given
in Table 2 For each experiment, the

documentation consists of an 'index card'
and a description of the experiment which
can innlr rrlo im:npc

- The index card (Fig.2) gives an outline of
the experiment, for example its title, when
and on which mission it was conducted,
the principal investigators, a list of
keywords, validation notes, the experiment
facility and payload description, evidence
on related experiments as well as

bibliographic references,

- The experiment description (Fig.3)
cr rmmaricoc tha nhiontivoq nrnnodr troq

Y' vvvvv' vvl

and results of the experiment on one to
trrrn nanoq nf iovt

Figure 4. Hyperlinks allow the user to move quickly and easily to
related information, such as to another index card or to an
associated image

N/GDB provides hyperlinks within the
information (Fig 4) They allow the user to
move quickly and easily within the database.
While browsing through an index card or an
expeflment description, the user can:

branch to a related experiment

- view an image that is linked to the
experiment, such as a drawing of the
experiment set-up or a diagram illustrating
the results (Fig 5)

display other related objects such as a
rrirlon conrronna

The hyperlinks are only available where they
are appropriate. Those available are
indicated on the index card or the
experiment descriptton either by mouse-
sensitive push-button icons or underlined text

Figure 5. An image hyperlinked to an experiment description,
in this case showing the results ol the experiment
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Figure 6. How to retrieve
information

Complex queries
More comolex oueries can also be
performed. The retrieval system supports
most kinds of Boolean and numeric search
operators:

- AND. Retrieve those exoeriments that
dealt with both 'Marangoni convection'
and'crystallisation'.

- OR. Retrieve all experiments that were
flown on Soacelab-l or D1 .

- NOf List all microgravity experiments on
Dl that did not deal with Marangoni
convection.

- Date Operators. List those experiments
that were conducted before, after, or
within a certain timeframe The system
also allows Boolean operations to be
applied to numeric values

- Truncation. When the query 'bio.' is

entered in the 'Keywords' field, retrieve all
those experiments dealing with
bioceramics, biology, biomaterials,
biomedicin, biotechnology, etc.

Using MGDB
Figure 6 shows the steps a user takes to
retrjeve information during a typical search
session. At each step, the user can print the
retrieved information, or save it in a file

Making a query
The basic tool for defining the search criteria
for a query is the 'query form' screen. Like
the index card, it provides a structured set of
fields in which the user enters the criteria for
the query to be performed. Each field on the
form causes the system to search a specific
part of the database. For example, to search
for experiments conducted during a specific
mission, the user enters the mission name in
the'Flight/Mission' field

- Masking. Use single character wildcards,
such as 'Texus 14?', to specify Texus 14A
and Texus 148.

- Proximity Search for terms that appear
within a certain range of each other; for
instance, retrieve those experiment
descriptions that contain the terms
'sulphur' and 'liquid cast iron' in the same
paragrapn.

- Search for groups of words, for example,
'electrostatic positioning system' in the
experiment description.

Query expressions within a field can be
rather complex, and incorporate several
levels of parentheses. lt is also possible to
query using more than one field of the index
card or the experiment description
simultaneously.

Facilitating query formulation
To simplify using the query interface. the
system can display the list of words and
phrases that can be used in a specified field
of the index card. This dictionary also shows
how often and in how many different
experiments a parlicular word or phrase has
been used. The dictionary can show all
those terms 'alphabetically close' to the one
entered by the user. In this way, data entry
errors in the query can be easily detected.

Figure 7 shows another tool that is provided
with the system: a microgravity thesaurus
which contains approximately 8000 terms in
several forms such as synonyms, related
terms, and scooe notes on terms, Terms from
both the thesaurus and the dictionary can be
copied into the query form simply by clicking
on them with the mouse.

Search results
When a search has been executed, the
system displays a 'search result list' which
shows the exoeriments that match the search
criteria (Fig. B).

A double click with the mouse on one of the
experiments in the search result list brings up
its index card, which gives outline information
on the experiment There, the search terms
entered in the query form are highlighted

The additional information for each
experiment (description, hyperlinked text,
images) can be accessed at this point with a
simple ciick of the mouse.

Additional functions
The system provides means to combine the
results of several queries, i.e. it is possible to
base a new query on the result of a previous
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AMINO ACIDS

AA,lOBP\FBrTAL

ASCORBIC ACID

BORIC ADIDS

EUTYRIC ACID

CAFBONIC ACID

CARBOXYUC ACIDS

CHROMIC ACID
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CYTIDYLIC ACID
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Figure 7. The microgravity thesaurus, offering synonyms for the
term 'accuracy'

one In this way, a search result can be
refined, i e. the next query will only search
from among the results of the previous one.

It is also possible to add one search result
list to another one, or to exclude a search
result set from the next query,

Furthermore, the system maintains a list of all
queries that have been performed during a
session, together with the results obtained,

Accessing MGDB
The data is available both locally on a PC

and remotely on a host computer located at
ESRIN in Frascati, ltaly

- LOCat access
ln this case, the database and the
software required to access MGDB are
installed on the user's PC Updates are
provided on diskettes or on CD ROM

The data delivered on diskettes does not
include images due to storage space
constraints. The database delivered on
CD-ROM includes approximately 500
images In a later version, video
seorences mav be made available,

- Remote access
The latest version of the ExpRes database
is maintained on a host computer at
ESRIN Users connect to the host via the
ESA Data Dissemination Network (DDN)

and X 25 PSPDN, using communications
software included in the system

The user interface is identical for both the
local and the remote system (Fig 9)

Figure 8. A search result list, displayed after searching for
microgravity experiments on Texus 13

Hardware and software requirements
MGDB uses Fulcrum's Ful/Text software for
its information retrieval This is delivered to
the user with the system

On the PC, the following basic configuration
is required:

- Microsoft Windows version 3.0 or later

- 10 MB of free hard-disk space (mostly for
data) or a CD-ROM reader.

N/GDB for Macintosh computers will be
ready for distribution in early 1994. The
requirements will be:

- 4MB of RAM

- Svstem 7 or a laler version

- 10 MB of hard disk space (mostly for
data) or a CD-ROM reader.

Figure 9. The client-server
architecture
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Project Status

Data collection
The experiment descriptions have been collected from two sources

1, The European User Support and Operation Centres (USOC) - CADN/OS in France,
N/USC in Germany, DUC in the Netherlands and MARS in ltaly - compiled information
on European missions, under a contract with ESA Leading ESA microgravity scientists
monitored the quality of the work. The experiment collection is presently being enlarged,

The Fluids and Materials Processing Experiments (FAME) database, compiled by
C Winter and J. Jones (NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama) and
sponsored by NASA Headquarters' Microgravity Science and Applications Division. ESA
and NASA have signed an agreement concerning the exchange of data between the two
organisations.

In the future, it is planned that NASA will compile experiment descriptions from U.S missions,
while the USOCs will focus on European missions. The data will be exchanged and made
available to the user community at regular intervals.

Moreover, 15 000 microgravity-related bibliographical references to published and
unpublished ('grey') literature have been collected from databases hosted by ESA-IRS at
ESRIN. These are not, howeveI part of N/GDB at the moment.

User involvement
The user community was not only involved during the user requirements phase, but also
during the implementation of the software Since the start of the implementation phase in the
Spring ol 1992, regular meetings between the contractor and the ESA prolect team at
ESRIN the ESA establishment in ltaly assured that the development of the software
progressed well Pre-releases of MGDB received from the contractor were presented at
various workshops and conferences, such as COSPAR in Washington (1992) and the ELGRA
annual meeting (1993), and during the data collection progress meetings. Comments on the
user-interface were taken into account to imorove user friendliness,

Documentation management
N/GDB was developed in conjunction with three other systems needed for ESA
administration Common requirements between such diverse data as microgravity
experiments and, for example, legal text, had been identified

Moreover, the system will be used in ESA's Envisat-1 project, by the ESA team in Toulouse,
in the Technical Information and Documentation Centre and in the Directorate of
Ielecommunications both at ESTEC.

For further information about acceqsing
MGDB. contact:

ESR/N DPE/IM
Via Galileo Galilei
00044 Frascati
Italy

Fax: +39.6.94180649
G
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European Astronaut Training in Houston

O. Chiarenza
Astronaut Support and Training Division, European Astronauts Centre (EAC).,

Cologne, Germany

Three European astronauts are presently
training at NASA's Johnson Space Center
(JSC) in Houston. They are Claude Nicollier,
Maurizio Cheli and Jean-Franqois Clervoy. All

three are Space Shuttle Mission Specialists,
the astronauts who are responsible for on-
board activities planning, resource
management and experiment payload
operations during a mission.

They are in different phases of their Mission
Specialist training: Maurizio Cheli and Jean-
Franqois Clervoy have successfully
completed their astronaut candtdacy period
and have recently entered the Advanced
Training phase (Fig.1), while Claude Nicollier
is in Mission Training, preparing to be a
crewmember of the e

'n First Servicing Miss

ison related article, The

and training support First Servicing Mission, in this issue)

Three European astronauts are currently training as Space Shuttle
Mission Specialists at NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston.
Two of the astronauts, Maurizio Cheli and Jean-Frangois Glervoy,
recently became members of NASA's 'astronaut pool' and have
entered the Advanced Training phase. The third one, Claude
Nicollier, is now preparing for the mission to service the Hubble
Space Telescope in December.

Figurel. The phases ol
NASAs astronaut training
programme, from
recruitment to the lirst
flight

The training of Maurizio Cheli and
Jean-Frangois Clervoy
Maurizio Cheli and Jean-Frangois Clervoy
were selected as European Astronaut
Candidates by the European Astronauts

Centre in May 1992. After a short period of
introductory training at the Centre in

Cologne, Germany, they joined NASA's
Astronaut Candidate (ASCAN) Training
Programme, Class of 1992. NASA had

decided to give that class an international
character and accepted five non-American
candidates (two from ESA, two from the
Canadian Space Agency and one from
Japan's National Space Development
Agency) in addition to 19 candidates from
the U.S.

The ASCAN Training Programme lasts
12 months, and consists of 36weeks of Basic
Training, followed by l6weeks of Advanced
Training. Cheli and Clervoy began their Basic
Training in August1992

The Basic Training programme
The Basic Training follows a progression,
with each session building on the previous
one and becoming increasingly specific to

the Space Shuttle and its systems. Subjects
covered include:
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Figure 2. Maurizio Cheli,
with Japanese astronaut
Koichi Wakata, during land
survival training

Figure 3. Jean-
Frangois Clervoy preparing
for familiarisation training
with the T-38 jet at
Ellington Field, near JSC

- The flying of the T38 supersonic jet trainer
Th^ +, ,h^-m^n+aln 1f tha Qnana Qhrritlo

- 
| rrE ru|uoil tu|tdtJ ut Lt ru uvquu ut tuLus

system
The functions and operations of the
Shr riilo'c crrctomc

- Onerations and nrocedures for Shuttle
mtsstons

- Applied sciences and technologies.

In preparation for the T38 flight activities, the
candidates studied aircraft systems and
navigation rules They also participaled in
practical courses on land survival. water
survival. emergency egress procedures and
parasailing, whrch are conducted at various
military bases The candidates training to be
Shuttle Pilols were then checked-out to fly in

the front seat of the T38, while the Mission
Specialists were ce(ified to fly in that aircraft
as co-pilots,

The core of the Basic Training programme,
however, consists of training on the Shuttle
systems and operations The students tackled
each system according to a phased
approach: first self-study, then classroom
lectures, and finally hands-on training They
first worked on their own, studying the basics
of the system from a workbook They then
received a functional overview of each
system through a computer-based lesson
This was followed by classroom lectures
given by experts: Mission Operation staff
described the use of each system,
Engineering Directorate stafl explained the
ralionale behind the design of each system,
and finally experienced aslronauts provided
the 'user s point of view on each system

The classmembers then received hands-on
training in a series of sessions on a simulator,
lha Qinnlo Qvcrom Tr:i1g1'(SST) The SST
sessions were structured to gradually
introduce the students to the system's
operational environment, first by mastering its

nominal operations, then by facing some
significant malfu nctions

Other lectr rres niven covered the aslronaut S

on-board tasks and the main procedures to
be followed during the various phases of lhe
flinhl Thp cnionno lontr rroc qnannod e raiido,,,Y,,.

range of space-orienled appilcations: from
life sciences to material sciences and fluid
physics, from Earlh science to oceanography
and Earth observation, from astronomy to
planetary science and space physrcs They
were given in part by guest lecturers from
universities and scientific institutions. and in
part by other lVission Specialists with
experience in space experimentation

I
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The candidate astronauts also participated in
many other related and educational activities,

such as:

- tours of the JSC Laboratories, other NASA

centres, and contractor facilities

- swimming practice and obtaining their
scuba diving qualifications

- coaching in media relations and public

speaKrng

- presentations on spaceflight history,

NASA's future programmes and the
programmes of other space agencies

- discussions with former astronauts and
other experts in the field

The Advanced Training programme
Maurizio Cheli and Jean-Frangois Clervoy,
along with their classmates, began the

Advanced Training in mid April 1993. The

Advanced Training period for NASA

astronauts may last up to 18 months, the first

four months of which is part of the ASCAN

Training Programme (Fig 1).

During this phase of training, the ASCANS

continued the sessions on the SST simulator
in order to maintain their knowledge of

Shuttle systems At the same time, they

began new courses on Shuttle operations
that are common to all flights (ascent, in-orbit
flight, de-orbit/entry), and on common
mission support systems, such as the
Payload Deployment and Retrieval System
(PDRS) which includes the robotic arm, and
the Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) system
The lessons on Shuttle operations were

administered to small groups of students in a
fully functional replica of the Shuttle cockpit,
called the Shuttle Mission Simulator, where
students can learn to interact with many

systems at the same time, The PDRS and
EVA courses were given individually in
various dedicated facilities The students also

undertook proficiency flights in the T-38 jet

during this training phase.

In parallel with those activities, the
candidates started to work on 'technical

assignments' These assignments, which are
oart of the 'collateral duties' of the astronauts
not training for a specific mission, consist of
part{ime involvement in design and
development work related to Shuttle systems
and operations, with participation in
meetings. working groups. tests and actual
mission support activities Jean-Franqois
Clervoy was assigned to the support of
hardware and software development of the
robotic arm, and Maurizio Cheli was

assigned to the testing of the Shuttle flight
software in the Shuttle Avionics Integration
Laboratory. For both astronauts, other

assignments in support of ESA programmes
are foreseen in the near future.

New members of NASAs 'astronaut pool'

In total, at the end of the first year of training,
each ASCAN had undergone about
750 hours of classroom instruction, about
100 hours in the Single System Trainer, about
40 hours in the Shuttle Mission Simulator, and
around 100 hours of flying time

During a ceremony at JSC s Astronaut Office
on 3 August1993, the Director of Flight Crew

Operations awarded an official astronaut
certification to each of Ihe 24 candidates of

the first international astronaut class. A few

days later, during the annual NASA astronaut
reunion, they each received the traditional
astronaut oin

Today. Maurizio Cheli and Jean-Franqois
Clervoy, while steadily progressing in their
Advanced Training programme, are part of
NASA's 'astronaut pool' and will soon be
eligible to fly on future Shuttle missions. They

can reasonably expect to receive an
assignment in the course of the next year, for
a flight in 1995-96 The experience that the

two European astronauts, both young by
astronaut standards. will have gained by
then, both on ground and in space, will

undoubtedly be useful for the future
European crewed flight programme

The training of Claude Nicollier
The third ESA astronaut training in Houston
is Claude Nicollier. He has been stationed at
JSC for several years, where he has gained
a broad experience in Shuttle systems and
operations. He flew on the 5T3-46 mission in

August1992, during which he played a
prominent role in the deployment of ESA's

Eureca satellite using the Shuttle's robotic
arm.

Preparing for the HST Servicing Mission
A few months later, he was assigned to the
5T5-61 mission, which will undertake the
in-orbit servicing of the Hubble Space
Telescope (HSl. fhe mission is expected to
be launched in December.

That mission will require extensive use of
the Shuttles robotic arm, the Remote
Manipulator System, not only to retrieve the
huge instrument, place it in the cargo bay of
the Shuttle for servicing and later deploy it to
its final orbit, but also to move the mission
specialists to the various servicing locattons

on the HST during five six-hour periods of
EVA Claude Nicollier will be the main
operator of that arm, controlling it remotely
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Figure 4. Claude Nicollier
(right) at the controls of
the Remote Manipulator
System during a training
session in JSC's
Manipulator Development
Facility. Ken Bowersox, the
pilot for the mission,
watches the manoeuvre on
the monitor.

from within the Shuttle He will also fulfil the
role of Mission Specialist 2 (MS 2) for the
mission, The MS-2 on a Shuttle mission has
a function similar to that of the flight engineer
on an aircraft: he cooperates with the
commander and the pilot during some
phases of the flight (such as ascent. descent
and landing) by fulfilling a number of tasks
relating to, for example, navigation,
communication, and the exeeution of
procedures.

Claude Nicollier began training for the 5T5-61
mission in January 1993 (at launch minus 11

months). He has been training in the two
areas of expertise that are required for his
role in the mission: as an MS-2 and as the
nnar.fAr nf iha rnl.rniin-, .,,- ,---.,- arm

MS-2 training
The MS 2 training has mainly consisted of
participating in simulations of selected
phases of the flight, such as ascent and
insertion into orbit, de-orbit and re-entry into
the atmosphere, approach and landing, and
rendez-vous and proximity operations,

The simulations have been performed mostly
in the Shuttle Mission Simulators (Fixed Base
or Motion Base), which can reproduce with
great fidelity the functional interfaces
between the crew and the various Shuttle
subsystems, under normal operating
conditions as well as under degraded
conditions. Based on the instructional goals
established, different types of simulation have
been conducted ranging, for example, from
nominal to contingency operations, or from

skill improvement to proficiency maintenance.
Claude Nicollier therefore has had the
opportunity to further his knowledge of the
Shuttle systems, to practise the flight
procedures, and to exercise coordination and
synergy with the other crewmembers
(particularly the commander and the pilot)
and especially in the presence of major
malfunctions

As the launch date approaches, the simula-
tion scenarios have become increasingly
realistic, evolving from standardised, flight-
similar sequences to load-specific conditions
in which the simulator has been driven by
the actual flight software and has followed
the actual mission model, Claude Nicollier
has been spending up to 20 hours per week
in the Shuttle Mission Simulators.

Training on the robotic arm
The training on the operation of the Remote
Manipulator System has also been very
demanding for Claude Nicollier. He has had
to become very familiar with the configuration
of the HST and its replacement hardware.
This has also included a number of
simulations

The simulations have been conducted using
ditferent facilities, the characteristics of which
complement each other in emphasising the
various aspects of the training:

- the Manipulator Development Facility, for
the realistic views of the payload layout

- the Shuttle Engineering Simulator for an
accurate representation of the visual
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Figure 5. As part of the
virtual reality training for
the mission,
Claude Nicollier operates
the virtual robotic arm
from a workstation, while
mission specialist
Jeff Hoffman, wearing a tri-
dimensional helmet and
special gloves and working
in simulated EVA
conditions, 'sees' and
'touches' the telescope's
hardware. Other 5T5-61
crewmembers observe the
exercise (from left to right):
Tom Akers (mission
specialist), Ken Bowersox
(pilot), Dick Covey (mission
commander), and
Kathy Thornton (mission
specialist).

appearance of the arm and its dynamic
behaviour
the Shuttle Mrssion Simulator, for the
capability to reproduce the arm
malfunctions and the interaction with the

Shuttle.

A tool that has been used for the first time in
mission training is virtual reality simulation.
That tool has been developed by the
Automation and Robotic Division of JSC s

Engineering Directorate, and includes three-

dimensional models of the Space Shuttle
'Endeavour' and its robotic arm, as well as oI

the full HST In the simulation, a Mission

Specialist wearing a special helmet and
nlnriac nan qoo' and tnr rnh tho toloqcnnp
v,vvve

hardware, as he is moved around by the

virtual robotic arm controlled by

Claude Nicollier from a computer workstation
(Fig 5). In this way, the two astronauts can
refine the positioning of the arm and test the

method of exchanging information that they

will use during the delicate phases of the

soace work

Other training
ln order to validate the preliminary timelines
and the procedures for the mission's EVAs,

Claude Nicollier has also participated in tests

at the Neutral Buoyancy Facilities at JSC and
Marshall Space Flight Center, in which the

servicing of the HST in weightlessness
conditions has been simulated, During these

simulations, he has perfected the voice
protocols that he will use during the mission

to communicate with the crewmembers
engaged in the EVA work.

He has also undergone some training to
familiarise himself with the photo and video
equipment to be used in orbit, including the
wide-format IMAX camera which will film the

most spectacular scenes of the space work
on the HST.

In this busy schedule, Claude Nicollier has

also been undertaking the usual flight
proficiency training required as a co-pilot of
NASAs two trainer lets: the supersonic T-38

and a Cessna 'Citation 2', the teamwork-
oriented Mission Specialist Training Aircraft

The final training
In the weeks before the launch date, the
mission training has been concentrating on

so-called Joint Integrated Simulations, in

which the flight crew, Mission Control Center
staff, and HST science and engineering
specialists rehearse together the most

significant phases of the mission in a
simulated, flighf like environment,

For Claude Nicolliel his fellow crewmembers
and the ground teams, this is the final,
valuable opportunity to test their preparation
and to exercise the required coordination that
will substantially increase the probability of

success of their difficult mission G
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Europe's Contribution to the Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)
Meteoroid and Debris lmpact Analysis

W. Flury
Mission operations Department, European space operations centre (ESoc),
Darmstadt, Germanv

Space debris and meteoroids in near-
Earth space
Spacecraft orbiting the Earth risk being hit by
natural particles (meteoroids or cosmic dust)
or by man-made objects (space debris).
Space debris is any man-made and non-
functional object in space regardless of
whether it is still whole or whether it has
fragmented. Thus, space debris includes

The near-Earth space is increasingly populated with operational
spacecraft and space debris that could become a serious hasard to
future space activities. To gain more information on small debris
and meteoroids, surfaces and materials that have been exposed to
the space environment are analysed after their return to ground. To
further study that environment, NASA's Long Duration Exposure
Facility (LDEF) spent 68 months in low Earth orbit. About 34 000
'impact records' have been identified; their size ranges from a few
microns to several millimetres.

Several European laboratories and institutes are analysing the
material and data collected. Some areas being investigated are the
distribution and statistics of impacts, the morphology of impact
features, the speed of impact and the chemical composition of the
impacting particles, and the improvement of current debris and
meteoroid models. The experience gained with LDEF is of
paramount importance for the post-flight investigation of ESA's
Eureca satellite and the solar arrays that will be returned from the
Hubble Space Telescope in December.

satellites and rocket upper stages that have
completed their mission, and fragments of
satellites and rocket bodies. Currently the
United States' space surveillance network is
tracking more than 7300 satellites and
orbiting debris larger than about 10 cm.
using powerful radars and optical telescopes
About half of these objects are fragments
from rocket and satellite breakups.

Space debris is an issue of great concern to
all spacefaring nations. Although at present
most space activities have only a small risk
of being affected by debris, in the long term,
a serious degradation of the near-Earth

space environment could occur. Assuming
that the current practices in space continue,
independent investigations have concluded
that the risk of collision will reach an
unacceptable level, particularly in those
regions that are most heavily used, for
example, in the geostationary belt (36 000 km
above the Earth's equator) and at altitudes
between 900 and 1500 km.

Information on particles smaller than about
1 mm is obtained mostly through special
detectors carried by spacecraft or through
the analysis of material that has been
exposed to the space environment. Analysis
of the damage made on the surface of a
returning spacecraft (Fig. 1 and 2) provides
information on the meteoroid and micro-
debris populations. These 'impact records'
can also point to fragmentation events of
satellites and rocket stages.

Before the space age began, information on
the meteoroid pooulation was obtained
through the observation of meteors and
meteorites and the analysis of the zodiacal
light (A 'meteoroid' is the particle in space
while a 'meteor' is the phenomenon when a
meteoroid is passing through the Earth's
atmosphere. A meteorord that survives the
passage through the atmosphere and
reaches the Earth's surface is known as a
'meteorite') The meteoroid population is the
result of highly dynamical processes which
include catastrophic collisions among
particles, and of Poynting-Robertson drag, a
decelerating force produced by the re-
radiation of light from a particle in orbit
around the Sun The lifetime of meteoroids
smaller than about 100 microns (cosmic dust)
is limited by Poynting-Robertson drag to
about 104 to 10syears. The dust spirals in
toward the Sun and then evaporates Very
small, micron-sized meteoroids (the beta-
meteoroids) are expelled from the solar
system on hyperbolic trajectories. The lifetime
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of meteornir^ls larnpr than abOut 100 miCrons
is limited by collisions also to about 101 to
10s years Therefore, the meteoroid
population must be continuously replenished.
Sources are comets, collisions between
asteroids, and interstellar dust

Figure 3 shows the cumulative flux or
number of meteoroid and debris particles
passing through a given surface area at an
altitude of 500 km in a year. These flux
curves were derived from dust experiments
on several spacecraft and analysis of material
returned from space (for example, the Solar
Max and Palapa satellites), which provided
direct information on the terrestrial parlicle
envrronment

Small debris is the result of material erosion
processes. space vehicle breakups and solid

Figurel. Part of the LDEF
surface covered with
impact records

Figure 2a. Perforation
holes on the LDEF surface,
with halo zones around the
hole

Figure 2b. Perforation hole
created by an oblique
impact

Figure 2c. lmpact crater on
the LDEF surface
(Courtesy of University of
Kent, Canterbury, UK)

"so
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Figure 3. Cumulative llux
of meteoroids and debris
passing through an area of
1 m2 in near-Earth space in
a year, at an altitude of
500 km. The flux of debris
exceeds the flux of
meteoroids except for
particles with a diametel
between 0.02 and 0.3 mm.

Figure 4. The LDEF's altitude during the mission. The decrease is due to atmos'
pheric drag, which reached particularly high values during the solar maximum of
1990 (high solar activity increases atmospheric density)' The number of impacts
received during a mission is related to the spacecraft's altitude.

motor firing, Since 1957, more than 110

breakups have been observed. Most o{ them
are explosions of rocket upper stages which
can generate several hundred fragments that
are observable from ground The most

significant breakups since October 1990 are

listed in Table 1

The LDEF spacecraft
NASA's Long Duration Exposure Facility
(LDEF) was deployed on 7 April 1984 by

STS-41C in an almost circular orbit at an

altitude of 477 km and an inclination of
28.5 degrees. lt had a surface area of 150 m2

that was exposed to the environment in the
low Earth orbit (LEO) for a long period One
of its purposes was to gather in situ
measurements of the meteoroid and debris
environment in LEO lt carried 57

experiments covering four areas:

- materials, coatings and thermal systems

- power and propulsion

- scrence

- electronics and optics.

Although it was planned to retrieve the LDEF

after ten months, its retrieval was postponed

because of the Space Shuttle 'Challenger'
(STS 51L) accident lt was eventually
recovered 68 months after launch, on

12January 1990. This delay provided the
opportunity to gather much more data than
had been planned, At the time of retrieval,

the orbital altitude had decreased to 335 km
(Fis 4).

The LDEF spacecraft was an open-grid,
12-sided, cylindrical structure (Fig 5) lt was

9,1 m long and 4,3 m in diameter. A series of
rectangular trays used for mounting
exoeriment hardware was attached to the

lnternational
designation Object Country Launch date

Fragmentation
date

Apogee altitude/
perigee altitude Objects tracked
(km) (detected)

1990 81 D

1990 - 105 A
1983 - 127 H
1991 - 09J
1975 - 052 B

1991 - 71 A
1985 1 18 L
1968 - 81 E

1984 - 106 F

1989 - 04F
1992 - 93 B

1993 - 16 B

Long March 4
DMSP 2_5
Upper stage / SL-12

SL-B / 2nd stage
noli2 2n.l at2^c

Kosmos 2163
SL-12

Titan 3 C Transtage
SL-12

SL-12

SL-l6
SL-l6

3 September 90

1 990
1 983
1 991

1 975
199.1

1 985
1 968
1 984
1 989
1992
1 993

4 October 90
1 December 90

3 February 91

5 March 91

May 91

6 December 91

29 December 91

21 February 92
u vuvrv' ' 'vv' vL

17l18 December 92
26 December 92

28 March 93

895/876
850/61 0

18962t332
172011460

1 100

214t133
1 8900/700
35800/351 00

B4B/B3O

1 8632/1 85

854/849
B5O/B4B

B.l

>50
12

>50
> 200

e (20 - 30)

26
20

62

75 100

204
20 -25

China
USA

USSR

USSR

USA

USSR

USSF

USA

CIS

crs
CIS

CIS

Tablel. Breakups that have occurred since October1990 and have created more than 10 trackable fragments. Since 1961' 116 breakups

have occurredi 42were propulsion-related,44 deliberate, and 26 of unknown cause. The total number of fragments generated is not
known since only large pieces can be tracked from ground. There were no maior breakups between May1988 and September1990.
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structure Since the LDEF was gravity-
gradient stabilised (with the longitudinal axis
pointing toward the centre of the Earth),
surface elements were fixed relative to the
spacecrafl s velocity veclor. Magnetic
actuators controlled the rotation around the
longitudinal axis The nominal leading
surface was the east face (row 9), and lhe
nominal trailing surface was the west face
(row 3). Thus, studies of the LDEF's impact
records will provide directional resolution of
the flux of meleoroids and snar:e dchric
parrcres

Expected impacts based on standard
meteoroid and debris models
Depending on lhe velocity distributions ol
meteoroids, it was expected that the leading
surface of the LDEF would receive 12 to 30
times more impacts from particles with a
diameter of 0.5 mm than the trailing surface
would receive, Analyses based on state-of-
the-art debris and meteoroid reference
models predicted that the LDEF would
receive about 4000 impacts by particles
larger than 0'1 mm and about 3 impacts by
particles larger than 1 mm

European space debris and meteoroid
experiments on LDEF
The design of space debris and meteoroid
experiments is inherently difficult ldeally, a
scientist would like to measure the number of

l- .-_
rr---i

a
al
.r \-

Figure 5. The LDEF
spacecraft

impacts, the impact velocrty (magnitude and
direction), and the mass, density and
chemical composition of the impacting
particle Howeve6 because of the high
velocity at the time of impact, the impacting
particles are physically destroyed during tre
crater formation process and become mrxed
with the target material ldentification of the
major components may still be possible but
information on the velocity, incident direction
and particle density is generally difficult to
ascertain

Table 2 European experiments on LDEF (or with European involvement)
relating to meteoroids and debils

Experiment Prime Investigator Remark

f6

t ?

French Cooperative
Parrln:d /Frocnna\

J -C Mandevi le

CERT/ONERA, Toulouse
(France) and others

Chemical and isotopic
measurements of

mrcrometeoro ds by

secondary ron mass

spectrometry (SIMS)

E Zinner
Washington University
St Louis, Vlissouri (USA)

The SIMS measurements
were done in collaboration
with MPI fur Kernphysrk,

Heidelberg
(E K Jessberger)

Mu tiple foi micro-abras on
package (MAP)

JAM McDonnel
University of Kent

Canterbury (UK)

A high resoluton study of
ultra-heavy cosmic ray

nuclei (UHCRE)

D O'Sullrvan
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Figure 6. The capture-cell
experiment used to
determine the chemical
and isotopic composition
of the impactor. A small
particle penetrates the foil
at high velocity and may
be disrupted in the
process, spreading a

shower of debris. This
shower hits the target
plate, is further disrupted,
melts and is vapourised.
The projectile material
from the impact zone
recondenses on the
backside of the foil and on
other surfaces.

European laboratories and institutes provided
or contributed to three of the impact-analysis
experiments on board the LDEF (Table 2)

Although a fourth experiment had a very
different objective, the impact records that it

received provided important data for impact
analysrs.

The French Cooperative Payload (Frecopa)

experiment
One of the purposes of the Frecopa
experiment was to determine the number of
imoacts, and the size and chemical
composition of the impacting cosmic dust
and debris oarticles.

Iwo entirely passive experiments for the
detection of micrometeoroids and debris
were conducted. They were located on the
trailing surface (row 3) of the spacecraft A

total area of about 2000 cm2 was exposed to
the space environment In one experiment, a

set of glass and metal samples (Al, Au, Cu,
W, stainless steel) was used, ln the other,

multi-laver thin foil detectors were used,

In addition to these dedicated experiments, a
large variety of materials placed on the same

tray (8500 cm2) was exposed to the
bombardment of microparticles while the
LDEF was in orbit and thus orovide
additional data.

Chemical and isotopic measurements of
micrometeoroids by secondary lon mass

spectromeuy
This joint US-German experiment was a
capture-cell type experiment. The principle
behind it is shown in Figure 6.

This experiment consisted of 237 capture
cells, each measuring B6 x 9 4 cm, located
on three different rows. The target material
(germanium wafers) was of very high purity,

which is essential for the determination of the

comoosition of the deoosit After the
experiment returned, the deposit left in the

capture cell would be analysed to determine
its chemical composition.

After the return of the LDEE however, it was
found that all capture cells on the leading-
edge tray had lost their plastic-metal foil that
covered the target plate, due to atomic
oxygen erosion Only 12 of Ihe 77 cells on

the trailing edge had retained theirs. Thus,

some of the deposits from impacting
particles were lost

The Multiple-Foil Micro Abrasion Package
(MAP)

The MAP experiment is also a capture-cell
type experiment, Each MAP detector consists
of two foils and a pure, polished stop plate to
catch fragments of impacting particles. The
capture-cell system was formed between the
top and the second foil surface Aluminium
foils with a thickness of 1.5 to 30 microns
were used. Rolled brass with a nominal
thickness of 5 microns was also flown to
permit chemical discrimination of residues
from aluminium-bearing space debris

The MAP exoeriment orovides information on
impactor velocity, density, angle of incidence,
and chemical composition The MAP
detectors were deployed on the leading
surface (row 9), the trailing surface (row 3),

and rows 6 and 12 as well as on the space-
pointing face.

The Ultra High Cosmic Ray Experiment
(UHCRE)
The purpose of this fourth experiment was
not impact analysis. however, the 18 m2 of
thermal blankets and the trays used in the
experiment were covered with a large
number of impact records of various sizes
that were used for impact analysis. The
largest crater on the thermal blankets has a
diameterof25mm

First results of visual inspection
After the LDEF returned to ground, the larger
impact records were documented in great
detail The size, type, location and additional
characteristics of all impact records larger
than about 03 mm were registered with
digitised, stereo, colour imaging. About 5000
impact records were registered; they consist
of impact craters and penetration holes
larger than 0.5 mm in diameter for thick
surfaces, or larger than 03 mm in diameter
for thinner, blankeftype material

A first survey identified a total of about
34 000 impact records on all space-exposed
surfaces, including 3119 records larger than

tto
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0,5 mm on the entire vehicle The largest
impact record identified was a 5.25 mm
diameter crater located on a frame facing the
direction of velocity

These figures agree roughly with the number
of expected impacts,

First results of detailed analysis
After the visual inspection of the LDEF, a
more detailed analysis of the impact records
began European investigators specifically
examined impact statistics, the morphology
of impact features and the chemical
composition of the impacting material

Ratio of particle size to crater diameter
ln an effort to understand the nature and
characteristics of the impact records, an
experimental simulation was undertaken
Glass, aluminium, and iron projectiles with
masses ranging from about 30 nanograms to
several milligrams. were shot at spare foils
from the UHCRE The shots were performed
using a light-gas gun (by Ernst-Mach
Institute. Germany) and plasma accelerators
(by TU Munich, Germany) lmpact velocities
ranged from about 3 to 13 km/s

Characteristic impact craters and perforation
holes were produced Their sizes and
morphologies were compared to respective
projectile impact parameters obtained from
the LDEF The same crater characteristics
were obtained in the simulation as on the
LDEF The ratio of the diameter of the crater
to impacting particle size was determined for
a range of impact velocities. Depending on
the rmpact velocity, the ratio varies between
about 1.5 and 5.

For impacts at hypervelocity (more than
several km/s), the volume of the craters
formed is proportional to the kinetic energy
of the projectile

'Halo zones' around perforation holes, as
were observed on the exposed LDEF foils
(Fig 2a), were also obtained during the
simulation They were found to be
delamrnation effects within the layers of foil,
caused by the propagation of impact shock
waves and the subsequent effect of atomic
oxygen

Chemical composition
The chemical composition of an impacting
particle is difficult to determine because, due
to the high impact speed, little of the material
survives unaltered The particle vapourises
and then re-condenses on the surrounding
surfaces. Although capture-cell experiments

were designed to allow the identification of
the composition of the impacting particles,
the layer of impact debris collected on the
surfaces is too thin to be seen using either
an optical or a scanning electron
mrcroscope.

Using Secondary lon Mass Spectrometry
(SIMS), a technique that is sufficiently
sensitive to analyse the deposits that are only
05 to 5 monolayers Ihick,24 impact records
on germanium lrom trailing-edge capture
cells that had lost their plastic-metal forl were
analysed Histograms for elemental ratios
were established and compared with
interplanetary dust partrcles Magnesium was
found to be the most abundant element
compared to iron, aluminium, calcium, and
titanium lmpact records that contain
primarily aluminium were not detected

The first results obtained from the trailing
c2ntr rra nallc aro

- There are large variations of elemental
ratios within a given impact record,
indicating that the projectile had a
heterogeneous chemical composition.

- At least 750/o oI the impact records
analysed appear to be caused by
micrometeoroids.

- Comparison with simulation impact
records indicates that most LDEF impact
records analysed were caused by small
(less than 10 microns) projectiles,

Morphology of impact craters and impact
stallsllcs
The impact records observed showed similar
features: approximately ci rcular symmetry,
evidence of melting and fusion, and a raised
circumferential lip (not on thermal covers)
(Fig 2c)

The MAP experiment showed that, with
aluminium foils with a thickness of 5 microns
or more, the penetration distributions differ
significantly depending on the face on which
the detector was located For foils with a
thickness of 20 microns or more, natural
particles penetrate more often, yielding fluxes
compatible with a geocentric velocity of
approximately 17.4 km/s For thinner foils
(located on the leading surface and on the
north and south faces). orbital particles
exceed the natural component by about a
factor of four (5 microfoils) Although in

terrestrially-bound orbits, the origin of
particles has not yet been established
exclusively as space debris

A comparison of the particle flux from the
Russian Mir spacecraft and the LDEF is
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shown in Figure 7. On the LDEE the test
area was facing the direction opposite the
direction of motion (or trailing edge and
therefore would receive fewer impacts) while
on Mir, the experiment surface was pointing
in different directions The data from the
LDEF are in agreement with current models
(although there is very little other data
available for crater diameters of less than
10 microns). The flux figures diverge
significantly for crater diameters of less than
40 microns and the difference is most
marked for the smallest diameters
(0.5 micron)

Other results
Scientists in the U S made an important
discovery with another LDEF experiment, the
Interplanetary Dust Experiment (lDE), which
was designed to detect impacts of extra-
terrestrial oarticles and orbital debris for

Conclusion
The LDEF has contributed unioue. rn silu
measurements and data to the knowledge of
the natural and man-made sub-millimetre
particle population in near-Earth space. From
the analyses carried out to date, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

- In general, the number of particle impacts
received agrees largely with current
models As expected, there were more
impacts on the leading surfaces than on
the trailing ones. However, the number of
impacts on trailing edges is significantly
higher than expected

- The higher than expected number of
impacts on the trailing side points to the
existence of debris oarticles in elliotical
orbits, eg geostationary transfer orbits
(GTOs) This indicates a deficiency in

current debris models which do not take
into account fragmentations rn GTO. lt also

+hn+ onnnnnraft in | trO thai ranrrirolllEql lJ Ll laL DPougvlqrL ilr LLv urqL ruvuilv

protection also need shielding on rear
surfaces

- The LDEF experiments show that impacts
often occurred in bursts typically lasting 3
to 5 minutes, Such spatially and
temporarily confined events have a similar
signature as one would get from a
fragmentation occurring in a Molniya-type
orbit

- The LDEF investigations regarding
meteoroid and debris impacts provide
relevant experience for the post-flight
investigations of the European Retrievable
Carrier (Eureca) and the solar arrays to be
returned from the Hubble Space
Telescope (see photos of impact records
on Eureca in the 'ln Brief' section of this
rssue) G

Figure 7. Comparison of
particle flux data from the
Russian Mir and the LDEF
missions

particles ranging in size from 0 2 to
100 microns The IDE occuoied oortions of
six trays, one each on the leading and
trailing surfaces, the Earth and space ends,
and the north- and south-facing rows The
time of each impact was recorded during the
first 348 days in orbit (with a resolution of
about 13 seconds).

The IDE showed that impacts often occurred
in bursts typically lasting 3 to 5 minutes Such
spatially and temporarily confined events
could result from the impacts from a
fragmentation on a Molniya{ype orbit
Molniya orbits have a 12-hour period, have
an eccentricity near 072 and are of high
inclination (63.4 degrees).
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The Habitability Mini-Laboratory: Testing
the Tools of Space Habitat Architecture

M. Novara
Mechanical Systems Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands*

lntroduction
Living in the closed, confined environment of

a spacd station for a Iong period and under
the unusual conditions of microgravity,

introduces crew members to a wlde range
of problems, which are not only of a
physiological but also of a psychological
nature, The architecture of their living
quarters, the so-called habitation module, in

which they will eat, sleep, relax and exercise,

can influence the crew's well-being and

Living in the closed, confined environment of a space station for a

long period and under microgravity conditions, crew members can
encounter problems of a physiological and also a psychological
nature. The architecture of their living quarters can greatly
influence their well-being and their efficiency.

Simulation of a proposed architecture and of human movement
within that architecture is the most effective way to evaluate the
design. Two simulation tools, Computer'Aided Design (CAD)

software tools and a mock-up on a smaller scale, were used to
'construct' several proposed architectures. Those models were then
evaluated to determine the investigation methods that should be

used in future architectural development proiects.

' Currenlly witn the System
Engineering and
Programmalrcs Deparlment
at ESTEC

efficiency. Simulation of the architecture and
of human movement within that architecture
is the most effective way to evaluate the
proposed design of the habitation module.

For the past few years, ESA has been

studying how to best support the long-

duration presence of humans in space. in

preparation for future crewed space missions

in low Earth orbit (LEO) As part of that work
the Long-Term Programme Office (LTPO) of

ESA's Directorate of Space Station and
Microgravity has defined the required
habitability technologies in its European

Manned Space Infrastructure (EMSI) which
has been widely used as a reference

scenaro

ESTEC s Life Support and Habitability
Section has carried out a series of in-house

studies on the architecture of space habitats

both in LEO and on the Moon and planetary

surfaces, The work has included the

evaluation of simulation tools that are used

in architectural design In that study, referred

to as the Habitability Mini-Laboratory, users

compared habitation modules created using

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software tools

and a reduced-scale mock-uP of the

habitation module, on the basis of such
parameters as ergonomy and psychological

acceptability of the design The objective
was to identify the investigation methods
based on simulation tools that should be

used to evaluate the design of space
habitation modules, including the definition

of investigation criteria and test methods,

and the assessment of the reliability of

results

Habitation module configurations
There are two basic designs of a habitation
module for a space station in LEO (Fig 1a):

- a vertical-axis cylinder (the typical Skylab
configuration)

- a horizontal-axis cylinder (the typtcal
Columbus Attached Laboratory/Space
Station Freedom and Mir configuration).

In turn, the layout of the habitation module
can be classifred according to two main

criteria:

- the orientation of the interior design, for
example, whether it is oriented in an

Earth-like way (Fig 1b), or whether all of

the module's 'rooms' or decks are

oriented in one or different waYs

- the degree of flexibility and
reconfigurability of the internal structure
and equrpment, i e whether the

components of the structure and the

equipment can be used for more than
one task or whether they can be easily

reconfigured to be used for another task
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HOUSE configuration

2a. Overall view of the interior. On the top deck are the sleeping quarters (left)
and the galley (right). On the middle deck are the exercise facilities (right) and
the hygiene lacilities (left). Supplies and the life support systems are on the
bottom deck.

Figurel. Basic designs of a habitation module
for a space station in LEO

The Habitability Mini-Laboratory study
The architectural projects used
Three proposed designs for the habitation
module that had been developed in Europe
and submitted to ESA, were selected for this
study, notably because they were the most
elaborated, i.e more detailed drawings and
specifications for equipment were available
Each design was based on the European
Space Station reference configuration for a
LEO base as specified by EMSI That
configuration assumes a crew of three or
four members permanently at the station for
a period of three to six months.

The projects used are:

- HOUSE: a vertical-axis cylinder with a
multi-oriented layout (the orientation differs
from one deck to another, and the
equipment is multi-oriented), and with
partial modularity (at the deck-level only)
(Fis 2)

HABEMSI: a vertical-axis cylinder wlth an
Earth-like oriented layout and equipment
installation, and a low degree of
modularity (the decks are of different
heights) and flexibility (Fig 3)

2b. A DYNAMAN view of the configuration. The
astronaut is at the wardroom table, which is
oriented in a diflerent way than the surrounding
environment.
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2c. The galley and the sleeping quarters on the
top deck of the mock-up

ENSAD: a vertical-axis cylinder, with decks
in an asymmetrical configuration, an
Earth-like orientation, equipment arranged
around 'stand-off' columns, and a high
degree of modularity and flexibility (Fig 4)

The simulation tools used
In an architectural project, simulation is a

2d. A STAR view of the middle deck, with a rack on the bottom deck visible
through the passageway

continuous interactive process Throughout
the development of the module, the design is
being evaluated continuously to obtain
meaningful {eedback from the user
community and thereby optimise the design
For a space application, the establishment of
a suitable simulation process is necessary in

order lo assess the impact of microgravily
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HABEMSI configuration
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3a. The middle deck, with
the medical facilities (back)
and the galley, life support
systems and supply
storage racks (front)
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3b. A STAR view of the middle deck, showing the medical facilities (left) and the
exercise ergometer (right). Part of the lower deck (the wardroom table) can be
seen through the passageway in the centre of the floor.

Iwo CAD software codes were selected to
model the archrtectural projects:

DYNAN/AN, a CAD software for modelling
human motion behaviour (Fig 2b, 3c)

- STAR Architecture UX, a CAD software for
architectural design (Fig 2d 3b 4b, 4d)

A mock-up of the module at a reduced scale
was also constructed (Fig. 2c,3d,4c)

The purpose
The Habitability Mini-Laboratory was intended
to be a preliminary step toward the eventual
implementalion of a full-scale mock-up of the
habitation module The Mini-Laboratory offers
great advantages in terms of cost and
flexibility Opportunities to evaluale space
habitat architectural projects in actual size
and real environment (particularly
microgravity. con[inement and isolalion) are
rare and expensive and do not allow
sufficient flexibility

Computer and reduced-scale simulation also
allows microgravity conditions to be
considered more effectively than in a full-
scale mock-up To simulate microgravity this
full-scale mock-up could eventually be
cr rhmarnari intn c nar r+r-l hr r^'/-^^,, fnnilil',ouur rr9rv9u ilrLU o rr9uuqr uuuyot tuy touil[y.

but even this solution would have a limited
value since hydrodynamic forces would
constrain motion,

3c. A DYNAMAN view of the configuration. On
the top deck are the sleeping quarters and
hygiene facilities. The middle deck is occupied
by storage racks (not visible) while additional
hygiene facilities and the wardroom table are on
the lower deck.

3d. A view of the middle and lower decks of the
mock-up. On the middle deck, the exercise
equipment is shown. On the lower deck, the
wardroom table (foreground) and the galley (in
brown), shower booth (in blue) and toilet (left)
are shown.
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4a. A central perspective view, showing the symmetrical layout of half-decks and
equipment racks arranged around 'stand-off' columns

4c. A view of the mock-up, with the wardroom
table on the top half-deck, and the exercise
ergometer on the bottom deck

4b. A STAR view of the module showing
from top to bottom: sleeping quarters, crew
workstations, the wardroom table, and
hygiene and exercise facilities

4d. A STAR view down the centre line, showing the modular construction of the
half-decks. A portable workstation (keyboard at the top left) gives an idea of the
scale.
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The exoerimental results of the Mini-
Laboratory study were based on the
evaluation of motion sequences obtained
with the simulation tools Two types of
seouences were oroouceo:

- a motion sequence based on a crew
member's daily routine, for example,
getting out of bed, washing and
prepanng a meal

- a motion sequence simulating a visit to
the module

Other investigation support methods, such as

still pictures or slides, would also have been
advantageous, However, it was decided to
limit the study to one type of presentation aid
because of the need to obtain statistically
significant results in a limited time

Computer-based simulation
Two CAD software tools were used in this
study (Table 1).

Table 1 Matn characteristlcs of the STAR and DYNAMAN CAD software
Iools

Simulation tool Specificity Other characteristics

A virtual camera is coupled to each
humanoid model's head, allowing the
astronaut's field of view to be visualised. To

produce the architecture, geometrical models
can be imported from other commercial CAD
packages, such as CATIA, EUCLID and
ESABase

DYNAMAN is a real-time simulation system
(10 frames per second) and therefore the
interface with the user is highly interactive lt

is possible to activate and control up to six
parallel views of the simulation scene,
corresponding to six virtual cameras

STAR Architecture UX
STAR Architecture UX is a commercially-
available, CAD software running on a
Hewlett-Packard UNIX computer system. lt

offers a set of specialised applications for the
design of architectural projects, the
integration of buildings or infrastructures on a
site, and the production of plans and written
documentation

With STAR, models are created directly in 3D
using simple, parallelepiped (or box shaped)
elements The 3D elements can then be
combined to build comolex architectures.
The model can be sectioned with olanes to
obtain views from various typical architectural
viewpoints, such as sections, plans,

elevatrons and even axonometry and
perspectives All are calculated automatically
by the software, by simply defining the
coordinates of a viewino camera and of a
target.

The flexibility of the code and the capability
of using pre-programmed components
and/or groups of elements means that the
structural and functional elements can be
quickly interchanged, and therefore
^.,^1, ,^+^i {^^+^.UVdIUdTYU Id-LUI,

STAR offers a plotting output which permits
pre-defined perspective frames to be
produced, and gives the user the opportunity
to modify the visual angle of the camera in

order to simulate the visual field of a virtual
human being,

STAR also contains an image-rendering
package for visualisation in a 3D mode. lt is
possible to modify the physical components
of colour (hue, value and chroma), the
surface reflectivity, the colour intensity and
light characteristics (intensity, diffuse or
ambient light, cone/parallel spotlight) using
16 different lights. Once the colour, light and
shininess of the material have been defined.

DYNAIVAN software for
anthropometric and
biomechanical investigations
in 0-g environment

STAR software for
^?^Ai+^^1.,.^l !^-i^^dr ur ilrEUrur or usJrlJr I

Representation of the body
kinematics

Reproduction of the human
visual field

2D and 3D design

Output diversity:

- sections

- plans

- perspectives

3D rendering application:

- 16-light edition

- some choice of colour

3D animation package

3D visualisation model

3D rendering application:

- 16-colour edition
(hue, chroma)

- 16-light edition
(diffuse, spot)

3D animation package

DYNAMAN
The DYNAMAN software package was
developed in 1988 for ESA (a description of
this tool was given in ESA Bulletin No. 67
pages 65-69) DYNAMAN allows the
kinematics of mechanical systems, including
humanoid models, and the interaction
between the various models and their
environments, to be simulated and examined
on a screen in real time. To facilitate realistic
simulation, DYNAMAN includes in its
geometrical database three-dimensional
graphical models of astronauts of different
physical builds. The database includes both
'naked' models of differing heights under 1-g

and microgravity conditions, and space-
suited models for EVA simulations.
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high-rendering images of the interior
arangenents car be produced rs ng colour
slides [or n.esentations STAR can also be
combined with other image-rendering
applications

Witn STAR s anination package. users can
'walk through' the model to verfy the validtty
of the design The user can 'walk/f y' along a
preser patn. crealed by definirg a sel of
positions lor a carrera and la'gets, to
sirnulale a translation path ard sequence ir
microgravity. and lo investigale lhe probable
visual fie d of the astronaut inside the
mooure

For tnis study. some typica translalion paths

lnside the module were recorded on
rrirlonlano Tho mot,nn aonronaoa raairalaav,vevrqvv

included the trans ation along the main
longitud nal ax s, the approach to some
visually-rdentifiable equipment such as the
ergometer or tne wardroon table. ard the

s mulation of the visual fie d from a number
of flxed points

Reduced-scale mock-up
A.rotner simulation activily rs the construclion
of a model of the proposed module but on a
smaller scale Thls techn que also supports
the CAD based activities, Although it is

generally somewhat less flexible than CAD
tools, a reduced-scale model offers:

a three-dimensional presentation of an
ernh tontr rral nrnieni

a relatively high degree of realism
a relatrvely high flexibility n comparison
with a full-scale mock-up

Such a mock up of the overa configuration
allows lne LSer Io have a general. three-
dimensional view of the architectural
alamanla rnA a ^',-l r.to 2anoala cr rch eculullLUl ILJ dl lu lu Evo uoLU oovuurc ruur I qr

tne llexib' rty o' tle slr;cture, the degree of
^^^^i- -^^^^ +A^ ^^'"rnaut s visual field and)pdutuu)r ru>J. Lr ru d)Lr (

module orientation, and, in addition, to test
element-related issues such as colour
definition, the lighting system, and surface
tavir rroa 2n11 n2ltarna

In this study, a reduced-scale model of each
of the HOUSE, HABEN/lSl and ENSAD

conf gurations was burlt on a one-fifth scale
Each model consisted of a cylinder with a
herght of approximately 2 m and a diameter
of approximately 1 m (Fig 5) lt could be
d sassembled and reconfigured relatively

easily to simulate different layouts of
cylindrical modules lts external structure was
made of an aluminium frame and shells,

wl-rcn could be mounted in var'ous positions

to study different locations of viewing
windows, or removed altogether to view the
module's interior.

The internal configuration of the mock-up
included decks, walls. racks. stand off/utilily
runs, and a wardroom table, which were of
nrrctnmicod ch:no lfnr p:ch drfforonl nrnior-l\

Other items, such as exercise and medical
facil ties (bike. treadnill. and medical palienl
restraint table), shower and toilets, were
roughly similar for the three architectural
configurations These items were
manufactured mostly in plastic

The reduced-scale mock-up was used:

- lo rep"oduce the visual feeling of a real-

size habitat
to visualise and manipulate directly and
easily various items of the architecture,
because of the flexibility and
reconfigurability of the structure

- lo enler the module lhrougl' the use of a
lihrocnnno i/: flovihlr\-,,,..,-,J enooscope)

Figure 5. The mock-up

- a researcher produces
a motion sequence by
moving a fibroscope
through the mock-up
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Table 2. Phases of the evaluation process

Objectives Investigated parameters Evaluation supports

providing direct views and local
illumination

- to give the feeling of moving inside the
module, or at least to simulate an
astronaut's view from a sequence of pre-
selected locations inside the module

The following video tools were used as a
means of approaching real-size feeling when
moving inside the model:

- a fibrescope, which provides direct vision
through a bundle of fibre optics The
viewing head can be moved by remote
control in azimuth and elevation. Several
optical adaptors can be connected to the
fibrescope head, allowing several viewing
angles (40: 60" or 80")

- an integrated portable TV unit, combining
a monitor and a Video 8 VTR with a
compact colour TV camera and control
unit The camera is coupled to the
fibrescope eyepiece via an adaptor.

simulation methods used are effective with
respect to the evaluation objectives. i.e.

different tools may be more effective in

showing one parameter such as the visual
field within the module. In this ohase. the
DYNAMAN CAD tool was replaced by the
STAR tool Two of the three architectural
nroiects selcr:tecl the HABEMSI and
ENSAD configurations, were used

Iwo groups of subjects participated in the
evaluation (14 in Phase 1 and 23 in Phase 2).
They were shown a videotape that presented
the architectural projects and then they had
to judge several aspects of the architecture,
simulation tools and video tool techniques,
The data was collected through subjective
evaluations, which included questionnaires,
comments from subjects and interviews

Results of the evaluation of the module
architectures
Remarks made by the subjects during
Phase 1 suggest that the HOUSE project has
a number of drawbacks from an ergonomic
and psychological point of vtew The most
frequently quoted problems were the
interference created between areas that are
adjacent but are for different and mutually
incompatible purposes, such as the crew
quarters and the wardroom; difficulties in

moving between decks; and the lack of
vrsual references Most subjects also
considered the inconsistency of orientation
rules to be a negative aspect (the HOUSE
configuration does not respect the Earth-like
mental image of a single orientation).

Both the HABEMSI and ENSAD modules,
evaluated in Phase 2, are considered to be
sufficiently spacious and bright Their
architecture (which is more complex in

ENSAD) gives the feeling of a large visual
field This is expected to counteract the
negative effects of long-duration confinement,
In addition, the environment is more
aesthetically pleasing in ENSAD (with
possibly a positive effect on an astronaut's
mood), but more functional in HABEMSI
(with possibly a positive effect on the crew's
efficiency) However, some improvements are
required, particularly in the internal layout
(layout of equipment and the adjacency level
of rooms), the allowance for privacy, the
internal decor, and the colour scheme
(Iable 3).

Results of the evaluation of the
simulation tools
When compared with the computer tools, the

Phase 1 Verification of simulation
tool consistency

Phase 2 Simulation tool suitability

Simulation tool

effectiveness

Module configuration
trade-off

Simulation tool
(eg realism)

Architecture
(e g orientation)

I\,4niinn conrranno

techniques

Architectural
(e g functional,
operational,
psycholog ical/cognitive)

Simulation tool
(eg realism, detail,

colour rendering)

Aesthetics, f unctionality
and comfort

HOUSE

DYNAIV]AN

lVock-up

'Crew Daily Life'

sequence

HABEIVSI

ENSAD

STAF

Mock-up

'Module Visit'

sequence

Evaluation methodology
The evaluation was performed in two main
nhacoc lTahla 2\'

- Phase 1: Different simulation tools can
present the same object in different ways,
Phase 1 focussed on assessing the
consistency of the simulation methods
used, i.e. whether the CAD-based method
and the mock-up gave similar results lt
was based on only one configuration of
habitation module, the HOUSE
configuration

- Phase 2: This main phase of the study
concentrated on evaluatino whether the
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mock-up seems to be the most effective

simulation tool, particularly regarding the

degree of realism and the visual-field

rendering provided The statistical analysis
performed underlines a significant difference
in effectiveness between the mock-up and
STAR average scores, confirmtng the overall

superiority of the mock-up

Analysis of the results showed that the
subject's feeling of reality was related to the
quality of the architectural details (for

example, the details of the equipment and
the ability to distinguish textures) and to the

{eeling of 'actual-size' (because of the level of

detail used, 57o/o of subjects, who had only
seen the mock-up in the video sequence,
thought that the mock-up was significantly
larger than it actually was) In addition, it was

remarked that some of the subjects who
were already familiar with 2D drawings of the
presented projects, had not noticed a
number of features they came across with a
3D presentation, such as the interference of

volumes

The convergence of results from both
Phase 1 and Phase 2 apoears to confirm the

superiority of the mock-up, at least based on

the degree of realism and rendering of the
visual field, as mentioned earlier. Otherwise,

on the basis of light, colour and detail

rendering, the mock-up and STAR are similar,

and moderately effective. A correlation
analysis was also carried out, in order to
identify the most suitable simulation tool to
use with respect to the specific architectural
aspects to be evaluated This analysis

showed that it is desirable to use:

- the mock-up. to evaluate such aspects as
lho cnaninr rcnocc nf the mOdUle, the
complexity of the architectural design, the

visual field within the module, and the

brightness and colour hue

- STAR, to evaluate the complexity of the

architectural design (the results were

comparable to those from the mock-up).
:nd the shanes rrsed in the decor.

Recommended improvements
It was found that it would be possible, and
desirable, to optimise the performance of the

simulation tools, particularly that of STAR

Analysis has demonstrated that the mock-up
and STAR are reliable enough to be

considered as important simulation tools, but
only under given conditions Some
improvements concerning the simulation tools

and the investigation support (eg motion

Table 3. Features of HABEMSI and ENSAD configurations (as reported by
lesl subiects)

Evaluationcriterion HABEMSI ENSAD

Aesthetics

Functiona ity

Habitability

Unpleasant envrronment
Cold environment
Poor interna design decor

'Natural'layout

Useful layout

Prrvacy respected

Well-adapted to living and
working 'n lor a long period

Open space
Warm environment
Futuristic and unusual

architecture

Not functional
Inefficient layout of decks
Lack of privacy

Well-adapted to living and

working in for a short period

sequences) are required For example,
comparative analysis showed that subjects
were often unable to recognise the STAR

configuration when they were shown the
videotaped motion sequences The problems
that were reported mostly related to the
viewing angle (the camera being too close to
the target), the movements of the camera
(abrupt variations in the viewing angle), and
the speed of the motion sequences (the

camera's viewing-angle was changing too
quickly), in that order. Indeed, STAR is not
meant to be a real{ime simulation software
package,

The modifications required to improve the

effectiveness of the tools do not require
excessive effort.

The recommended improvements to the

simulatron tools are:

- to integrate a proper lighting system in the
mocK-up

- tn lsc nresentation means other than
videotape, for instance. still pictures or
slides (particularly for STAR)

- to implement more details in the module
design (particularly for STAR).

The recommended improvements to the
presentation means are:

- to determine the choice of presentation

means (motion sequences, slides or
pictures) according to the specific
objectives o[ the investigation (global
versus detail, static or dynamic)

- to rse nroner realjime simulation tools torv vuv Y, vYv

r:reatc motion seolrences

- to define the contents of the motion

sequence according to the specific
objectives of the investigation

- to improve the video recording system, in
particular the rmage qualtty.
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Although the effectiveness and the reliability
of the DYNAMAN tool were not tested in
direct comparison with the mock-up and
STAR, DYNAMAN is expected to provide a
better understanding of the architectural
design, particularly when the design is

complex as in ENSAD or HOUSE
Alternating between general and partial views
of the module had a 'teaching' effect on the
subjects and allowed them to locate the
different areas of the habitation module. Also,
DYNAMAN would provide a more effective
cognitive representation of the internal layout:
the presence of a 'human-scale' reference
(the humanoid model) helps subjects in
orienting themselves within the module.

The evaluation procedure (with an evaluation
based on a motion sequence followed by the
completion of a questionnaire) might be
improved using an interactive, real{ime
simulation tool like a head-mounted display
and a data glove. Subjects could visit the
module interactively at their own pace and
evaluate its configuration by themselves,
without requiring the production of pre-
recorded motion seouences Realtime
virtual-reality software simulation tools could
offer the reouired oerformance.

Future studies should use such tools, in

conjunction with STAR and the mock-up, to
investigate the dynamic aspects of
architecture, ie the viewer's motion within
the architecture.

Conclusion
The study results have provided guidelines
for the future practical use of the simulation
tools

The STAR comouter simulation tool should
oe useo:

- to implement and design the architectural
project from a technical point of view

- to descrrbe the module configuration

- to investigate aesthetic aspects of the
architecture, using slides as a presentation
atd,

Realtime virtual-reality software should be
used:

- to investigate dynamic aspects of
architecture (e.9. translation paths and
collision detection), global impressions of
the architecture (quality of the
environment), ergonomic aspects, and
cognitive aspects (orientation, mental
representation of the design)

- to conduct dynamic investigations, using a
real{ime animation oackaoe

A mock-up should be used:

- to implement the module architecture.
defined with the use of STAR, under
conditions closer to physical reality

- to act as a presentation means using
either the actual mock-uo. or a
videotaped motion sequence, or slide
presentations.

Thus, the diversity of simulation tools and
presentation means would cover almost all
aspects of the architectural evaluation, both
static and dynamic, and that in the context of
a 'laboratory', rather than having to use a
full-scale construction.
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Programmes under Development and Operations
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Ulysse

La mission se poursuit de manidre
salrrsfairsanle et rl apparait clarrement, au
vu des donnees sctentifiques, que la
sonde a penetre dans une rdgion de
I'espace qui n'est p/us sous I'rnfluence de
la zone 5quatoriale du Soleil Ce n'esl
pas une surprise puisque Ulysse aura

atteint une latitude solaire de 48 sud a

la fin de 1993 Au cours des lrors

derniers mois, la couverture des donndes
a subi de legeres alteratrons par suite

d'un probldme mat6nd d la statron du
reseau de I'espace lointarn de Madrid,
I'antenne de 34 m ayant ete rendue
indisponible par la defaillance d'un
support, Toutefors, le taux de couverture
a ete g1n1ralement superieur d 900/o

grdce aux so/ulions de rechange mises

en oeuvre par l'6quipe Ulysse au Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena
(Etats-Unis).

Le 9 aolt, Ia sonde esl passde d'el/e-

m)me en mode 'securit6' par la mise

hors tension des 1lements non essenfie/s

de la charge utile. C'est la troisidme fois

au cours de la mission qu'une anomalie
de ce type se produit, les deux
premidres ayant eu lieu en juin 1991 et
fdvrier dernier. Comme prdc1demment, le

logiciel embarque a coupd I'alimentatron

des instruments scientifrques et modifi1 la
configuration des sous-sysldmes de la

sonde, ce qui s'est traduit par une perte

temporaire des donndes de tel4mesure
Le 13 aolt, la sonde et sa charge utrle

ont ete remlses en confrguratron

nomtnale.

Les recherches se poursulvent pour
detecter I'oil$ne de ces anomalies, qui

se sonl toutes produites au moment
d'une manoeuvre de routine de pointage

vers la Terre

Gluster
Le moddle d'identification du satellite a

subi avec succds son programme
d'essals 1lectnques, y compils /es essals
partiels de compatibiilt1 6lectromagn6-
tique de la charge utile scientifique La

mrse d jour du logiciel de la sdquence
d'essan pour les moddles de vol a
commenc6.

L'intdgration du premrer moddle de vol

est pratiquement achevee. y compns la
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charge utile scientifique Les essals

electriques de l'ensemble du sysldme

auront lieu en novembre ef seronl sulvis
par un transfert e f ABG ?t Munich (D)

pour le programme d'essarS d'ambtance
au niveau systdme L'integration des
sous-sysldmes du second moddle de vol

esl en cours, celle de la charge utile

etant prevue en novembre La livraison
rloc ovn6rianaaa pat an aat trc afin or ta

cette date purrsse 6tre respectee

La revue de I'ensemble de la missron qut

a 6td conduite rdcemment a montrd que
la rdalisation de lous les 6l6ments
(satellite, charge uttle, secteur so/) reste

dans /es temps pour un lancement fin

1995 bien que la marge du calendiler ait

6te reduite par suite de retards dans la
fourniture de certarns equipements

ll est pr6vu que le systdme des donndes
scientifiques de Cluster, congu pour le

traitement de ces donnees aprds le
lancement, entre dans sa phase de mise

en oeuvre debut 1994. Ce systdme

s'appuie sur des centres de donndes
rdpartis dans diff4rents pays d'Europe,
aux Etats-Unis, en Hongde et en Chine,
Les donndes brutes seront dlffusdes sur
CD-BOM d partir de I'ESOC et, une fois

traitdes, seronl mrbes d la disposition de
la communautd des utilisateurs de
Cluster d partir des diff1rents centres de
donnees.

Le modele de vol de la memoire de
masse de Mars 94 a ete livre e I'IKI e

Moscou, qui a prononce sa recette ll est
maintenant pr)t a 6tre integre sur le
satellite

Soho
lndustrie
Le modele structurel de I'ensemble du
vdhicule spatial et de sa charge utile a

subi avec succds /es essals vrbratorres

chez lntespace (Toulouse) fin juin. Un

essai acoustlque a ete executd se/on des
niveaux correspondants d une
qualification Atlas ll AS. A cet effet, le
vdhicule spatial a etd place dans une
'tente' speciale en matidre plastique afin
de vdrifier les conditions de propretd

offertes par ce type de protection dont
I'utilisation est envisagde lors de la

campagne relative au moddle de vol .

On a ensuite procedd d des essars de
vibrations sinusodales a partir de

IEnalyse des charges coupl1es du
vdhicule spatial et du lanceur conduite
par la NASA. A /'rssue de ces essars, /es

rnasses fictives et les unit1s du moddle
structurel du vehicule spatial ont ete

demontees et ses deux demr-structures
ont 6td prdpardes, comme il 6tait prevu,
pour la mlse d niveau du moddle
d'identification

Le modele d'identification du module
charge utile (PLM) a 6td enttdrement
equipe de ses experiences et unites et
les activites d'essars electilques et
fonctionnels ont culmrnd avec /'essal

fonctionnel du sysldme d la mi-juillet, au
cours duquel foufes /es expdriences et
leurs unites de soutien ont ete lesldes
ensemble pour la premidre fois au cours
d'une sdquence intdgrde prdsentant une

simulation rdaliste

A /'rssue de ces essals, /es unitds et
cAblages du moddle d'idenilfication ont
et6 entidrement transfdrdes, comme il
etait prdvu, sur le moddle structurel et
pr6pardes pour I'ex6cution des essarrs

fonctionnels au niveau systdme du
mod d le d' id e ntification co m plet.

Le moddle d'identification du module de
servitude (SVM) a regu le dernrer sous-
systdme (AOCS) et les unitds reslanles
(batteilea etc.). Chaque sous-sysldme a

4t6 infiord e/ essayi scDarcment afin de
confirmer /es essars executes par les

sous-fraltants au niveau sous-sysfemes et
de preparer /es essais systdme

d'ensemble, prdvu en septembre.

L'approvisionnement du matdilel du
moddle de vol s'esf poursuivi avec la

fourniture de plusieurs unitds aux
6qu ipes d' intdgration des sous-sysldmes,

Certains problemes sont apparus pour le
calendiler des /lvrarsons du sous-systdme
d'alimentation et I'unitd de distribution
electilque fait I'objet d'une attention
particulidre.

La revue ciltique de conceptron du
v'hicule spatial a d'bute le 26 juillet
avec la livraison du dossler de donndes
par Matra-Marconi Space (France) ll
s'agit de l'une des trois revues (les autres

etant consacrdes d /a charge uttle et aux
opdrations sol) qui constituent la revue

ciltique de conception de la misston,

dont la commission doit se rdunir a la fin
du mois d'octobre
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Ulysses

The mission continues to go well, with
clear indications in the scientific data that
the spacecraft has entered a region of

space that is no longer dominated by
the Sun's equatorial zone, This is not

surprising, as Ulysses will have reached
a solar latitude of 48'S by the end of
1993

In the last three months, the data
coverage has suffered slightly as a result

of a hardware problem at the Madrid
Deep-Space Network station, where the
34 m antenna has been unavailable
because of a failed bearing Never-

theless, coverage has been generally in

excess of 900/o thanks to workaround
solutions implemented by the spacecraft
team at Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena (USA)

On 9 August, the spacecraft entered its
'safe' mode autonomously by discon-
necting non-essential loads on the power
supply This was the third time during the
mission that this anomaly has occur-
red, the previous occasions being in

June 1991 and February of this year. As

in the past, the on-board logic switched
off the scientific instruments and reconfig-
ured the spacecraft subsystems, resulting
in a temporary loss of telemetry, By 13

August. the spacecraft and its payload
had been returned to their nominal

configuration

lnvestigations into the cause of these
anomalies, all of which occurred at

the time of a routine Earth-pointing
manoeuvre, are continuing

Cluster
The engineering-model spacecraft has

successfully completed its electrical test
programme, including partial electro-
magnetic-compatibility testing of the
scientific payload Updating of the test-
sequence software for the flight models
nas commenceo

The first-flight-model integration is almost
complete, including the scientific pay-

load. Full system electrical testing will

take place in November, followed by
transport to IABG in Munich (D) for
the system-level environmental test
programme The second-flighfmodel
subsystem integration is underway,

with payload integration planned for
November Experiment deliveries are
in progress to meet this date,

The recent end-to-end mission review
has shown that all elements - space-
crafl. payload and ground segment - are

still on schedule for a late-1995 launch,

although the schedule margin has been
reduced due to late equipment deliveries.

The Cluster Science Data System,

designed for post-launch processing of
the scientific data, is expected to enter
its implementation phase early in 1994.
The system relies on distributed data
centres in various European countries,
the USA, Hungary and China Raw data
will be distributed from ESOC on CD
ROM, and processed data will be made
available to the Cluster community from
individual data centres

The Mars 94 mass-memory flight model
has been delivered and accepted by lKl
in Moscow, and is ready for integration
^^ +h^ ^^^^^^"^+uil u rE JPduuurdrt

Soho
Industry
The overall spacecraft and payload
structural models have successfully
undergone vibration testing at Intespace
(Toulouse) at the end of June An

acoustic test has been performed at
Atlas ll AS qualification levels with a
special 'tent' of plastic material around
the spacecraft, to test this type of
cleanliness protection for use in the
flight-model campaign Sine vibration
testing followed, based on the coupled
load analysis of the spacecraft and the
launcher performed by NASA

After these tests, the structural-model
mass dummies and units were dis-
mounted, and the two halves of the
structu ral-model spacecraft structu re
were readied, as planned, for the
engineering-model upgrade

The engineering model of the Payload
Module (PLM) was completely fitted with

the engineering model experiments and
units, and the electrical and functional
test activities culminated in the System

Functional Test in mid-July, when
experiments and their support units were
all tested together for the first time in a
realistic integrated sequence

After the test, all engineering-model
units and harnesses were transferred as
planned to the structural model and
readied for overall engineering-model
system functional testing.

The engineering model of the Service

Module (SVM) received the last

subsystem (AOCS) and other remaining
units (e.9. batteries). Each subsystem
was integrated and tested separately,
to confirm the tests performed by
subcontractors at subsystem level and
to prepare for the overall system test.

The procurement of the flight-model
hardware has progressed, with deliveries
of several units to subsystem integration
teams Some problems have been
encountered with the power-subsystem
deliveries, and the Power Distribution
Unit is receiving particular attention.

The Spacecraft Critical Design Review

started on 26 July 1993 with the delivery
of the Data Package by Matra Marconi
Space France (MMS-F) This review is

one of three (Payload and Ground
Operations being the other two) that
constitute the Mission Critical Design

Review, the Board for which is planned
to meet at the end of October

ESA-NASA cooperation
The high power amplifiers and the fine-
pointing sun sensor flight models have

been delivered and are being used by
the relevant subsystem contractors
(Alcatel Espace and British Aerospace,
respectively)

The second engineering model of the
tape recorder has been delivered to

Soho after an extensive series of tests,

and is being used in the engineering-
model tests at Matra Marconi Space (F)

Further tests have been performed in

July and August on the flight-model
tape recorder to be delivered for Cluster,
nominally in September, with mixed
results, and the persisting technical
and late-delivery problems have been
receiving the highest attention at NASA

and at ESA management level

General Dynamics has successfully
resumed launches of the Atlas vehicles,
after the causes of the failure of flight
AC-74 in March 1993 were identified
and corrected Preparations for the Soho
launch in July 1995 are proceeding on
schedule.
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Coop6ration entre l'ESA et la NASA
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particuliere par I'ESA et /a ,NASA au plus
haut niveau de leurs drrecttons
respeclives

rso
Instruments scientif iques
Les unrlds du plan focal des rnstruments
<eientifintteq qn4/ a. .nltrs d tnslallauan

sur le modele de vol du telescope. qui
-lalr alra :^t;^.; A^n. t^ mar-,l,,la ahcrnaUVtl YltA lttlYgtC Udl/) /U tttuuutv vttetgc
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de l'instrument screntifrque sur la plate-
f.rma qt tnprFt trc dt t mnrlLJle de SetVltUde

ISO f rght-mode qu d he um cryostat on
servrce module structure during vrbrat on
test ng at IABG (Mun ch) (Photo courtesy of
DASA)

Fssars aux vtbrattons du cryostat a I heltum
liqude du modele de vol d'lSO sur la
structure du module de servrce chez IABG a

Munrch (photo DASA)
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Satellite
Les aclrvileis relaltves au malertel du
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The Ground Segment System Design

Review took place at the end of July at

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
with ESA participation lt confirmed the
progress of the ground-segment activities
and highlighted improvements to be
introduced in the exchange of inform-

ation between the two Agencies

Experiments
During the Science Working Team

Meeting at the beginning of July,

the Project Team and the Principal
Investigators discussed the deliveries of

the flight models of the experiments that
will take place between October 1993

and January 1994 Almost all teams have

been testing thelr sensors and units, and

some reported schedule criticality has

been closely monitored

The technical and schedule problems

with the NASA-supplied detectors for two
major instruments (SUMER and UVCS)

have received specific attention at ESA

and NASA senior-management level

rso
Scientific instruments
The focal-plane units of the scientific
instruments are now installed on the
flight-model telescope, which is to be

integrated into the payload module.

All electronic units of the scientific
instruments have been integrated and

tested on the service-module upper
platform,

The Principal Investigator groups are

expecting to have all spare units ready

for delivery around the end of the year

Satellite
Good progress is being made with the

satellite flight model hardware The
payload module has successfully passed

its cryogenic and vibration tests A maior
project hurdle was overcome with the

successful completion of qualification and

acceptance testing of the liquid-helium
valves These valves have now been
installed in the payload module The

telescope with scientific instruments will

be installed next, before closing the
payload module for further testing

The service module's integration and
testing is nearly complete lt will be

delivered to ESTEC in October for

electromagnetic-cleanliness tests and for

testing with the flight-operattons software

developed by ESOC. Special actions
are being taken to improve the pointing
performance of the star tracker to within

its specification,

The satellite work is on schedule for the

September 1995 target launch date

Ground segment
Spacecraft flight operations are proceed-

ing satisfactorily The science operations
team is being strengthened to resolve the
problems of the very complex science
operations software development

Further progress has been made in

agreeing the details whereby NASA

could provide the second ground station

for lSO, Draft Memoranda of Under-
standing are being exchanged with
NASA and Japan concerning the
potential cooperation on ISO

Huygens
A great deal of effort and attention
during the past three months has been
devoted to the finalisation of contractual
agreements with industry for the

development and supply of Probe

constituents and supporting equipment
The extent of agreements on technical
baseline documents has increased
significantly which, together with the

completion of negotiations on Probe
subsystem prices, provides a sound
contractual basis for the overall Probe

development programme, due to be

formalised by signature of the prime

contract in September.

Design and development activities in

industry have generally progressed

in line with expectations and hardware

- Huygens Probe interface simulators -
has already been delivered to experi-

ment groups Problems are being
experienced, however, in relation to high

reliability parts and a deployment device.

The situation is being closely monitored,
with corrective measures ready for

implementation.

Management and interface working
meetings have been held with NASA/Jet

Propulsion Laboratory and experimenter
groups At the request of the Cassini

Orbiter spacecraft magnetometer

Experimenter, a Huygens-dedicated
Magnetics Workshop was held at ESTEC.

The conclusions of the Workshop were

deemed satisfactory to all parties,

ERS

ERS-1

The satellite's performance has rematned

extremely stable over the reporting
period, with a platform availability of

1000/0, and instrument operations above
980/0. The cumulative tnstrument availa-

bility since launch amounts to 960/o for

the Active Microwave Instrument (AMl),

960/o Ior the Radar Altimeter (RA) and
970/o Ior the Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer (ATSR), including unavaila-

bilities induced by the platform and the

on-board data recordingitransmission
subsystems. Analysis of instrument
performances over the first two years of

the mission shows extremely good

correlation between early commissioning
results and current performances

The satellite's orbit has continued to be

maintained within its t] km deadband,
and the current 35 day orbit repeat cycle

will be maintained until 20 December
1993

The Low Bit Rate (LBR) global data

mission has continued to be performed

nominally, together with its associated
Fast Delivery service and off-line

archiving and processing

Several meteorological entities, in

particular the UK Meteorological Office
and the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts, have

continued assimilating the improved wind

and wave Fast Delivery products into

their models, with continued very

encouraging evaluation results

SAR data acquisition by the network of

ESA, National and Foreign Stations has

continued, as has the associated data
processing and Fast Delivery service at

the ESA stations Acquisition campaigns
over Antarctrca have been supported
successfully by the German O'Higgins
station (12 Aug -12 Sept ) and the
Japanese Syowa station (42 orbits
acquired in August)

During the reference period, test

campaigns have been successfully

IJJ
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electromagnetiq ue et pou r expdrtmenter
le logiciel d'exploitation en vol mis au
point par /'ESOC Des mesures
sp5cifiques sont en cours pour mettre les
caracteilstiques de pointage du suiveur
d'etoiles en conformitd avec ses
^ ^; ^;{;^^+;^ ^ ^JI)YVu tWdLIUt tJ,

Les travaux sur le satellite sonl dans /es

temps pour un lancement prdvu en
<anfomhra 1QQ4

Secteur sol
Les activites liees a I'expbitatbn en vol

du satellite se ddroulent de manidre
salrsfarsanle. L'6qu ipe chargde des
opdrations scientifiques est actuellement
renforcee pour resoudre /es probldmes
que pose Ia rdalrsation trds complexe du
logiciel qui s'y rapporte.

De nouveaux progres ont 6td faits sur la

voie d'un accord relatif aux modalitds
prdcrses selon lesquelles /a TVASA

pourrait fournir la deuxidme station so/
d'ISO. Des projets de mdmorandums
d'accord sont 6tudi6s avec la NASA et /e
Japon en ce qui concerne les posslbi/ltds

de coopdration pour ISO

Huygens
Au cours des frois derniers mois,

d'importants efforts ont etd consacrds d

la mise au point finale d'accords
contractuels avec I'rndustrre pour la

r6alisation et I'approvision nement des

6l6ments constitutifs de la sonde et de
ses equipements de soutien Les polnfs

d'accord sur /es documents de refdrence
technique progressent de manrdre

significative, offrant ainsi, avec

I'achdvement des ndgociations relatives

aux prix des sous-sysldmes de la sonde,
une bonne base contractuelle pour
I'ensemble du programme de
developpement, qui doit etre officialise
par la signature du contrat de maitrise
d'oeuvre en septembre.

D'une manidre gdndrale, /es aclivllds de
conception et de rdalisation dans
I'industrie ont avanc6 conformdment aux
previsions et les groupes d'exp6rimen-
tateurs ont ddjd regu du materiel sous
forme de srmulateurs d'rnterface de la

sonde Huygens. Des probldmes sont
toutefois apparus en ce qui concerne
certains composants d haute fiabilit1,

ainsi qu'un drrsposltlf de d6ploiement
La situation esl sulvie de prds, certaines

134

mesures correctives 6tant nr4tcs A Atrc

m/ses en oeuvre.

Des rdunions de travail consacrdes d

la gestion et aux interfaces ont 6te

organis6es avec le Jet Propulsion
Laboratory de la NASA et avec les
groupes d'expertmentateurs A la
demande de I'experimentateur travaillant
sur le magndtomdtre de |brbiteur
Cassini, un atelrer sur le magnetisme
s'esf lenu e I'ESTEC pour Huygens
Les conclusions de cef atelier ont 6td

satrsfarsanles pour toutes /es parlles,

ERS

ERS-1

Le fonctionnement du satellite est restd

extr€mement stable depuis le dernier
rapport, avec un taux de disponibilite de
1000/o pour Ia plateJorme et de plus de
980/o pour les instruments. La

disponibilitd totale des instruments depuis
le lancement s'1tablit a 960/o pour le

ddtecteur actif d hypefrdquence (AMl),

960/o pour |blthdtre radar (BA) et 970/o

pour le radiometre d balayage le long de
la trace (ATSR), compte lenu des temps
de non-disponibilite dus d la platelorme
el aux sous-systdmes embarquds
d'enregistrement et de lransmlsslon des
don ndes. L'analyse des caractdristiques
de fonctionnement des instruments sur

les deux premrdres anndes de la misston

fait apparaitre une corrdlation
extr€mement bonne entre les premiers
rdsultats de la phase de recette et les
pe rform ances actue I les.

L'orbte du satellite a ete maintenue a

I'intdrieur de sa bande de ! km, et le
cycle orbital de 35 jours sera conserve
jusqu'au 20 decembre 1993

La mission de recueil de donndes d

faible debit (LBR) A l'echile du globe
s'est poursuivie de faqon nomrnale, ainsi
que le service de livraBon raprde et les

activircs de traitement et d'archivage
anrrac nnnr'l a nloc

Plusieurs services mdt6orologiques,
notamment la meteorologie britannique et
le Centre europden pour les prdvisions
meteorologiques d moyen terme, ont
continue d'incorporer dans leurs moddles
les produits venls et vagues ameliores a

livraison rapide avec des rdsullals
continus trds encourageants en matidre
d'evaluation

L'acquisition des donndes du radar d
synthdse d'ouverture (SAR) dans le
rdseau de statlons ESA, nationales et
1trangdres s'esl poursuivre, de m€me
que Ie service correspondant de
traitement des donndes et de livrarson
rapide dans /es stafions ESA Des

campagnes d'acq uisition au-dessus de
l'Antarctique ont etd mendes a bren avec
le soutien actif de la station O'Higgins de
|Allemagne (12 ao1t12 septembre) et de
la station Syowa du Japon (42 orbites
anai irepc on antill

Pendant la periode de rdfdrence, Pare
Pare (lndondsie), Taiwan et la station
allemande transportable ont mene a bien
des campagnes d'essar, en vue de
I'acquisition des donndes SAB

L'elaboration et la distribution nominales
de produits standard LBR et de produits
en diff4rd se sonl 1galement poursuivies
Notamment:

- Les donnees FD du RA et du
d iffusiometre'venls' sont ddsormais
diffusees dans un delai infdrieur a

oeux mots

- Les donnees RA de niveau 2 utilisant
I'orbrte pr1cise qu'autorise la PAF

allemande ont continue d 6tre

distribuees aux chercheurs pnncipaux
nn tr lc r-vr-lo dp rdn4titiOn de 35

lours
- La PAF du Royaume-Uni a

r..onfcr:ilonnA dcq nrodUits de baSe
'6cho radar' (WDR) e partir de plus
de 2900 orbites entre avril 1992 et
mars 1993

- I es nrnrlttifq dc baqe 'echo radar' d.

correction geophysique (WAP),

disponibles depuis mai 1993, ont
ddsormars remplace les WDR

Quelque 1200 orbites de ces produits
ont ddje eb distilbuees

Le deuxieme symposium ERS-1 organise
pour la presentation des rdsullats
obtenus d ce jour par les chercheurs
principaux el /es chefs de projets pilotes
retenus par I'ESA s'esl lenu du 11 au 14

octobre 1993 au Centre des congrds de
Hambourg.

Devant la reussite d'ERS-1, la phase
d'exploitation a 6t6 prolongee d'au motns
une annee

ERS-2
Le module charge utile ERS-2 est
aujourd'hui tout d fait integre et
l'ensemble des pr1paratifs a 6td acheve
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performed for SAR acquisition with

Pare Pare (lndonesia), Taiwan, and the

German Transportable Station

Offline and Low-Bit-Rate (LBR) standard
products have also continued to be
generated and distributed nominally
In particular:

Radar Atimeter (RA) and Wind Scat-

terometer FD data are now drstributed

within 2 months.

The RA level-2 data using the precise

orbit generated at the German PAF

continued to be delivered to Pls for
tho ?( rleri rono:t nrrnlo

The Waveform Foundation Product
(WDR) derived from more than 2900
orbits in the period April 1992 to
March 1993, has been generated at

the UK PAF

The geophysical Waveform Products
(WAP), which have been available

since May 1993, have now super-
seded the WDR product Some 1200

orbits of this product have already
been distributed

The second EBS-I Symposium, at which
the results obtained to date by the ESA

selected Principal Investigators and Pilot

Prolect Managers will be presented,
will be held at the Hamburg Congress
Centre on 11-14 October 1993

As a result of the success of ERS-I , the
exploitation phase has been extended for
^+ l^^^+ ^ +, ,.+A^" ,,^^"dt tgo)t o tur u rEr yEor.

ERS-2
The ERS 2 Payload lVodule has now
been fully integrated and all preparations
cnmnlptcd on schpdr rlc so that the
thermal-balance/thermal-vacu u m tests

can start in the Large Space Simulator
at ESTEC (NL) in early September.

This important milestone in the ERS-2

Programme will demonstrate that the

adaptations to the proven ERS-1

design - mainly for the Global Ozone

Monitoring Experiment (GON/E) - have

been correctly implemented with respect
to the space environment and,
furthermore, will prove the overall integrity
of the payload

Another major milestone for the ERS-2

Programme was reached in June, with

the successful GON/E Critical Design

Review in Florence (l) at Officine Galileo,

the instrument's Prime Contractor.

GON/E, a fourchannel nadir sounding

ERS-2 under test in the Large Space
Simulator (LSS) at ESTEC (NL)

E,?S-2 dans le Grand Stmulaleur spalial de
I'ESTEC (Pays Bas)

speclrometer covering near-ultraviolet

and visible wavelengths, is the first

European spaceborne instrument for

measuring ozone and related trace
gases.

Other activities in the ERS-2 Programme
continue on schedule: the platform
integration activities are nearly complete,
with thermal-vacuum testing scheduled
later this year in Toulouse (F) Work to
prepare the ERS-2 ground segment

- which is, to a large extent, the

operational ERS-1 ground segment -
has been initiated

An Announcement of Opportunity is

now being prepared to provide scientists

with the possibility to exploit ERS-2 data,

especially with regard to the new or
modified instruments (GOME, ATSR 2

and PRARE) The advantages and
possibilities associated with parallel

operation of both ERS-1 and ERS-2 will

be assessed in this process

EOPP

Solid Earth
Various activitres have been initiated in

anticipatron of approval by the Agency's
Earth-Observation Programme Board of

the revised Solid-Earth Programme
strategy These activities are related to a
possible joint ESA/Russian experiment
utilising H-masers A meeting on this

topic at ESTEC on 29-30 June was

attended by some 50 scientists and
engrneers

Meteosat Second Generation
A loint meeting of the ESA N/SG Potential

Participants and a Task Force of the
Eumetsat Council was held on
16 June to discuss the details of the

ESA/Eumetsat Cooperative Ag reement
The nexl Potential Participants meeting

is planned for 29 September 1993

The N/SG Phase-B tender documents
have been prepared and are ready
for rssue, subject to approval of the

Procurement Proposal by the ESA

Industrial Policy Committee Meanwhile,

Phase-A and Phase-A/B bridging
activities continue in industry

tJc
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dans /es delais, de sorte que /es essars

de bilan thermique ef /es essais

thermiques sous vlde pourront ddmarrer
ddbut septembre dans le grand
simulateur spatial de I'ESTEC (NL). Cette

6tape importante du programme ERS-2

doit demontrer que les adaptattons
apportees A la conception d'ERS-1 -
principdement en ce qui concerne
I'expdrience de surveillance de I'ozone d

I'echile du globe (GOME) - ont 6te

correctement mlses en oeuvre en

fonction de I'environnement spatial et, de
plus, que la charge utile fonctionne
normalement dans son int6gralit6.

Une autre 6tape importante du
programme ERS-2 a 6td franchie en juin

avec le succds de Ia revue critique de
definition du GOME d Florence (l) chez
Officine Galileo, contractant principal de
I'instrument. GOME, spectromdtre d

sondage vertrcal a quatre canaux dans
les longueurs d'onde du proche
ultraviolet et du visible, est le premier

instrument europden embarque sur
satellite devant mesurer l'ozone et les gaz

a I'etat de traces qui sont en relation

avec celui-ci.

Les aulres activitds du programme ERS-2

se ddroulent conformdment au calendrrer:
/es activitds d'int6gration de la plate-

forme sont presque achevees, des essais

thermiques sous vlde devant €tre men6s
a Toulouse (F) a la fin de I'annee On a

mis en route les travaux de preparation

du secteur so/ d'E,9S-2, qui est, dans
une grande mesure, /e secleur so/

opdrationnel d'EFS-7.

Un avis d'offre de participation est en

cours de prdparation afin de donner aux
chercheurs la possibilitd d'exploiter les

donnees d'ERS-2, particulidrement pour
ce qui concerne les instruments recents
ou ayant fait |objet de modifications
(GOME, ATSR-2 et PRARE). Ce sera

I'occasion d'1valuer /es avantages ef /es

possibr/rtds ddcoulant de I'exploitation
paralldle d'ERS-1 et d'ERS-2

EOPP

Solide terrestre
Anticipant l'approbation du Conseil
directeur du programme d'observation de
la Terre, I'Executif a engagd diverses

activites en matidre de strategie r1visee
pour un programme d'etude du solide

tJo

terrestre Ces acfivitds sont liees a une

eventuelle experience commune
ESAlRussie utilisant des masers d

hydrogene. Une rdunion de travatl
consacrde d cette question s'est fenue d

I'ESTEC, les 29 et 30 juin, en prdsence
d'une cinquantaine de scientifiques et
d'ingdnieurs.

Meteosat de deuxidme g6n6ration
Une r6union commune entre les
participants potentiels au programme
MSG de I'ESA et le sous-groupe du
Conseil d'Eumetsat a eu lieu le 16 juin
pour discuter des ddfarls de I'accord de
coopdration entre I'ESA et Eumetsat. La

prochaine rdunion des participants
potentiels doit se tenir le 29 septembre.

Les documents d'appel d'offres relatifs a

la phase B du MSG ont dte prdpards et
sonl pr6ts d €tre envoy6s, sous r1serve

de I'approbation de la proposition

d'approvisionnement par le Comite de la
politique industrielle de l'ESA Pendant ce
femps, /es activites de phase A el /es

activitds de phase relais A/B se
pou rsu ive nt d ans I' ind ustrie

Autres missions
L'appel d'offres pour la phase A de
Metopl a dte lancd debut juillet.

La definition des dtudes en vue de
I' util isation 6ventuel le de petlts sale//ifes
pour I'observation de la Terre est en
preparation Les dtudes scientifiques,
techniques et technologiques se sonl
poursuivies dans le cadre de Ia

prdparation des instrumenfs destrnds aux
futures mirsslons.

Campagnes
La premidre reunion des
expdrimentateurs de I'EMAC s'esf fenue d

Paris /es 17 et 18 juin L'EMAC esl une
campag ne organisee conjointement par
I'ESA et par Ie Centre commun de
recherches des Communautes
europeennes

Les analyses des campagnes
precedentes, telles que Hapex-Sahel et
Sarex, se sonl poursuivres.

Plate-forme polaire

Afin d'arr€ter ddfinitivement la nouvelle
conception de la PPF destinde d la
mrSsion Envisat-l, une revue de

consolidation a 6td conduite par I'Agence
et par I'industrie en juin/juillet A la suite
de cette reunion, un grand nombre de
plans et de specifications du niveau

supdileur sont ddsormais approuvds, et
Ia conception de reference est confirmde.

Les interactions avec /es actlvltds
d'Envisat-1 ont 1galement ete definies
dans Ie detail en vue d'harmonrser /es

interfaces techniques et de gestton.

Les travaux de d1veloppement ont suivi
leur cours en paralldle, un certain
nombre d'el1ments du matdriel 6tant
desormais fabriq ues (plusieu rs

equipements MGSE ont 6t6 livrds, le
modele structurel du module de
servitude esf assemb/d et pret d subrr /es

essarrs statlques de qualification)

Les negociations frnales de plusieurs
sous-conlrats relatifs au module de
servitude et au compartiment des
equipements de charge utile ont ete

achevees, |objectif gdneral etant de
passer le contrat de phase C/D avant la

fin de 1993

Envisat-1

Au titre de la Declaration POEM-1,

l' i nstru ment DO,C/S (ddte rm in ation
Doppler d'orbte et radiopositionnement
integres par satellite) fait desormais partie
de la charge utile d'Envisat-1 a titre
d'instrument 'AO' (Avis d'offre de
participation).

Du cote industriel. I'Execuilf a regu fin

aolt une proposition actualisee prenant

en compte un certarn nombre de
modifications rdcemment apportdes au

consortium industriel

Pour les instruments d'Envisat-1, les
revues de conception prdliminaires sont
programmdes pour la fin de 1993 et le
debut de 1994

POEM-1

Programme pr6paratoire
/es ilrrdes de nhase R au niveau
systdme et instruments sont aujourd'hui
achevdes

Les deux avenants aux 1tudes de phase
B des instrumenls ASCAf et MIMB ont
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Other missions
The Metop-1 Phase-A Invitation to Tender

(lTT) was issued at the beginning of July

Definition of studies for the possible

utilisation of small satellites for Earth

observation is in progress. Scientific,

technical and technological studies
have continued in preparation for future
mission instruments.

Campaigns
The first EMAC Experimenters meeting
was held in Paris on 17 and l8 June
1993 EN/AC is a jointly organised
campaign by ESA and Joint Research

Centre (JRC) of the European
Community

Analyses of prevrous campaigns such as

Hapex-Sahel and Sarex has continued

Polar Platform
In order to finalise the reorientation of

the PPF design to serve the Envisat-l

mission, a consolidation review by the

Agency and industry took place in

June/July As a result, a large number of

top-level specificatrons and plans have

now been approved and the design
baseline confirmed

Detailed interactions with the Envisat-1

activities have also taken place in order
to harmonise technical and management
interfaces

In parallel, development activities have
proceeded, with a number of hardware
items now manufactured (several MGSE

items delivered, Service Module
Structural Model assembled and ready
for qualification static tests)

Final negotiations of several subcontracts
involving the Service Module and
Payload Equipment Bay have been
completed with the general objective of
placing the Phase-C/D contract before

the end of 1993

Envisat-l Programme
As part of the POEM-1 Declaration,
the Doppler Orbitography and Radio-

positioning lntegrated by Satellite (DORIS)

instrument is now included in the

Envisat-1 payload complement as

an 'Announcement of Opportunity
Instrument'

On the industrial side. an updated
proposal was received at the end of

August taking into account a number
of changes recently introduced in the

lndustrial Consortium

Preliminary Design Reviews for the
Envisat-l instruments are planned for
the end of 1993 and early 1994

POEM-I Preparatory
Programme

System and instrument Phase-B studies
These studies have now been completed

ASCAT and MIMR instrument Phase-B
studies
Both riders to the Phase-B studies of

these instruments have been successfully
completed The further activities form
part of the Metop-l Preparatory
Programme

Ground segment Phase-B
The final presentation took place in

September,

Earthnet
MOS (Marine Observation Satellite) and
Spot data have continued to be acquired
routinely at lVaspalomas

The Earthnet-Coordinated Tiros Network
has also continued to provide a regular
data flow from the NOAAl1 (afternoon)

and NOAA-I2 (morning) missions, with

data being acquired at all ground

stations, including Scanzano (ltaly), which
hed rpccntlv hpcn intporated intO the

network and which will shortly have a
local archiving capability available,

The joint NASA/NOAA/ESA Project
'1 km Global Land AVHRR Data Set' has
progressed towards Phase-2 A first

data-processing prototype has been

implemented at thb EROS Data Centet,

following the IGBP algorithm This has

allowed a sample global product to be
generated

The IONIA' AVHRR CD-Browser, with

over 50 000 products derived from

the NOAA AVHRR satellite series data
processed in Frascati, has been
distributed to the user community

Within the ASEAN project, the work
station delivered to Manila has entered
into operation for AVHRR data
processing, the training of personnel

having been completed at ESRIN

The upgrading activities to handle the
Landsat-6 TM and Panchro payload data
are in their final stages The satellite is

scheduled for launch in Autumn 1993

The JERS 1 SAR and OPS payload data

have been recorded according to plan at

Fucino (SAR and OPS), Kiruna (OPS)

Tromsp (SAR) and O Higgins, Antarctica
(SAR) Activities are in hand at ESRIN to

develop an experimental OPS stereo-

image prototype. Both the SAR and OPS

catalogues have been updated The OPS

digital quick look is routinely generated

A preliminary data distribution of SAR

and OPS test tapes to the Principal
Investigators is foreseen in the Autumn

The anticipated distribution agreement
between ESA and NASDA is expected to

be finalised before the end of the year.

Tho I ovol-l] nrnneqqino Of COaStal-Zone

Colou'Scanner OCEAN' products has
progressed at JRC/lspra (l) with product

shipment to ESRIN In parallel, the

distribution of Level-.l/2 data products to

researchers has continued The 'OCEAN'

CD-Browser, containing a considerable
amount of ocean-colour data collected by

Nimbus-7 over all the main European
basins, has also been widely distributed

Meteosat
The acceptance testing of the MOP-3

spacecraft has been completed at

Aerospatiale (F) in preparation for a
November launch All test data were

reviewed, as were the spacecraft records,

in a series of panel meetings, leading up

to the Flight Acceptance Review, held at

ESTEC in late August The successful

completion of the review clears the way

for the launch campaign, now scheduled
to sta( in the last week of September,

culminating in a launch
on 19 November.

Meanwhile, a review of the Ground
Segment tound it ready to support the

N/OP-3 launch and the commissioning
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ete menes a bren Les activites
ultdrieures font partie du programme
n 16 na r aln i ra A/l 6tan-1

Phase B du secteur sol

La prdsentatron frnale a eu lteu en

septembre

Earthnet
L'acquisition reguhdre des donneies des

sate//ites MOS (satellite d'observatron des
mcrc,l trl Snn/ q'p.ci nnt6g1y1g )
Maspalomas

Le reseau Tiros coordonne par Earthnet
A trnAllment rnntinrto A lournif un flux
rcntrlicr .lc r-lnnnpoc, dcS miSSlOnS

NOAA-11 (apres mrdi) et NOAA12 (natin),
captees par toutes /es slallons so/, y
comprb celle de Scanzano O recemment
infdnroo att r6<ontt at nt ti eliqnnqara

prochainement d'une rnstallatron locale
d'archivage

Le projet commun NASA/NOAA/ESA qui
vise la production d'un ensemble de

donndes AVHRR sur /es lerres d l'echile
du globe offrant une resolutron de 1 km a
progressd vers sa phase 2. Un premier
prototype de traitement des donndes a

ete mis en oeuvre au Centre de donnees
EFOS se/on |bpoilthme IGBP
(Programme rnlernatronal pour l'elude de
la oooqnhdro ot rlo la hinqnhoro\ e a nt ti

a nermis rl elahorer trn echanttllon de
nrndnil a l'6r-hcllc dtt nl6figq , vvl ivi,U vU yl\

lcq tttiliqatct trq ont ttr.t I le CD IONIA'

AVHRR qui comporte plus de 50 000
produits 1labords d partir des donndes
de la sdile des sate//ltes AVHRR de la
NOAA, traitdes d Frascali

f)anc /e aadro dt t nrniot AStrA Al lo nnqla

de travatl livre a Mantlle est entre en
qerttic.e nor rr le treitcmcnt deS dOnndeS

AVHRR, la formation du personnel ayant
6td achevde e /'ESF//V

Les aclivilels de mrse a niveau
nir-'essaires nottr fraitcr /es donndes des
r.harncq, rtliles TAI el PanChfO de
Landsat-6 sont en phases finales, Le

satellite doit 6tre lancd d l'automne 1993

The O'Higgins ground station in Antarctica

La station tetrtenne d O Htggins en
Antarctique
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/ es donnies des r--haroes utlles SAF et
OPS de JE,SS-7 ont ete enregistrees
comme prevu a Fucino (SAR et OPS)

Kiruna (OPS), TromsQ (SAR) et O'Higgins
dans l'Antarctique (SAR) On travaille d
/'ESB/I/ sur la mise au pornt d'un
prolotype experrmental d'rmage stereo

OPS Les catalogues SAr? el OPS ont ete
mic A inr tr f)ac lmrnac numenques
visualisation raprde d'OPS sont produites
syst1matiquemenl ll est prevu de
nrne4rlar A l'at 'lnmno  ,- - une premtere
distilbution des bandes d'essars SAB et
OPS aux chercheurs pincipaux Le
nroiet rl ar.r.nrrl de dislribulrOn enlre I ESA

et la NASDA doit €tre defrnitivement mis

au point avant la frn de I'annde

Le traitement de niveau 3 des produits
'OCEAN' de I'analyseur 'couleurs de la
mcr' nnt tr znnoc rAtidrac : nrnnrpccd :r r

Centre commun de recherches d'lspra (l)
ot rloq nrnrlt tilq nnl o16,, _,_ znvoyes a
/ ES/C//V La distnbution de produits de
donnees de niveaux 1-2 aux chercheurs
s'esl poursuivie en parallele Le CD
'OCEAN' qui conttent une quantitd

considdrable de donndes couleur sur /es
occ+nq rcrttcillicq nar Ntmbus-7 au-
r/eqqr rc rio lnt tq laq nrinainat rv h:ccinc

ot trnnoonq n oaalomonl ArA ltraamantwutwpwwttr, a w\1atwtltwttl YLY tdtgYtttYttL

distribue

M6t6osat
Les essais de recette du satellite MOP 3
(Programme Meteosat operalonnel) se
sont acheves d I'Adrospatiale (F) en vue
d'un lancement en novembre 1993.

Plt tciat trq r6t rninnq ala nr^t tna. r'l'avnart<

onl passd en revue foules /es donnees
des cs.sai.q einsi attc ips dOSSierS du
vehicule spatial, ce qui a conduit d la
revue de recette pour le voi qui sest
tenue d I'ESTEC fin aojt La bonne
execuilon de la revue ouvre la voie d la
e 2mn2nnF .ltr lan.omtrnt debUtant fin

septembre, pour aboutir au lancement le
19 novembre

Pendant ce temps, le groupe de revue

du secteur sol a juge celur-ci pret au
soutien du lancement et de la recette de
MOP 3

MOP.3 nt ti ttne fni< nl7g( SUf son
orbite, aura pour nom Mdt6osat-6 - sera
mis en reserve en vue de remplacer
A/letensat-4 cn lenl orre Salellite

opdrationnel, puisque ce dernier a

nrpsottc enrrrsi se.q pr.'ols el Sefa

expulsd de l'orilte geosbttonnatre au
cours des mois prochatns

L'ESA construit le satellite Meteosat MTP
pour le compte d Eumetsat. En juillet.

une revue de la base de refdrence de la
nrnalttalinn apal lpnl/p A I'AA.^.^^tt^l^pt vuuwtlwt r J uJr rur tuw Q I nYl valJaLtalc,

^^^+.^^+^^t ^.;^^;^^l ^^ ^^r^11;+^ ^^.^vvtrLt dvrdt rr PrutwrPdt ug Jdtg/r/tu )u/d,
nat tr I oqqanlial idanliat r^ ^,, .^+^//j+^pvu, r urru' /r/ur, /vu/,rrVUU dU JdLYlltLC

MOP neanmoins I laul s assuref que les

nouveaux composants plus performants
n'induisent pas de probldmes d'rnterface
2r t nt\/olt t cruclAma I a arat tna r]a ratil ta e

rlonnc qon ar-l-nrd not tr I achdvement de
la fabrication de lous /es sous-sysldmes,
L'intdgration du satellite debutera en
1994 et le lancement est prevu pour
1995/1996.
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N4OP 3 - which will be known as

Meteosat-6 once in orbit - will be on

standby to replace Meteosat-4 as the

operational spacecraft, since the latter is

running low on fuel and will be removed

from geostationary orbit in the next few

months

The Meteosat MTP spacecrafi is being
manufactured by ESA on behalf of
Eumetsat A Production Baseline Review

was held in July at Aerosoatiale, the
prime contractor. The spacecraft will be

essentially identical to the Meteosat

Operational Programme (MOP)

spacecraft, but care has to be taken to

ensure that new higher-performance
components do not lead to interface

problems at system level The Review

cleared all subsystems for completion
of manufacturing Integration of the
spacecraft will start in 1994, with launch
scheduled for 1995/96

Metop-l Preparatory
Programme
Initial activities have been started to

develop ASCAT and MIMR to the

level of technology demonstrators in

preparation for the Metop-l Programme
In particular, Requests for Quotation
(RFQs) for the development of ASCAT

and MIMR technology demonstrators
have been sent to industry

Space Station
'Freedom'/Columbus
The report submitted on 10 June 1993 to
the President of the United States by the
'Blue Ribbon Panel' on the redesign of

Space Station 'Freedom' included a

section reflecting the International

Partners' Assessment on the specific
features of the three options and the
overall programmatic aspects

Thp rcdcsinn tcam has been disbanded
after the announcement by President

Clinton of the choice of 'Option A'

(modular concept utilising a high
percentage of Space Station 'Freedom'

design and hardware), with some
features coming from 'Option B' (deriving

directly from Space Station 'Freedom'

and utilising close to 100% of its design
and hardware)

A transition period, still going on in

Septembe; has been decided to finalise

the new Space Station configuration
and the orbit inclination to be flownThe
'transition team' established (with partici-

pation of the International Partners) will

also rnitiate the changes recommended
in the areas of NASA management
streamlining and the assignment of a
single Prime Contractor To this effect, the

Johnson Space Center has been

designated as the leader for the Space
Station Programme, and Boeing has

been nominated Prime Contractor.

Discussions have been held between
the Americans and the Russians and
an agreement was signed at political

level on 2 September 1993 to define

a combined Station whereby Russian

elements will become part of an

International Space Station, A final

decision will be taken in November,

after consultation with the partners

Attached Laboratory
The Columbus industrial partners have

provided supporting technical inputs to

ESA throughout on the impacts of the

redesign activity on the Attached
Laboratory programme

The first Subsystems Requirements
Review has been held

A series of Attached Laboratory neutral-

buoyancy development tests have been

completed successfully in the tank
installed at Le Bourget Air Show Evalua-

tions were performed on hardware
modifications incorporated into the
payload rack/module interface since the

last test series, and on the design
features and procedures associated with

installation and removal of the controller
units on the Attached Laboratory end
cone during EVA In addition to the
technical value of these tests. they were

also highly appreciated by the members
of the public who visited the ESA pavilion

during the Air Show, as they were able to
watch the tests in progress and were
provided with a live commentary and
explanations

A modified programme is now proposed

for the Attached Laboratory, to be

coherent with the revised Station as

proposed. and the reduced budget
profile planned in 1994/1995 With a

launch date in 2002, the Attached
Laboratory is now reduced in length (five

Double Racks per side instead of eight)

to allow its launch by Ariane-S with the

ATV (Ariane Transfer Vehicle) partially

outfitted with payloads, The subsystems

will be simplified (eg the Data Manage-
ment System, supporting more
autonomous operations), with a Data

Relay Satellite (DRS) interface to

complement the US TDRSS link and
communicate directly with Europe,

The orbital inclination is currently
maintained at 283 but the final choice will

deperd on the decision concerning the

Russian cooperation Ariane-S and the

ATV would also be charged with the

logistics support. This revised approach
is now being consolidated

All the detailed studies and critical
developments needed for a launch in
2002 would be performed in 1994/95

The full development effort would then
start after the next ESA Council Meeting
at Ministerial Level, around the end of

1995

Precursor flights
The principles for cooperation between
ESA and the Russian Space Agency
(RKA) have been agreed and the

contract for the two Mir flights negotiated
and srgned.

The four ESA astronauts selected for
these'Euromir'missions (35 days in 1994

and 135 days in 1995), U Merbold,
P Duque, C Fuglesang and T Reitel
have followed extensive Russian

language courses, have attended lectures

of a general nature and, in August,

started their basic training in Star City

Preparatory studies have been initiated

for the E-1 mission on integration and
nno12tinna t2cka

The final selection of precursor missions

will be made later in the year

Future European Station
Concernlng Future Station Cooperation
(post Mir-2), a pre-Phase-A concept
study for a small freeJlying, man-tended
laboratory, jointly developed by ESA

Member States and Russian industry, for
launch around 2003 has started

Discussions are held at regular intervals

in the joint sessions of the ESA/RKA

Working Groups covering space stations

and space transportation They have
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Metop-1

Programme pr6paratoire
Des activltds initiales ont ete mlses en
route en vue de pousser le ddveloppe-
ment des instruments ASCAT et MIMR
jusqu'au stade des moddles de ddmons-
tration technologique, en preparation du
programme Mebp1. Des demandes de
prix relatives au developpement des
moddles de demonstration tech nolog ique
des instrumenls ASCAI et MIMR ont ete
envoyees d I' industile.

Station spatiale
Freedom/Columbus
Le rapport remis Ie 10 juin au President
des Efafs-Unrs par le 'Blue Ribbon Panel'
qui avait 6td charge de reddfinir la

Station spatiale Freedom comportait une
section donnant /?vis des partenaires
internationaux sur /es caracteristiques
spdcifiques des lrors optlons ef /es

aspects d'ensemble du programme

L'6quipe chargde de la redefinition a 6td
drssoule aprds que le Prdsident Clinton

eut annonc6 Ie choix de l'option A
(concept modulatre reprenant pour une
bonne oart la conceDtion et le matdrrd
de la Station spattale Freedom) plus
certains 4lements de I'option B
(directement ddrivde de la Station

spatiale Freedom et reprenant presque
int1gralement sa conception et son
mat4ild). Une pdiode de transitron,
toujours en cours en septembre, a 6t6
ddcidde pour arr)ter definitivement la

nouvelle configuratton de la Station
spatiale et fixer l'inclinaison de son
orbite L'equipe de transitton qui a ete
mlse sur pied (avec la participation des
partenai res i nte r n ation aux) m ettra
egalement en route les modifications
recommand€es en ce qui concerne
I'allegement de Ia gestion NASA et le
choix d'un mafre d'oeuvre unique A cet
effet, c'est le Centre spatial Johnson qui
a ete designe pour conduire le
programme de Station spatiale, la maitrise
d'oeuvre 6tant confiee a Boeino

Les dLscussions qui se sont ddroul1es
entre Amdricalns et rqusses'ont
ddbouchd le 2 septembre sur la
signature d'un accord au niveau politique
portant sur la ddfinition d'une station
'combinee' dans laquelle des 6l6ments
russes s'int6greront e une statron spatiale
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internationale La d6cision finale sera
prise en novembre aprds consultation
A^^ ^^.t^^^;.^^UEJ lrdl tu/ idil uJ.

Laboratoire raccord6
Les partenaires industriels du projet
Columbus ont apporte e I'ESA tout au
Iong de cette pdilode I'appui de donndes
techniques quant aux inctdences de la

redefinition sur le programme relatif au
laboratoire raccord6.

La premidre revue des impdratifs au
niveau des sous-sysfdmes a eu lieu.

Une sdile d'essais de ddveloppement du
laboratoire raccorde a etd conduite avec
succds en impesanteur simul1e dans le
bassin qui avait ete install6 au Salon du
Bourget On y a 1valud les modifications
matdrielles apportees depuis la derntdre
sdrle d'essars a l'interface entre module
et bati de charge utile, ainsi que les
caractdristiques de conception et
procedures ayant trait a l'installation et d
I'enldvement des boitlers de commande
sur le cone d'extremitd du laboratoire
raccordd pendant les activites extra-
vdhiculaires Outre I'inter€t technique
qu'ils pr4sentar'ent, ces essars ont dtd
trds apprecies par /es visiteurs du
pavillon de l'ESA qui ont pu suivre ainsi
Ie ddroulement de tous /es essarS gu'un
commentateur expliquait en direct

Un programme modifi1 est maintenant
proposd pour le laboratoire raccorde,
avec pour objectif d'assurer la cohdrence
avec la station rdvisee proposee et de
prendre en compte le profil budgetaire
reduit prevu pour 1994-1995 Le

laboratoire raccordd dont le lancement
aurait lieu en 2002 est ddsormais plus
court (avec cinq bAtis doubles de chaque
cotd au lieu de huit) pour pouvoir €tre
lanc6 par Ariane-s avec I'ATV (vehicule

de transfert Aiane) et une partie de sa
charge utile, Les sous-sysfdmes seronl
simplifi4s (gestion des donnees par
exemple, pour une plus grande
autonomie de fonctionnement), et une
interface avec un sateilite de relais de
donndes (DRS) compl1tera la liaison avec
/e IDRSS amdilcain pour communiquer
directement avec I' Europe.

On prevoit toujours une orbite inclinde d

28, mais l'inclinaison qui sera retenue en
dernier ressorl ddpendra de ce qui sera
decide au sujet de la coopdration avec la

Bussie. Ariane-S et I'ATV seraient
1galement chargds du soutien logistique

Cette nouvelle formule esf en cours de
consolidation

En 1994-1995, I'ensemble des dfudes
detaill1es et travaux de d5velopement
critiques d conduire pour un lancement
en 2002 serarent executes La rdalisation
proprement dite ddmarrerait ensuite
aprds la prochaine session du Conseil de
I'ESA au niveau ministdriel vers Ia fin de
1995.

Vols pr6curseurs
Les principes d'une cooperation entre
I'ESA et I'Agence spatiale russe (RKA)

ont 6rc arretes d'un commun accord et
le contrat relatif aux deux vols Mir a ete
n6nnai6 of cinn6

Les quatre astronautes de I'ESA

s5lectionn1s pour ces mrSslons Euromtr
(35 jours en 1994, 135 jours en 1995),

qui sont U. Merbold, P Duque,
C. Fuglesang et T Reiter, ont commence
par suivre des cours rntensifs de russe ef
des conferences de caractere general
pour entamer ensuite en ao]t leur
entrafiement de base d la Cite des
6toiles

Les dludes preparatorres de la mission
E1 ont commenc1, pour les activitds
relatives a l'intdgration et d lExpbitatbn.

Le choix final des missions prdcurseurs
i nte rv ie n d ra p rochai n e ment.

Station europ6enne future
Fn rc atti rnnaqrne la annn4ratinn

relative a une station future (post Mir-2),

une etude conceptuelle de pre-phase A
a 6td lenr:cc <rtr rtn netif labOfatOife
autonome visitable d rdaliser en commun
par les Etats membres de /'ESA el
I'industrie russe en vue d'un lancement
vers 2003

D'aprds les echanges de vues qui se
ddroulent regulrerement dans le cadre
des sess/ons communes des groupes de
travail ESA-RKA sur /es slallons spaln/es
et le transport spatial, il faudrait que
soient 1laborees des donn)es sur /es

besorns en mattdre de transport spatial
du systeme de station spatiale futur en
orbite. Ces donndes seront utrlisees dans
des dludes paralleles portant sur un
sysldme de transport spatial commun
futur presentant des capacites ameliordes
pat rapport aux v6htcules de transport
spalr,a/ russes actuels.
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revealed that input data need to be
generated regarding the space
transportation needs of the future space
statron system in orbit This data will be

used in parallel studies for a future joint

space transportation system, improving
on the capabilities of the current Russian

space transportation vehrcles

Studies are being performed for the

limited ESA contributions to the Mir-2

space statron, at a pre-Phase-A level,

Hermes

Following the guidelines resulting

from the ESA Council Meeting in June,

the Hermes programme has been
re-oriented towards a crew and cargo
transportation system based on a non-

winged re-entry vehicle, a supporting
technology programme, and the
servicing elements The new Programme
Proposal will be presented to the Ariane
Programme Board for approval

Technology
A large number of technology study
Requests for Proposal had been sent to
industry, several of which will not now

be performed or will need to be modified
in view of the reorientation of the
programme Others remain applicable or
require only minor modification Major
changes in the technology programme

relate to thermal and mechanical aspects
and aerodynamics

System concepts
The industrial concept studies on non-

winged re-entry have identified two types
of vehicle tor further analysis: a simple
capsule and a slender body with bent or

bi-conic shape The Phase Zero System

Study proposed as part of the reoriented
programme has taken these results into

ACCOUNI

The winged re-entry studies have been
completed, and will now be run down
Practically all technical work has been
completed for the close-out of the

Hermes Baseline, although contractual
close-out of the many contract slices is

still in progress.

ACRV (Assured Crew Return Vehicle)
The Phase-A study results have been
presented to NASA for review Industry
will continue to investigate the sensitivity

to changes of critical requirements until

the end of 1993 The Phase-B study has

been put on hold until a decision can be

made on the choice of the new re-entry

vehicle-resulting from the Phase-0 study,

and clarification of the needs by NASA

ERA/EVA
The negotiations on the work to be
performed on External Robotic Arm
(ERA) development during the period
1993-95 are nearly complete The
preliminary proposal for EVA is also

being reviewed Both EVA and ERA

benefit from the cooperation with Russia,

which has shown interest in using these

tools for Mir construction

ARC (Automated Rendezvous and
Capture)
The technical concepts of the ARC

target and chaser vehicles have been
further defined. Industry is preparing

the offer for the Minispas/Astrospas
configuration development, Testing of

specific hardware and performance
simulations are in progress NASA has

failed to secure budget approval for the

flight preparation work in 1994, and has

announced a delay in the launch date to

1998

ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle)
The ATV has passed a joint configuration
review and the technical interchange
team has established the compliance
with the present Space Station require-

ments and has established design
reference missions

New missions for the ATV like the

transfer of a manned vehicle, of the APM

to the SSE or the servicing of lVir-2 will

be studied with the support of industry

The Phase-B study has been delayed

until a decision can be taken in mid 1994

on the technical options for the
programme

Ariane-5
System
Two important system events should be

noted:

- in Guiana, an Hl55 stage was

assembled for the first time on two
pylons simulating the P230s

Following the integration, the launch
table bearing the composite, almost

32 metres tall, was taken out of the
launcher integration building to the rail

track leading to the final assembly
building;

_ in Fr rrnno tho l21166frar'a alantrinalil | Lurvyu. rvr lEl - EIEULI lUOl

systems are now being integrated in

The Ariane-S functional simulation
facillty.

P230 solid-booster stage
The Ml test, the first teststand firing of

the Ariane-S solid booster using an

actual flight structure, took place very
successfullv on 25 June. The

measurements taken and inspections
carried out after the test show that all the

equipment, and the joints in particular,

performed to a very high standard As
preparations for the IV2 specimen are

well under way, a test in mid-November
nan ho onrricrnod

Equipment qualification is continuing in

Europe for the distancing rockets and the
nozzle actuation units Qualification tests

on the rear skin have ended and the
results are in line with predictions

H155 stage
All the hardware for the battleship stage
tests in Guiana has been acceptance-
tested and the thrustframe fitted with its

fluid and electrical systems is nearing the

end of the integration process

The tank to be used during development
and qualification tests on the H155 stage

is nearing completion and welding of the
tank for flight 501 has almost finished

The Vulcain engine has undergone 148

tests, amounting to 30 700 seconds
burntime lt should be noted that the first

flight-rated engine recently underwent
four tests accounting ior over 2200
seconds in all, which is equivalent to four
flights

L9 stage and fairing
The stage to be used for the propulsion

system development tests is being
integrated. This will mean that the first

firing can take place in October.

The first fairing separation test took place

in July in the United States and the

second is currently planned for the end
of the year. G
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Des dludes de pr1-phase A sont en

cours sur les contributions limitdes de
f ESA A h sbtion spatiale Mir-2,

Hermes

En application des directives 1labordes d

/'rssue de /a sesslon du Conseil de I'ESA

en juin, le programme Hermes a 6td
reoriente vers un sysfdme de transport
d'6quipages et de cargaisons basd sur
un vdhicule de rentree atmospherique
sans voilure, un programme de soutien
technologique et des elements de
desserte. La nouvelle proposition de
programme sera soumlse a l'approbation
du Conseil directeur du programme
Ariane

Technologie
Parmi les nombreuses demandes de
propositions d'6tudes technologiques qui

ont 6td envoydes a I'industrie, plusieurs
vont maintenant rester sans suile ou
devront €tre modifiees pour tentr compte
de la reorientation du programme Les

autres demeurent appltcables ou
n'exigent que des modifications
mineures Les pilncipales modifications
apportdes au programme technologrque
ont trait aux aspecfs thermiques et
mecaniques et a I'aerodynamique.

Concepts systdme
Au vu des resultats des dfudes de
concept realisees dans I'industile sur /es

vdhicules de rentrde sans voilure, il
apparait que deux types de vehicules
mdritent un complement d'analyse: l'un
est une simple capsule, lbutre presente

une configuration elancee de type
1mince ou biconique Ces rdsultats ont
6td pris en compte dans l'6tude sysldrne

de phase z6ro qui a 6td proposde dans
le cadre du programme r5oilentd

/cs ilirdcs srrr /es svslAmes de rentrde a

voilure ont 6t6 men1es d terme et vont
maintenant €tre arr€tees Pratiquement
loules /es activites techntques ont ete

achevdes pour la cl1ture de la rdference
Hermes, m€me s'il reste encore d clore
officiellement de nombreuses tranches
de contrat.

ACRV (Vehicule de secours pour le

retour de l'equipage)
Les rdsu/lals de l'etude de phase A ont
6te pr6sentes a la NASA pour examen
L'industile contrnuera d'etudier jusqu'a la
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fin de 1993 la sensibilitd aux
modifications de certaines exlgences
ciltiques L'etude de phase B a ete

suspendue jusqu'A ce qu'une decision
puisse €tre prise quant au choix du
nouveau vehicule de rentree resultant de
l'etude de phase zero et dans l'attente
de prdcisions sur /es imp1ratifs de la part
de la NASA

ARC (Rendez-vous et capture
automatiques)
La d1finition des concepls techniques du
vdhicule cible et du vdhrcule chasseur
pour l'ABC s'esf poursuivie. L'industile
prepare actuellement I'offre relative d la
mise au point de Ia confrguratton
Minispas/Astrospas. L'essa i du matdild
spdcifique et des simulations de
fonctionnement sont en cours La NASA
n'a pas obtenu |bpprobatbn du budget
pour les activitds de preparation aux vols

en 1994 et a annonc1 un report de la

date de lancement e 1998

ATV (Vehicule de transfert automatique)
L'ATV a subi avec succds une revue

conjointe de configuration et l'6quipe
charg6e des echanges techniques a

constate la conformite du concept avec
les imp1ratifs actuels de la Station
spatiale et a defini /es mrssions de
rdfdrence.

De nouvelles mrsslons de I'ATV, comme
le transfert d'un vdhicule habite, le

transfert de I'APM d la SSF, ou la
desserte de Mir-2, seront 6tudi6es avec
le soutien de I'industrie

L'6tude de phase B a ete reportee
jusqu'a ce qu'une decision pursse elre
prise a Ia mi1994 sur /es options
techniques du programme.

Ariane-5
Systdme
Deux 6v6nements tmportants concernant
/e sysleme Ailane-S doivent etre signales:

- en Guyane, pour la premiere fois, un
6fane H155 a 6te a<9,9Jpfl6 SUr leS

deux pyl1nes simulant les P 230. A
/'lqcre dc r.cttc intdnr2liOn la table devv((v 1,,(vy'

lancement qui supporte ce composite
de prds de 32 m de haut, a 6td sortie
du BAtiment d' lntegration Lanceurs
(BlL) pour rejoindre la voie ferree
menant vers le B1timent
d'Assemblage Final (BAF);

- cn Fttrnnc I'ancomhlo dpe srzelAmec

1lectilques du lanceur est ddsormars
integre dans I'installation de stmulation
fo nction nel le d'Ariane- 5.

Etage a poudre P230
L'essai M1, premier trr au banc du
propulseur a poudre d'Ailane-S, avec une
structure identique d celle du vol s'esf
deroul1 de faqon trds satisfaisante le 25

1uin. Les mesures effectudes et
/es expertrses conduites aprds /'essai
ddmontrent I'excellent comportement de
l'ensemble des matdnds, notamment
I'ensemble des /r,alsons. La prdparation
du specimen M2 est trds avancee, ce qui
permet d'envrsager un essai vers la mi-
novembre

Par ailleurs, en Europe, les qualificatrons
de mat1ilds se poursuivent comme pour
/es fusdes d'6loignement ef /es groupes
d'activation tuydre Quant a la jupe
arricre les essars dc ottalification sont
termines et conformes aux previsions.

Etage H 155
Ious /es materiels destlnds aux essa/S

du banc etage lourd en Guyane sont
recettes et le bati-moteur equipe de ses
syslemes fluides et electilques est en fin
d'intdgration.

Le r6servoi qui sera ulillsd /ors des
essars de mise au point et de
qualification de I'etage H 155 est en
cours de finition et le soudage du
rdservoir du vol 501 est quasrment
termind

Le moteur Vulcarn en est d 748 essarrs

cumulant plus de 30 700 s de fonction-
nement ll faut remarquer que le premier
moteur conforme au standard de vol
vient de realtser en quatre essars p/us
de 2200 s cumul4es, soit presque
l'equivalent de quatre vols.

Etage L9 et coiffe
L'intdgration de I'etage destine aux essals
de mise au point du sysldme propulsif
esl en cours, ce qut permettra une
premidre mise a feu courant octobre.

Le premier essal de separatron de la

coifle s'est deroule en juillet aux Etats-

Unis et le second est actuellement prdvu
d'ici la fin de l'annde. G
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In Brief

Olympus Satellite
Retired
ESA has terminated the mission of its

experimental Olympus telecommunica-
tions satelllte and moved it out of the
geostationary orbit to a lower orbit to
minimise the probability of it hitting other
spacecraft

During the night of 11/12 August, service
from Olympus was interrupted for
reasons that may never be fully known,

and the satellite lost its Earth-pointing
attitude and began spinning slowly This

event and the subsequent activities to

New Head of ESA Office
in Guiana Appointed
The Director General of ESA has

appointed Maurice Delahais as Head of

the ESA Office in French Guiana, as of

6 September.

Mr Delahais, of French nationality, loined
ESA in 1967 He was the Head of the

Scientific Projects Departments at ESTEC

(in Noordwilk, The Netherlands) for
l2years before becoming the Head of
ESA's Hermes Office and Future

Programmes in 1988 G

Maurice Delahais, the new Head of the ESA

Office in French Guiana

retrieve the satellite used the last few

kilograms of fuel remaining on board
The Agency therefore assessed that it

would not be possible to re-establish

service and began the re-orbiting
process lt was decided to re-orbit to a
lower rather a higher altitude because
the incident itself caused an orbital
perturbation in this direction and,
consequently, there would not have been
sufficient fuel to re-transfer the spacecraft
to a higher orbit, Once the satellite had

reached the lower orbit, several end-of-

life tests were then conducted and the
pressurant remaining in its tanks was

depleted With the satellite in this 'safe'

configuration, Olympus was turned off

and its mission ended

Olympus was launched in 1989 to
conduct experiments in, among other
areas. direct broadcasting and video
conferencing lt was expected to remain

in operatron until July 1994 but it had

conducted 800/o of its tasks

Among its many uses, Olympus has

been instrumental in the development of

distance learning satellite applications -
over 100 organisations in 12 countries
have used Olympus to develop training
courses which have become part of the

established satellite-based educational
infrastructure Several of those operations
have now been transferred to the Eutelsat
anaaa eaflmonf

In the broadcasting field, Olympus was
the initial test bed for a number of

satellite-broadcast programmes that are

now running on a commercial basis,

including the BBC World Service and
Raisat lt was also used for experimental
broadcasts in the development of high

definition TV

During late 1992 and the first part of this
yea[ the satellite was used in establishing
a data relay link with data being
transmitted from the Eureca satellite in

low Earth orbit to Olympus and then to

Earth. This was the first time that such a
transfer had occurred in Europe and the
first such transfer in the world using the
Ka frequency band G

The Olympus satellite
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Ariane-5 Roll-Out

The first flight-type H155 cryotechnic
st:ne the m:in annino far lhn Arinnn trrruvu, u ur r\y'il ru IUI tl lE nlldllU-J,

was rolled out of the Launcher
Integration Building on the Ariane-5
launch table, at ESA's launch site in

Kourou. Frencn Guiana on 18 September.

It was flanked by two P230 solid booster
mock ups

This cryolechnic stage is part of an

essential campaign of the Ariane-S

development programme called the

Operational Deployment Programme.

During this campaign, all operations
relating to the transport, handling and
assembly of various elements of the
launcher will be validated and the

associated ground support systems will

be qualified

The members of the Ariane Programme
Board, in Kourou to attend the Board's
134th meeting, witnessed the event

Approximately 1 50 Eu ropean industrialists
represenling most of the companies
involved in the construction of the

Ariane-S ground infrastructure in Kourou,

were also presenl

The members of the Artane Programme Board
tn lront ol the ftrst tlignttype H155 ctyotechnrc
s/age /o be i-,sed on Artane-5 lt is flanked bv

two mock-ups of the P230 so/id boosters

ESA Participates in
44lh IAF Congress

On 16-22 October, ESA participaled in

the exhibition held in conjunction with the
44th Congress of the International

Astronautical Federation (lAF) in Graz
Austria More than 1300 space experts

from around the world met at the
Congress to discuss technological
achievements and plans for the future of
thp urorld s cnacc nronrammesU vYuvv YIvv|\

The International Space Exhibition was
n^an +n iho nr rhlin fnr fn,-, ,Jur oays ano
approximately 11 OOO people, in addition
to the Congress participants, visited the
stands G

The opentng of the IAF exhtbitton From left to
right Prof. J. Ortner, Dtrector of the Austrian
Space Agency; A Sttngl, Mayor of Graz,

J M Luton, Dtrector General of ESA, and
K-E Reuter, Head of ESA's Cablnel

G
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25 Years of
ESRO-1/Aurorae
Twenty-five years ago, on 3 October 1968,

ESRO-I/Aurorae was launched from
Vandenburg Air Force Base in California
ESRO-]/Aurorae was the second success
ful launch made by the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO), which
later merged with the European
Launcher Development Organisation
/tr1 na)\ in hannmo tha Fr rrnnorn Qnano

Agency (ESA)

The 85 7 kg satellite carried eight
experiments to explore the ionospheric
phenomena relating to the Northern
Lights or Aurora Borealis The satellite
was launched by a Scout rocket into an

elliptic. polar orbit with an apogee of
15j3 km :nr^l : norinoo Of 258 km lt waS

magnetically oriented. i e it aligned itself

tangentially to lines of the magnetic field
of the Earth

Tha na,,arnnm^^+ ^+ treqo-.l/Aurorae

began in 1964, with the successful
launch following only four years later.

The main participating firms were the
Laboratoire Central de Telecom-

munication (LCT) of France as prime
contractor for overall management,
housekeeping and electrical integration;

Contraves AG (now Oerlikon Contraves)

of Switzerland for structural, mechanical
and thermal evaluation and stabilisation;

and Bell Telephone Manufacturing
Company of Belgium for power supply

To celebrate this silver lubilee. Oerlikon
Contraves invited the members of the
former ESRO-1 team - ESRO staff

contractors and experimenters to their
nrpmiqcs in Ttrir'.h Thc hOSt waS

H P Schneiter who, in the ESRO days,

was responsible for the structure and
mechanism of the spacecraft and is now

Director of Business Unit Space at
Oerlikon Contraves. He and his staff
invested a great effort, not only in

organising the event, but also in
collecting the addresses of the former
ESRO 1 team members, some of whom
have retired and many of whom have

dispersed across Europe

Seventy-one former members of the team
joined the celebration on 1 October, with

some experimenters coming from as far

away as Kiruna, Sweden and Bergen,
Norway The celebration began with a
reception, with welcoming addresses
given by Mr. Schneitel D E Mullinger (the
fnrmor FQRO_1 Prnianl \tlrnaanrr rnarrv | | rvluvr rvror ro9Yr/ or ru

G Phelzon (the former Prolect Manager
for ESRO-1 at LCT) A film on ESRO 1

brought back memories of the work done
more than a quarter of a century ago

The participants also visited the facilities

of Oerlikon Contraves' Business Unit
Space where they were shown the
manufacturing of Ariane 4 and Ariane 5

rocket fairings, the Cluster structure, and
an engineering model of the Huygens re-

entry cone an impressive

demonstration of that company's modern
carbon fibre technology

The reunion culminated in a dinner in

Swiss-country style surroundings, at
which the ESRO 1 family was joined by
P Creola. head of the Swiss Delegation
to the ESA Council, and J P Ruder,

member of the Swiss Delegation This

concluded a memorable event for all
participants - they relived old memories,

the efforts expended, and the problems
solved which resulted in the successful
mission of ESRO 1/Aurorae giving new

scientific data on the Aurora Borealis

lV G Grensemann

Seventy-one members ot the ESROi lamrly

gathered at Oerltkon-Contraves to celebrate
lhc 25th annit'er<art' .l thc FSRO-1/Aurorae

launch

The reception followtng the welcomtng addresses From left to rtght: A Menth, Chief Executive
Officer, Oerlrkon-Contraves; D E Mullinger, ESBO-1 Project Manager, G Phelizon, ESROi Projecl
Manager al LCT Behind lhem. are two tormer ESRO-1 experimenlers: S Olsen and C Skovli

G
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Underwater Testing at
Le Bourget Air Show
During longterm missions, a space
station's subsystems and payload

eouioment will need to be maintained
and serviced in orbit To evaluate the

maintenance and servicing tasks that
crewmembers will have to carry out under
microgravity conditions, ESA's Columbus
Crew Office has been conducting
underwater simulations of the activities in

public swimming pools, using a mock-up

of the Columbus Attached Laboratory
This zero-gravity environment allows both
engineers and astronauts to fully
understand the effects of microgravity on

the design of equipment and on the

method of working in microgravity -
tasks that are routine on Earth are much
more difficult when wearing a space suit

and bulky gloves, and when the tools

and hardware float away

The most recent underwater simulation
was conducted at the Le Bourget Air
Show in Paris in June ESA erected a
giant aquarium that allowed members of

the public visiting the ESA pavilion to

watch'astronauts' performing actual
underwater tests using the Attached
Laboratory mock-up,

In this simulation, the team assessed

the location and type of aids such as

handles and foot restraints that are

required both inside and outside the
module to allow the crew to remain in

one place while working or to assist them
in moving around They determined that
it is essential to have a central banister

along the corridor of experiment racks to
allow both crew mobility and restraint, lt

is also necessary to have a portable

workbench that can slide along the

The tank contarning the Attached Laboratory
mock-up, at the Le Bourget Air Show

banister to the location at which the
astronaut is working The workbench
could consist of a work surface, a tool

caddy and drawers for storing other
equipment A portable PC (for payload

operations) and a terminal (for system

operations) could be attached to the
workbench

The procedures for the installation and
handling of racks containing experiments
and other equipment were tested and
streamlined Some equipment and
hardware that requires servicing, such as
plumbing or heating systems, is located
beneath or behind the racks or in the

module's end cones and is difficult to

access, During the simulation, the best
method of working on that equipment
was identified and tested.

The team tested two suits used for
'space walks' or Extra Vehicular Activities
(EVA) - one was developed by ESTEC

and is volumetrically representative of the
suit used by NASA the other was
developed for French-Russian Mir

mission training The team's objectives
were to begin to understand the difficulty
of working while wearing such a suit and
to study the ergonomic aspects of each
suit, for example, how comfortable the

Divers practise removrng a rack from the
mock-up in the diving tank at the Le Bourget
Air Show

\

I
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astronaut s within the suit. the level of
visibi ity when wear ng the helmet, the

degree of flexibility of the loints and
.nnpr lmhq :nd thp ne^eral cofstfaints"HY""

on mobi ity

In addition, the method of installing and
removrng hardware that is on the outside
of the module and is often large or bu ky,

whie wearing an EVA suit, was tested
The team found that it s necessary to
harrc nnnr^l nr^1in:'nrq nf Wnefe the
equiprert s to be placed. g ven tiar lhe
2qlrnr-a..t is ' ,ea. rn a helmel ard could'v * ',
have imited vision and is also wearing
gloves The hardware being installed and
lhA lnn c he nn rrqod ton.l '^ {'^.. r,. .,, 1J vu rv ru LU ruoL dvvqy. t

^ +i^/^f^"^ ^^^^^^^ ",, +hs Irererore |euessa y u at lrey are
tethered or that a method of temporary
stowage s provided The locaton of
handles and mobi ity and foot restraints
was also found to be critical

This underwater simu ation has

de.lor-strated aga r ll-al will- rhe p'oper
equipment, the test ng of maintenance
and serv c ng activ ties can be conducted
in a very cost effectve way G

Meteoroid/Debris
Damage to Eureca
Being Analysed

The European Retrievable Carrier
(Eureca) was retreved by tr-e Space
Shutt e in June 1993 and returned to
Earth after amost 11 months n orbit lts

return p'ovided a -rique opponJ.ily
to study the effects of the space
erv ronrent on spacec'aft componerrs
and materials ESA has taken this

opportunity and nitiated a Eureca post-

flight nvestigation programme

Eureca had about 145 m2 of exposed
external surfaces. ncluding 99 m2 of
sola' arrays (trorr and rear) The orbit
was rearly ci'cular at 28 5 degrees
inc ination and had an initial altitude of
around 510 km

l'noacl crarers ca-sed by hypervelocity
col isiors w rf meleoroids and space
r^lphr<, npri.'o<,2ro enme o'the nost
^^+;^^-hl^ +^-r ,'^^ ^- E, ,.^^^ ^ ^,,"1^^^^IIUIIUUOUIS IYdLUIU> U I LUIUUd > >UI dUU>

Tn naa' m^.1 .n^.^.1',-A lnoaA tmn2.ilv uvuulllYllt ol u ql lqly)u r ruou il ' l.Jqur
t^ar /^. nln nnlinrl ^,,',,^,, ^+ -llrcorursJ. d uur rPrulc uPlrudr JUrvuy ur qrl

n ,ier qr r.facpq is heir-o oerformed lr--"" v I
rAu-lilian l^ 

^ 
l.r^^ nr rmlar o[ imnenic nnquurtrur I tv 4 rqrvg I urr uur u. il r l.Jour) u

ESA slall members Carlo Viberti (left) training in the r9ussian EVA suit and Pete Colson (rrght) rn
the ESTEC develapment EVA suit

\\,A

thp cnl:r:rrlri< :ktn lOn m^.^1. h.',^JV ttrvourJ tqvg
hppn r'lc:rlv ir^lpntifierl nn tl-e main
F .ror^a hndir rnrrrdinn 2 2m'n a aTetef
hole oenetrat rg the FSA/FRNO sign
plate

Material contamination and degradation.
and the effects of UV radiation and the
residual atmosphere (ma nly atomic
oxygen) are other interactions to be
str rr-lied in r^le-ail 2s na.t Of the E-reCa

Post-Fl ght Investigation Programme G

4n tmpael fpatsrp oa a EtIeCa :cctff plate

The crater in the centre ts about A5 mnt tn
rlt-rotat lh^ ^;t t tt ,t | )rn alALtnO ;l ,,1nefe

lha ntinl h:c heen romatrorl h\, lha,m^).t;<

about 3 mm wrde
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ESA at Moscow
Aerospace '93

From 31 August to 5 Septembef ESA

participated for the first time in Moscow
Aerospace '93, an international trade fair

on aerospace and aviation Other space
agencies and leading aerospace
companies from 14 countries including
Russia itself, the USA, and Eastern and
Western European countries were also
present

The ESA stand featured an exhibition
on its current programmes, particularly

its Earth observation and space
transportation systems, and highlighted
the Agency's cooperation with Russia

F Fnnqtrhm tqcatpd lpfil FSA Director for
lvv9!vv' lv,7i L

Space Stafion and Mrcrogravity, and
J J. Dordain (right), ESA Assocr,ate Dtrector of
Strategic Planning and lnternational Policy,

answer questions dunng fhe ESA press

conference at Moscow Aerospace '93 The

ESA stand is behrnd them

The stand was located among those of

Russian institutions and companies, upon
Russia's invitation

In demonstration of its relationship with
Russia, ESA formally presented its four
ESA astronauts who are currently training
in Star City for participation in the

upcoming EuroMir flights Two of them,
Ulf Merbold and Pedro Duque are
preparing for the 3O-day EuroMir'94
mission on board Mi[ scheduled for
launch in September1994 The other two,

Christer Fuglesang and Thomas Reiter

are preparing for the 135-day EuroMir'95
mission, scheduled for launch in
August 1995

Approximately 70 000 members of the
public and 50 000 professtonals,

including many leaders of Russian

government and industry, visited the air

show G

The four ESA astronauts tratnrng in Star City

for participation on EuroMtr flights From left to
right: Ulf Merbold, Christer Fuglesang,
Pedro Duque and Thomas Beiter.

One Million Orbital
Elements Now in Space
Debris Database

The number of orbital elements, i,e

parameters that describe an orbit,
recorded in ESA's space debris database
surpassed the one-million mark in
October.

The database, named the Database and
Information System Characterising
Objects in Space (DISCOS). was created
in 1990 to support research work in the
area ol snace clehris Institutes anduYuvv vvvi iv ii i

national space centres in several

Member States regularly retrieve orbital

and physical information (radar cross-

section has been added recently) on

some of the 22 800 objects launched

since 1957 Every month, 25 000 orbital

elements are added to the database The
I lS Snanp Sr rnrpillannp NetwOfkv e vvqvv

generates these elements for the
approximately 7000 objects that it is
currenLly tracking The tracked objects
consist of functioning and
decommissioned satellites, upper stages

of rockets, and fragments from breakups
in orbit

DISCOS is maintained by the European
Space Operation Centre (ESOC) in
Darmstadt, Germany For further
information, contact:

Walter Flury

ESOC

Darmstadt
Germany
Tel: 49 6151 902270 G
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International Space
University Holds 6th
Summer Session

lVore than l0O students from 30

countries gathered in Huntsville, Alabama,
to attend the ISU summer programme

Thc lSl I iq : nnn-nrnfit edUcattonal
institution specialising in advanced,
space stud es programmes, lts primary
goals are to identify, assemble and
educate talented graduate students and
young professionals, to offer them a
space-related curriculum. and to expand
and enhance international collaboration
fnr the ne:cofr rl rrqa nf nr rtor cnano

The first summer session was held at the
lVassachusetts Institute of Technology
(MlT) in Cambridge (USA) in 1988 Since

then, it has been held in Strasbourg.
France in 1989; Toulouse, France rn

1990; lVontreal, Canada in 1991 ; and
Kitakyushu, Japan in 1992

Eacl' year. ESA sponsors a group of
Europeans, including two ESA staff
members, to attend ISU This yeal the

two ESA staff members were
Rirriiner.lohr frnm tranf, gpl
Per Osterman from ESTEC

The ISU summer session lasts 10 weeks

Experienced professionals from all

spacefaring nations, ncluding
researchers, astronauts and cosmonauts,
teach courses or give lectures. and are

available for the exchange of ideas

Some of the astronauts preparing for the
Hubble Space Telescope servicing
mission, for example, took time out of

Three new ISU alumnt, from left to right: Ted Ashburn (MIT), PerOsterman (ESA/ESTEC), and
Ridiger Jehn (ESA/ESOC)

their training to speak about their up-

coming tasks Several ESA staff members
were also among the teaching staff

During the first five weeks of the
programme, the curriculum encompasses
core lectures in 10 fields of study ranging
frnm qnpcp architpctr rro 3pl life sciences
to space business and managemenl. and
pol cy and law After completing those
courses, the students had to choose one

ot the 10 areas for mo'e in-depth study

Each student also had to select one of
lwo des gn projects - they musl
design a specific space system taking
into account all aspects including the
ground segment, space segment,
communication. funding. management
policy, legal issues, and social and
envi ron mental impacts.

Two design projects were undertaken
this year: an observatory on the far
side of the Moon, and a global
disaster warning and mitigation system
named GEOWARN The latter project
is still underway: the students are now
working on its realisation (see full article
in the next issue of the ESA Bulletin)

Field trins are alsn r:nnsidered an

essential element of the ISU
programme In addition to sidetrips to
the beaches of the Gulf of Mexico and
experimentation in New Orleans Cajun
restaurants, the students took
advantage of the nearby academic
and space-related facilities, which
include NASAs lVarshall Space Flight
Center (N/SFC). the Alabama Space
and Rocket Center, and Cummings
Research Park Some students trained
in MSFC's neutral buoyancy tank,
where each learnt the challenges of
working in a low gravity environment
All studenLs witnessed the test firing of
improved Space Shuttle main engines,
which are developed at MSFC

Upon graduation, each student was
nroqoniod rnrith e a norr -, sonally
dedicated flag that had flown in space
aboard the Space Shuttle. as a gifl
from MSFC for their participation in

ISU The next summer session will be
held in Barcelona in June 1994 G

The 100 sludenls from 30 countries at this
summer's ISU programme rn Huntsvtlle,

Alabama
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ISVR Demonstrates
Satellite 'Health-
monitoring' System

The 1993 Royal Academy of Engineering
(UK) Soiree was held at lmperial College
in London on 22 June in the presence of

the Royal Fellow, HRH The Duke of Kent

The theme of the exhibition, 'The

contribution of university engineering
research to success in industry', was

broadly interpreted leading to some
30 exhibits from British universities

The lnstitute of Sound and Vibration
Research (ISVR) at the University of

Southampton (UK) collaborated with

ESA's space research and technology
centre, ESTEC, on an exhibition on

aoolications of vibration data from a
geostationary satellite in orbit based on a
recent experience with a vibration
measuring payload on ESA's Olympus
satellite. The stand enabled delegates to

hear recordings of audio bandwidth
satellite vibration during an east-west

station-keeping manoeuvre and [o see

some statistical analysis of the vibration

data Engineering models of satellite

mechanisms, which had been provided

by British Aerospace, the prime

contractor for Olympus, were also

displayed,

The collaborative research programme

between ESTEC and ISVR has shown
ways of exploiting vibration data for the
monitoring of the health of a salelliles
mechanical systems while in orbit. A
highly sensitive accelerometer package

measures the very small vibrations
caused by the operation of on-board
systems The signals are transmitted to

Earth where they can be analysed in real

time or recorded for future analysis ISVR

assembled and programmed a digital

signal-processing. enhanced PC system

using algorithms developed at ESTEC

which enabled the monitoring of the
signal from Olympus to be carried out for
several months,

A more refined 'health-monitoring' system

currently under consideration for future

spacecraft could increase the operational
lifetime of satellites by predicting

component failures and could contribute
ultimately to improved component
design, G

ESA Signs New
Agreement With Finland
On 25 August, ESA and Finland signed
an agreement covering Flnland's
participation in ESAs General Support
Technology Programme (GSTP) the
primary objective of which is to develop
identitied critical technologies

Under this agreement, Finland's
involvement is to be focused in particular

on studies concerned with Earth/space
telematics networks, deep space
observatory facilities, and global Earth

monitoring,

As an Associate lVember of the Agency,

Finland is already contributing to the
Agency's science, Earth observatton and
telecommunications prog rammes, and
has opened negotiations with ESA on the
formalities required for it to become a full

Member State

Mr Jean-Marie Luton, Dtrector General of ESA

(left), and His Excellency Matti Hakkanen,
Finnish Ambassador to Paris (rght), sign the

agreement covertng Frnland's expanded
involvement in ESA activities

G

The ISVR stand at the 1993 Royal Academy of Engineering Sorrde
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PIERS 1994
Progress in Electromagnetics Research Symposium
European Space Research and Technology Centre
ESTEC, Noordwijk,The Netherlands
1 1-15 July 1994

FIRST CALL FOR PAPERS

The 1994 Progress in Electromagnetics Research Symposium will be organized by the European Space Agency
(ESA) at the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC) on 1 1-15 July 1994, in Noordwijk, The
Netherlands.

PIERS provides an internationalforum for repofting progress and recent advances in the modern development
of electromagnetic theory and its new and exciting applications. For the first time, PIERS will take place outside
the USA. The main emphasis will be on recent development of electromagnetic research for remote sensing and
space applications but consideration will be given to papers on other subjects.

Symposi um O rganization

PIERS'94 General Chairman: Mr. Marius Le Fevre, Director, ESA/ESTEC, Noordwijk (NL)
PIERS Ghairman: Prof. Jin Au Kong, 26-305, MlT, Cambridge, MA 02139 (USA)
PIERS'94 Technical Chairman: Mr. Bertram Arbesser-Rastburg, ESA/ESTEC (NL)
Conference coordination: Mrs. Gonnie Elfering and Mr. Pieter van Beekhuizen, ESA/ESTEC (NL)
Local arrangements and symposium program and proceedings publication: Messrs. Maurice Borgeaud,
J.P.V. Poiares Baptista, Josef Noll, and Sergio Buonomo, ESA/ESTEC (NL)

Suggested Topics Include

O Active remote sensing: radar polarimetry, surface and volume scattering, retrieval algorithms, interferometry.
O Passive remote sensing: optical/microwave, radiometry, polarimetry, inversion techniques, scattering.
O Wave propagation: theory, ionosphere, atmosphere, mobile, other planets, non-linear effects, plasma.
O Antennas: theory, microstrip, multi-layer, reflector and array antennas, analysis, synthesis and measurements.
O Devices and materials: millimetre, sub-millimetre, and optical devices, composite and chiral media.
O Electromagnetic theory: computational EM, methods and techniques, applications, fractals.
O Electromagnetic compatibility: system analysis tools, verification methodology, statistical approaches.

ABSTRACTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 17 DECEMBER 1993

Prospective authors are invited to submit a one-page abstract of no less than 250 words no later than 1lh
December 1993. The abstract should explain clearly the content and relevance of the proposed contribution with
complete names and affiliations of all authors. Authors are requested to present no more than three papers.

ACCEPTANCE NOTIFICATION BY 18 FEBRUARY 1994

SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM AND INFORMATION SENT BY 18 MARCH 1994

Acceptance notification will be mailed by 18'h February 1994 to the corresponding author of the submitted
contribution and symposium program and information will be mailed by 18th March 1994 together with travel and
accommodation information. Though it is not in the PIERS tradition, a full-length paper (maximum 4 pages) is
requested by ESA and should be sent no laterthan 2dh May 1994.

FULL.LENGTH PAPERS BY 20 MAY 1994

Advance registration fee for all participants, including
session chairmen and authors, is NLG 500 (Dutch
Guilders) if payment is received before 20th May
1994. After this date and during the meeting, the
registration fee will be increased to NLG 600. The
fee includes the reception, dinner, attendance at all
sessions, refreshments, the Symposium program,
abstracts, and the proceedings. Correspondence and
abstracts should be sent to:

Mr. Bertram Arbesser-Rastburg
PIERS 1994 Technical Chairman

c/o Mrs Gonnie Elfering
ESTEC Conference Bureau,

Postbus 299
22OO AG Noordwiik

The Netherlands
Tel: +31-1719-85056 Fax: +31-1719-85658

E-mail: aelferin@vmprofs.estec.esa.nl



SPACEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotlight
Model: FDR-8500C

Copocity: 5Gigobytes(uncompressed)

Dote Rote:

Weight:
Power:
Size:

lnterfoce:

10 Gigobytes (2:1 compression)
250 Gigobyles (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (burst)

4 to 12 Mbit/s totol (sustoined)

l6 lbs (7.3 kg)
l8 Wotts @ 28VDC
I1.8"x9"x6"
(300mm x229mm x l52mm)
RS-422

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performance data storage units built for
operation within the space shuttle bay, on
the aft flight deck, and aboard space
platforms. Designed with 8mm helical scan
technologr, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These
recorders' unique characteristics make them
equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:1,
yielding 10 Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compression
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rates
a-re 10 Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels are from 4 Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The
error rate is less than one in 10'" bits read.

Mechanical
The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal

heaters activate below + 10'C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until
heaters can stabilize the internal
environment above 0"C. Shock and vibration
isolation allow the tape transport assembly
to surpass Shuttle launch and landing
requirements.

The recorder's footprint measures 11.8" x 9"
(300mm x 229mlr,l, with a height of 6"
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
70mm centers for easy interfacing with ESA
cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total
weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).

Electrical
Power dissipation is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power
converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recorder's
operating environment.

Interface
Communication with the FDR-8000 is
provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
I2OO baud. The data channel is synchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.

AMPTEK, INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA 01730 U.S.A. TEL 6171275-2242 FAX6171275-3470
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Mechanical requirements - Copy dates

Printing material
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Copy date:
( n Noordwilk)

I yPs orso

Screen:

Peno cizo

1/l page

112 page vertical
1l) ntao haritanta

114 page vertical

114 page horizontal

60/cm 150/inch

297mm x 21Omm

185/265 mm high

911265 mm high

185/131 mm high

91/131 mm high
185/ 65 mm high

Circulation

Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Argenttna
Australia
Austria
Bah rarn

Bangladesh
Barbados
Belg um
Belize

Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and
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Botswana
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Burkina Faso

(Upper Volta)

Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
Ch na
Colombia
Commonwealth of

Independent States
Congo
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
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Denmark
Dominican Reoublic
Duba
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Estonia
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Finland
France
French Gurana
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Germany
Ghana
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Hong Kong
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Japan
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Puerto R co
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Srngapore
Slovakia
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Sri Lanka

Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland
Sweden
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Syria
Tah tr

Ta wan
fanzania
Thailand
Togo
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and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
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UAE
Un ted K ngdom
u rug uay
USA
venezue a
Vietnam
Yemen
Zaie
ZamDia
Zimbabwe

1 positive offset film (right reading, emuilsion
side down)
Negatrve, artwork ready for reproduction
All production charges are rnvorced separately
Ready for printing: 30 days before publication
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after
reservation should be notified immediately
fax (31) (0)1 719 85433
tel (31) (0)1719 83409

Bleed amount: 3mm

lssue dates
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Rates in Dutch Guilders
(Series discount also applies to combined space bookings in

Buletn&Journal)
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